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Preface

This is an accidental book. I didn't choose its subject. It seemed to gradually force
itself upon me. Educated as a sociologist, the picture I had in my head of Walter
Lippmann and his classic work, Public Opinion, differed substantially from the
view I encountered when I migrated to the field of media and communication.
But I had no particular interest in either Lippmann or public opinion research,
so until recently this dissonance didn't particularly bother me.
My own research focuses on the sociology and politics of knowledge, censorship and propaganda, critical theory, and gender and technology studies. But
for more than two decades I have regularly taught a course currently called
Propaganda and Promotional Cultures. Over the years references to Dewey
and Lippmann and their fabled conflict became increasingly common in the propaganda literature. For a while, I went with the flow, assuming the authors of that
work stood on firm ground: that they knew something I didn't know.
The vision of participatory democracy projected by Dewey's champions
was, of course, appealing, but as a sociologist I found the position that they attributed to Lippmann more realistic—a more accurate structural analysis of how
things actually work in contemporary American society. Lippmann's view seemed
to resonate closely with the position developed by C. Wright Mills in The Power
Elite (1959), one of the books that had long ago influenced my decision to study
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otology. I would eventually realize—or remember—that the resonance was
actually an echo because Mills was significantly influenced by Lippmann, Dewey
and pragmatism. But I was no longer teaching sociology, and at the time the
Dewey-Lippmann construct remained peripheral to my interests.
A quick twenty-minute class discussion generally took care of DeweyLippmann. Then one day Lindsay, a bright, earnest and inquisitive student, looking quite troubled, gave voice to my own silent dissent in the form of a question
that went something like this, l i k e what Dewey is saying better, but I think
Lippmann is right. How can that be?' The 'how' seemed to be the source of the
trouble for her because it suggested that the authorized texts were wrong and as
the teacher who authorized them, so was I. Of course I agreed with Lindsay's
analysis and praised her critical interrogation. But I knew that I had failed her
pedagogically. I could not explain how the authors I had assigned rationalized
what clearly seemed to her (and to me) problematic claims. Something was missing and I could not explain it satisfactorily.
Her troubled look sent me to the library where I assumed that a couple hours
of reading would readily solve our dilemma. But what I thought would be a quick
read turned instead into quicksand. Lindsay graduated in 2006 and my accidental journey continues. For quite a while I looked for the Holy Grail that would
explain it all. I was sure I was just missing something. But what? Eventually I identified James Carey as the crucial source of the polarized framing of the two views.
I readily conceded Dewey his white hat, but Carey's Lippmann didn't ring true to
me nor did the portraits painted by Lippmann's other post-1980 critics.
There was still no Grail, and the quest was getting in the way of more pressing obligations. This was not my research agenda. I had a sabbatical and another
project to pursue. Yet Dewey and Lippmann continued to nag and I continued to
read. Slowly and reluctantly I concluded that the dominant discourse was wrong—
reluctantly because I had no interest in undermining Carey's argument which, in
my view, has had a salutary effect on the field by opening up long-neglected avenues
of humanistic inquiry. But for some reason, which I did not understand at the time,
I felt I had to try to explain Lippmann: reclaim the reputation of this famous
dead, white man who had enjoyed enormous power and privilege in his lifetime—
that gray face that had stared up at me from the pages of Newsweek in so many dentist's offices for so long that I still half expect to find him there.
This is not the kind of work I wanted to be doing. Lippmann seemed to
embody everything my generation had once rejected: a generational view that
Christopher Lasch captured in 1965 when he described Lippmann as "an unof-
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IX

ficial embodiment of the national purposel During the Vietnam War, Lippmann
was on our side, vehemently opposed to the war, but my generation rejected his
support as poisoned by what we saw as his cynical realism and his close proximity to power.
2 I But he sabotaged my sabbatical. I had reached the point where I could no
f e l t avoid the Everest of primary texts: both Dewey and Lippmann had been
longer
n
o writers with careers that spanned more than sixty years. Although Deweys
prolific
a f fis imuch more forbidding, he actually posed less of a problem for me
prose
n
i t yhe had so many able contemporary apologists and interpreters.
because
tConversely, I discovered that even though Lippmann has been widely criticized
o
in recent decades, that criticism is superficial: a few provocative quotes, taken out
L
i
of context
and widely repeated, had been enough to indict him because the critp
p not really interested in Lippmann. They used him as a straw man to
ics were
m
a Dewey's virtues.
showcase
n n
I had to do foundational historical and critical analysis to begin to develop
o
a coherent view of Lippmann's work. Fortunately, I soon discovered young
r
Lippmann, who was also, for a time, committed to changing everything that the
h
previous generation had represented. He was not so alien after all. He was a
i
Progressive who campaigned hard on behalf of the vote for women, a friend of
s
labor and champion of social justice. He had fascinating friends and associates
w
otoo: John Reed, Florence Kelley, Mabel Dodge Luhan, Randolph Bourne, Herbert
rCroly, Walter Wyle, Learned Hand, Bernard Berenson, Lincoln Steffens, Frank
kCobb, Felix Frankfurter, Theodore Roosevelt, Chief Justice Oliver Wendell
.Holmes, Jane Addams, Colonel House, Edmund Wilson and, of course, Dewey,
as well as teachers to die for: William James, George Santayana, Graham Wallas.
I also soon discovered that historians were drawing dramatic parallels between
the Progressive era and our own times, so the quicksand of history actually took
me somewhere interesting and at least superficially familiar, As I dug deeper,
realized that I was not just dealing with the erosion of an intellectual reputation,
but with larger issues involving the fragility of the structures of peer review,
interdisciplinary influence and ultimately lcnowledge and truth. I was in my element after all, the sociology and politics of knowledge.
Much more was at stake than interpretations of Lippmann. If one subscribes, as I do, to a humanist, communitarian, Peircean, approach to epistemology, verification of truth claims and the construction of knowledge, then this was
acase of systemic breakdown. The community of scholars, with rare exceptions,
had failed to adequately exercise its critical responsibilities to interrogate the
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Lipprnann's critics. There were some dissenters, but they were genersnored; the image of Lippmann as an arrogant elitist gained interdisciplinary
Avgadon despite the existence of a large body of p r e
'that
did not support this simplistic rendering. If this could happen to someone
as
1 9famous
8 0 s asLLippmann,
i p p mwhat
a nabout
n lesser-known thinkers? Constructive, evis
c
h
o
l
a
r
s
h
i
p cornerstone of the production of knowledge
dence-based criticism is an essential
within C. S. Peirce's communitarian theory of knowledge. Without it, knowledge
accumulates but it is not cumulative.
Constructive criticism is a serious and time-consuming form of scholarship.
An essential constituent of communitarian approaches to knowledge, it is elevated
in theory, but seldom honored and rarely rewarded in practice. Taking the form
of anonymous peer review, it assumes editors have more knowledge and agency
in identifying and successfully recruiting reviewers than is usually possible in
increasingly specialized and fragmented areas of inquiry. It further assumes that
reviewers, who need to publish or perish themselves, are more generous with
their time and intellectual capital than many can afford to be in a market-based
knowledge economy. A cost-benefit analysis suggests that under current conditions,
the system is predisposed to fail, When it works, it does so despite, rather than
because of, institutionalized reward structures. Scholars act out of personal
integrity, generosity, and fidelity to intellectual values, In Lippmann's case, there
was no sinister intentdust carelessness, lax reviewing and misplaced trust, Because
several disciplines were affected, it does, however, suggest that contemporary
scholarship lacks secure moorings, which makes it vulnerable to attacks by partisan interests. Lippmann himself recognized the problem when he argued that
without the corrective force of Socratic dialectics, "propagandists, procurers and
panderers" would negate democratic discourse and the epistemological foundations
of knowledge,
3 TWalter
h i s Lippmann began his career when it was still possible for non-academics
i s to contribute to scholarly knowledge: to publish articles and books that
a
could
shape the emerging canons of the social sciences, By the time the field of
L i p
media
andpcommunication was being institutionalized in colleges and universim
a
n mid-twentieth century, that was no longer the case. Lippmann's early
ties in the
n
contributions
could be marginalized if not ignored. But my accidental journey has
t
h me that James Carey was right in 1989 when he claimed that
convinced
a
t
Lippmann's
Public Opinion is "the founding book of American media studies,"
IMoreover, I believe that fact ought to be celebrated rather than lamented, and that
f
o
u
n
d
I
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Walter Lippmann ought to be recognized as a founder—perhaps even the
founder—of the field of media and communication theory and research, And we
ought to see opportunity in the fact that his "prose flowed so smoothly, and his
arguments proceeded so effortlessly" that their theoretical depth is often overlooked.
5
Notes
M
u
c h
c 1.aChristopher Lasch, The New Radicalism in America 1889-1963. New York: WW Norton,
1997 (original 1965), p. 220.
n 2. Even Lasch acknowledged that Lippmann achieved this status by retaining his critical
s t intellectual independence from the powerful.
i l3. Walter Lippmann, The Public Philosophy. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1955, p.129.
l 4. James W. Carey, Communication and Culture. Boston: Unwin and Hyman, 1989, p. 75.
b 5. James T. Kloppenberg, Uncertain Victory: Social Democracy and Progressivism in European
and American Thought, 1870-1920. New York: Oxford University Press, 1986, p. 318.
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CHAPTER 1

The Scholar in a
Troubled World

The true scholar is always radical. He is preoccupied with presumptions, with antecedents and probabilities; he moves at a level of reality
under that of the immediate moment, in a world where the choices are
more numerous and the possibilities more varied than they are at the level
of practical decisions... At the level of thought, in the empire of reason,
the choices are wide, because there is no compulsion of events or of selfinterest. The immediate has never been the realm of the scholar. His
provinces are the past, from which he distills understanding, and the
future, for which he prepares insight. The immediate is for his purposes
amere fragment of the past, to be observed and remembered rather than
to be dealt with and managed.
-WALTER LIPPMANN,THESCHOLARINATROUBLEDWORLD'

Walter Lippmann (1889-1974) led multiple lives. He was not only America's
most influential journalist for nearly six decades, he was also a scholar who
wrote serious books on political theory, democracy, public opinion, morality
and international affairs. His journalistic career began with an apprenticeship at
Everybody's Magazine where the famous muckraker Lincoln Steffens was his mentor. At twenty-five, he became a founding editor of The New Republic, the leading publication of the progressive movement, and then editor of the editorial page
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of Joseph Pulitzer's New York World, the most important US newspaper of its
day. When the World folded in 1931, he became a columnist for the New York
Herald, Lippmann's syndicated column,"Today and Tomorrow;' ran in 270 newspapers at home and abroad, and attracted three million readers weekly. Later Th
eWashington Post and then Newsweek hosted the column, which ran for thirty-six
years. When Lippmann was in his seventies, he became the unlikely star of an
annual series of television interviews, Conversations with Walter Lippmann, which
won a Peabody Award.

Figure L Photo of Walter Lippmann in 1914 taken by Pink MacDonald,

Lippmann had similarly illustrious beginnings as a scholar, He was a protégé
of American philosopher and psychologist William James, as well as of British
political sociologist Graham Wallas. Lippmann was a graduate assistant to
Harvard philosopher George Santayana, and long-time philosophical and political ally of John Dewey. A brilliant student, young Lippmann seemed destined for
acareer as an academic philosopher. But he left Harvard a few weeks before completing his master's degree, possibly in response to advice from Santayana who
urged philosophers to quit the university and get closer to reality.
2 When he published his second book at the age of twenty-five, former
President Theodore Roosevelt declared Lippmann "the most brilliant young
man of his age in all of the United States:
3 S u Holmes
p r e m
Wendell
alsoelauded Lippmann's achievement as"devilishly well-written,
C
o
u
r
t
full of articulation of the impalpable and unutterable.., altogether a delightful
J upiece
s oft writing
i candethinking:
fresh
O
l
i
v
r, figure and the leading intellectual voice of the
established
4 T h a tLippmann
b o as
oe akpublic
younger
of progressives.
t
h generation
e
l yPeriodically
r i c throughout
a l
his career, Lippmann would take sabbaticals from his
journalistic
career,
and
seek
the
solitude of his summer home and other retreats
D
r
i
f
t
a
n
d reflect and write books. "I have lived two lives: Lippmann
where
he could
read,
M "One
a of sbookstand one
e of rnewspapers. Each helps the other. The philosophy
said,
y
,
is the context in which I write my columns. The column is the laboratory or
clinic in which I test the philosophy and keep it from becoming too abstract:
5 But there was also a:third life' that advanced and enriched the other two: here
Lippmann functioned as a kind of shadow statesman. Sometimes publicly and
at other times operating behind the scenes, Lippmann not only commented on
public events, he helped shape them. This gave him unparalleled access to privileged sources of information. He was, for example, an advisor, at various times,
to every president from Theodore Roosevelt to Lyndon Johnson. He wrote
speeches for Roosevelt's 1912 Bull Moose presidential campaign, and was the
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yeengesktra
WilltsorA Fotirte
r
r
vately
the Coolidge administration to help avert a war with Mexico.
h e r ' during
o '
e'n
°edited
f
t hwith
e popularizing the term/Cold War,' he vehemently opposed the poliP othat
i ncreated
t s and sustained it.
cies
s e c r
i6 critic
n
m a Joseph
n n McCarthy as well as a frequent target of McCarthyism.
lic
Senator
e Lt i pof p
1 contributed
9 a1 7s to John F. Kennedy's inaugural speech in 1960, and used his access
w
He
g r o
-t Washington
1 9 1
to
u ph , e insiders to leverage his opposition to the Vietnam War. Moreover,
8 .shadow
m
o influence
s
t extended far beyond American borders; Lippmann was on
this
T
H
ih n fterms
u aenumber
n t of foreign leaders and sometimes secured access to
familiar
e l with
e a when
ithem
l
I
n
qit was denied to official government representatives. His interviews
ie nSoviet
t leaderr Nikital Khrushchev in 1958, for example, took on strategic siga
with
u
i
r
r vduring the dark days of the Cold War. The Soviets considered
ye
nificance
y
,
e
n eu
p
Lippmann
important benough to plant a spy in his office; and J. Edgar Hoover's
w
d
-FBI
h also had
i him under surveillance. Lippmann's biographer Ronald Steel dubbed
b
him
c "the name that opened every door."
o
h Despite Lippmann's unparalleled access to the corridors of power, he was never
t
acwillingrpawn of the powerfffl. He ended up criticizing every president whom he
h
a advised
f or endorsed. Understanding the seductions of power better than
had
p
u
t
most,
hee
b
l warned journalists to guard against them even as he sometimes came perd
ilously
close
to succumbing himself. He championed 'disinterested' inquiry, puri
c
W
suing
his
l
y vocation as a 'scholar in a troubled world' by radically challenging
o
prevailing
political and intellectual presumptions and taking a longer historical view
a
o
of
n political developments.
d
d His distinctive gift, according to historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., was "the senr
sitive
p lucidity with which he reacted to the ebb and flow of his culture His mind
o
seemed
to operate in a contra-cyclical pattern "as if he were impelled always to
r
w
redress
the balance against the dominating suppositions of the day—sometimes
i
after
- he himself had given the suppositions their most clear and trenchant s tatement."
8 it was a deliberate, methodical commitment to intellectual openness, the trait
as
T h Lippmann
i
that
most valued in William James and actively sought to emulate in
s
his own works' Always searching for missing variables and neglected implications,
c o
Lippmann's
relentless Socratic interrogations, including reflexive self-questionn
t
ing, both defined and reinforced his intellectual independence. For Lippmann,
r a did not end when he delivered an opinion, as he did twice a week for much
inquiry
r ithe history of his column. Rather he continued to revisit troubling questions,
of
a n
q
u
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freely admitting when he had been wrong, and actively seeking to rectify his erro
in judgment. In this sense, Lippmann thought in public. Consequently, more tha
most writers, his claims need to be considered within the historical contexts i
which they were conceived.

The term 'disinterested' had a much different meaning a century ago than
does today. Adequate unpacking of that meaning requires more historical an
social contextualizing than an Introduction can accommodate. While an over-sin
plification, it is probably sufficient for now to say that when the term moved (1
of the study and into the political realm where Lippmann-the-shadow-statesm
a
acted and Lippmann-the-journalist wielded his pen, 'disinterested' meant put
tic spirited: committed to the transcendent public principles of constitutionalist
and democratic traditions of civility.th Or, expressed negatively: not aligned wit
any powerful vested interests, corporations, political parties, or religions, on th
assumption that power corrupts. Disinterestedness in no way implied that
thinker was uninterested, dispassionate or value free. For even critical interrog:
tions come from somewhere and are embedded in suppositions. For progresth
journalists, like young Lippmann, one of those suppositions was a democrat)
commitment to provide a voice for the voiceless: to follow the fictional M
Dooley's famous dicturrelto comfort the afflicted, and afflict the comfortable'
The apparent disconnect between Lippmann's advocacy of disinterestednet
and his own activism as presidential advisor and shadow diplomat require
address.
12 a reporter. He spent most of his journalistic career as a columnist where his jo
not
E x toc analyze the news and express informed opinions about it. News was his rat
was
material.
e p t While he did often interview insiders and consult trusted sources, the sue
f oof his own work depended upon the reliability of the news flow. Consequentl
cess
r was strategically positioned to be acutely aware of its flaws and to be highly mot
he
h i to identify reforms that could improve its quality. As much as possible, h
vated
s
sought
to remove opinion from reporting and confine it to the editorial page when
b r
according
to the established division of labor in the newspaper business, it belongec
iAs to
e his own political views, he was transparent about them and acted upo
f
them;
Olympian detachment was attributed to him precisely because those view
s
were never predictably aligned with either major political party.
t
i
13 as
R committed
e a d e rtosthe national
s a interest
t
him
rather than party interests.
n
Lippmann's own center of gravity as a political commentator and shadot
t
statesman was most directly secured in Anglo-American democratic values ant
w
legal traditions. Over his long career, this translated into a skeptic's distrust of a
o
r
k
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a

l

t

e

r
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concentrations of power, public or private, so that, for example, Lippmann supported strong labor unions to counterbalance the growth of large corporations,
welfare state entitlements to rectify the systemic economic inequalities that capitalism generates, and policies that encourage the growth of a robust middle
class to serve as a stabilizing social force. He believed that sound institutions and
laws were the essential constituents of a workable democracy; and he championed
government and corporate transparency as well as individual and civil liberties.
Internationally he favored diplomacy over military intervention and opposed
American imperialism. After the First World War, he advocated'realisin in foreign policy: acting in the nation's strategic self-interest instead of on the basis of
American exceptionalism, which seeks to spread America's vision of democracy
to other parts of the world.

Media and Communication Theory:
Lippmann's Crises and Ours
It is Lippmanns second life, his life as a scholar, which is the primary focus of this
book. To be more precise, it is that portion of his scholarly work that bears most
directly on media and communication theory. This constitutes only a small portion of Lippmann's corpus, estimated to be in the range of ten million words,
which has left its mark on international relations, political science, sociology and
journalism education as well as media and communication." While Lipprnann
periodically addressed media-related issues throughout his life, he produced his
major scholarly work in this area in the period immediately following World 'War
I from 1919 to 1925; it includes Liberty and the News (1919-1920)/A Test of the
News" (with Charles Merz, 1920), Public Opinion (1922), and The Phantom Public
(1925).
Lippmann's studies of media and communication were the work of a deeply
disenchanted young man. Sobered by the brutal realities of a war that he and his
colleagues at The New Republic had strongly supported, he came to view
Woodrow Wilson's call to "make the world safe for democracy" and the war psychosis it ignited as ''impassioned nonsense: which actually made the world a
more dangerous place. The cynical maneuvers of the imperial powers during the
peace negotiations at Versailles were, for Lippmann, the culmination of a whole
series o f violations of the democratic covenant that took place between
1917-1919, including: the American government's massive mobilization of propaganda efforts tcrfrighten a reluctant public into supporting the war, suppres-
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sion of dissent by the Espionage and Sedition Acts, and possibly most personally vexing to him, the press' willing abdication of its historically sanctioned role
as an independent arbiter of truth.
He concluded that the punitive reparations, which the peace treaty imposed
on Germany, merely set the stage for future European conflicts, His experience at
Versailles also led him to believe that, despite the idealism that it seemed to
embody, the League of Nations would actually provide a legitimating cover for further imperial adventures. The Wilson administration's decision to send troops to
Russia in 1918 and its use of propaganda and censorship to mislead the public
about'Operation Polar Bear' shattered any residual hopes Lippmann may have still
harbored for the progressive president he had once enthusiastically supported.
Before the war, Lippmann had an intellectual interest in the irrational elements in politics. His first book, A Preface to Politics (1913), examined the limits of knowledge, arguing that philosophers' pursuit of pure reason is folly: he
provocatively claimed"all the light and shadow of sentiment and passion play even
about the syllogism"—the logician's purest form. Based upon an eclectic mix of
ideas drawn from Nietzsche, Freud, Bergson, James, Santayana, and Wallas,
Lippmann developed a rudimentary sociology of irrationalism in this early effort.
During the war, however, he experienced directly the influence that irrational
and non-rational forces exercise in shaping social perceptions and cognition; in
a telling phase from Public Opinion (1922) he acknowledges that he was not
immune to them. That is, he did not exempt himself from the thesis of his book:
that under certain circumstances, people respond as powerfully to fictions as they
do to reality and in many cases even help construct the "counterfeit realities" to
which they respond. Thus, he cautions:
Let him cast the first stone who did not believe in the Russian army that passed
through England in August 1914, did not accept any tale of atrocities without direct
proof, and never saw a plot, a traitor, or a spy where there was none. Let him cast the
first stone who never passed on as the real inside truth what he heard someone say
who knew no more than he dic1.
15

Lippmann knew he could not pass this test. That failure called into question
the integrity of his philosophy as well as his vocation as a journalist. For
Lippmann, the ability of governments and private interests to "manufacture consent"—to contaminate news at its source—raised the question of whether government by consent can survive in the age of mass communication.
In Liberty and the News (1922), he identified this "crisis of western democ-
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a

l
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racy" as"in an exact sense...a crisis in journalism:
student
progressive
16 A sof history,
a
j o u r n activist
a l i sand
t ,still young man in the early stages of
his
career,
this
was
an
existential
as
well
as
a theoretical question that he had to
p h i l o s o p h e r ,
confront before he could move forward.
Edmund Husserl contends that "anyone who seriously intends to become a
philosopher must 'once in his life' withdraw into himself and attempt, within himself, to overthrow and build anew all the sciences that, up to then, he has been
accepting:
17
than philosophical intention seem to have thrust the re-examination upon him.
T h i Lippmann
s
Most
scholars do, however, note a decisive change in Lippmannis outw
a
look after the war: the youthful optimism is displaced by a skeptical, insistently
sreflexive, critical realism.
s Lippmann
u
significantly expanded his understanding of human behavior,
csocial
h cognition and political processes during this period, but he found little
aphilosophical comfort in the outcome of this quest: no fully satisfactory solution
m
to theodilemma of modern democracy or to his own existential plight. Yet, critm
e that the great synthetic work that he produced in response to his
ics agree
nwartime
t disillusionment, Public Opinion, presented a penetrating diagnosis of the
f
problem of modern democracy, which despite almost a century of dispute, no one
ohas been able to refute.
r
Young Lippmann wrote when modern media were still in their formative
L
i
stages, but he presciently identified the challenges that new technologies of comp
p
munication and transport pose to the foundations of American democracy. These
m
technologies and the social and commercial arrangements that support them are
a
n
now
light
years ahead of the primitive forms that worried Lippmann; they have
n
,
become
a
pervasive
and powerful presence in all facets of our lives. Yet, far from
a
lrendering Lippmarin's analysis obsolete, the digital revolution has given Lippmann's
twork new relevance, even urgency.
h Consequently, revisiting Lippmann's media and communication theory is no
oritual romp through the dusty leaves of history in search of 'founders in the
ufield; although he certainly deserves that accolade. Contemporary media and comgmunication scholars still have much to learn from his work: there is significant
htreasure within it that speaks directly to our present concerns.
e Readers today are far better prepared than earlier generations to grasp the full
vramifications of Lippmannts cosmopolitan approach. A century ago, Lippmann's
eextraordinary combination of identities, functions and experiences as media maker
nand manager, philosopher and social scientist, frequent world traveler, keen
t
s
r
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observer of and sometimes participant in the inner workings of international
power politics, provided him with an exceptional vantage point for analyzing the
interrelationship of media, power and knowledge. If it was not a solitary perch, it
was certainly an epistemologically privileged and existentially lonely one.
In the age of the internet and globalization, however, cosmopolitanism is
inescapable. Whether we embrace it or seek refuge from it in enclaves of tribalism,
sectarianism, nationalism, traditionalism, fundamentalism or other agonistic shelters, the political, economic, and cultural consequences of cosmopolitan values continue to directly impinge upon all of our lives. Few people ever fully escape the
existential angst that accompanies the loss of secure cosmological bearings.
Consequently Lippmanffs vantage point is no longer a remote outpost. Many cultural critics now see what he saw, and try to recapture it. The 'postmodern condition; thenew age of propaganda,' the'post-factual world': satirist Stephen Colbert
may cut closest to the heart of the matter when he claims 'truthiness' now trumps
truth.
18
explained
in Public Opinion.
T hThat is why after decades of relative neglect, there is a sense, emanating from
i s
widely
disparate quarters that Lippmann somehow matters again. As conservai columnist Peggy Noonan noted in a 2008 year-end assessment of books:
tive
s
"Lippmann,
the great journalist, has been popping up in whatever I read lately:
t urges some "probing, digging young scholar" to "write a new biography of
She
h
Lippmann, taking another look at that stupendous, constructive and somehow irrie
tating life and career:
e
19 p
i s
Heat
t e ve Light: Interpretive Challenges
m
While
Lippmann may be"popping up everywhere: there is more heat than light
o
l
in most of thesetpops: They express an inchoate sense of his continuing significance,
o g frequently manifests itself, as Noonan intuits, in irritation, as if he is somewhich
ihow
c responsible for many of the ills that American democracy suffers today. This
a l
goes far beyond blaming the messenger: the portraits of Lippmann that emerge in
c
many recent references bear little resemblance to the way the man and his work
o
were described by his contemporaries. In some cases he seems to have been resurn
rected only to be defamed. Not surprisingly, internet conspiracy theorists excel at
d
this: they claim that Lippmann was part of a secret international cabal that was
i
quite
literally responsible for the Bolshevik Revolution, both world wars, Korea,
t
Vietnam,
Serbia, the Iraq 'Wars, Goebbels, the federal income tax and more.20
i
o
n
L
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Conspiracy fantasies aside, even usually cautious academics have mythologized Lippmann into an arch-opponent of both democratic processes and John
Dewey, his political and philosophical ally. The legend these scholars have invented
has, in turn, migrated into mainstream media where it has been simplified and
amplified.
21 Misguided academic and political criticism has also inverted Lippmann's
critique of propaganda and press agentry falsely accusing him of advocating propaganda and public relations—of being ailmanufacturer of consent —instead of
a pioneering critic of these practices. Indeed Lippmann is vilified by critics as ideologically divergent as leftist anarcho-syndicalist Noam Chomsky and former Fox
News, right-wing Republican Tea-Party partisan Glenn Beck•
22 No single source is responsible for weaving this tangled web of misinformation. Some of the distemper grows out of factual errors in interpreting Lippmann's
work, which could be readily corrected by consulting the original texts.
Lippmands work is, however, more often cited than read. Consequently myths
and misinformation that distort Lippmann's views have circulated freely without
correction for nearly three decades, crossing disciplinary boundaries and acquiring a veneer of solidity. The negative re-framings of Lippmann and his work have
been widely accepted, amplified, reified and canonized into textbooks. There have
been attempts to correct the record, but they have had little impacti
23 Media and communication scholarship has not only been especially vulnerable to reproducing these interpretive errors. As we shall see, it has contributed
substantially to their propagation. Therefore, adequately representing Lippmannts
contributions to the field poses special challenges. Misinterpretations must be
unpacked before Lippmann's work can be accurately contextualized and explained:
this expands the project considerably. It not only involves critical assessment of
the scholarship that Lippmann produced in the early twentieth century, it also
entails critical engagement with the work of prominent contemporary media and
communication scholars who have contributed to creation and legitimation of the
inaccurate renderings of Lippmannts thought which now dominate the field. In
short, the current heat needs to be tempered before historical light can be cast on
Lippmann's contributions,
Texts do, of course, lend themselves to multiple interpretations. Readers as
well as writers actively participate in creating their meanings.
24
i m e texts,
a l discoveries,
s o
tevents,
a kshifts
e inslanguage and cultural sensitolls:Tsubsequent
bilities can alter a text's meanings and relevance. In short, there are no immaculate receptions.

Lippmann's texts may be especially vulnerable to multiple interpretations.
He did, after all, reserve the right to change his mind as he learned more and as
external conditions changed; and conditions did change dramatically during a
lifespan that extended from the horse-and-buggy age to the space age. The
interpretive challenges are further compounded by the fact that even Lippmann
thought he wrote too much. The sheer volume and variety of the work make it
difficult for all but the most determined interpreters to grasp the underlying
gestalt: the philosophical influences, evolving assumptions, values and reflexive
questioning that account for its continuities and discontinuities. In addition,
Lippmann intentionally developed a lucid prose style that was designed to reach
both general and scholarly readers, audiences that bring different priorities and
interpretive resources to the reading experience. This is why Lippmann is
described as a public philosopher.
Paradoxically, however, Lippmann's clarity can mislead the contemporary
reader. We can too easily assume we understand the work, and gloss over the
philosophical and historical context in which it was written. Like other classic
works in social theory, Public Opinion and Lippmannts other major books require
historical and philosophical exegesis. Finally, his work has exercised influence
over several academic fields, media and communication, sociology, social psychology, political science, history and international relations, although, ironically, it
has had no lasting impact on philosophy. Each discipline has filtered his texts
through its own paradigmatic lens, linking it to different theories, agendas, and
problem sets. There is, for example, no consensus among the disciplines as to
which of Lippmann's books is the best; in this competition, Public Opinion vies
for favor with Drift and Mastery, The Method of Freedom, A Preface to Morals,
and The Good Society.
These disciplinary-based interpretive differences are legitimate and fully
defensible: they can cumulatively enrich understandings and appreciation of
Lippmann's thought. When I claim interpretations arelwrong; then, I am setting
the evidentiary bar very high. I refer to factual and/or categorical errors, which create a false picture of the man and his work: errors that are directly contradicted
by Lippmann's own words and the contexts in which they were expressed.
Moreover, I am not acting as a lone ranger in exposing these misinterpretations;
other scholars have identified many of these lapses. At best J
am
o l l e c t ai corrective
ng,
a d that
d isialready
n gunderway. This correction
to,
andcsynthesizing
course
does, however, require a radical rethinking of the importance of Lippmann's work
to media and communication scholarship.
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personal and financial records, photographs, travel diaries and a vast correspondence, including letters sent to and received from many of the movers and shakers of the twentieth century as well as publishers, colleagues, friends, readers
disputing and praising Lippmann's views, admirers, students writing term papers
on his work, young people seeking career advice, and much more. From this
material, we can, for example, discover significant minutiae such as what books
Lippmann purchased and whom he was corresponding with at critical junctures
in developing his ideas. All of this and much more can be found in Walter
Lippmann Papers, Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.
So, Peggy Noonan is right in assuming that undertaking a new biography of
Lippmann is work for a"young scholar:' There is an Everest of paper to be scaled.
Ronald Steel's still unsurpassed, authorized biography, Walter Lippmann and the
American Century (1980) was more than a decade in the making; although it is
exceptionally comprehensive, it does not begin to exhaust the available material.
A young scholar could grow old trying to do so.
Most young scholars will serve Lippmann, themselves and their disciplines
better by emulating Lippmann's highest intellectual aspirations and his method—
his ascetic intellectual discipline, epistemological sophistication, relentless interrogation of unexamined suppositions (including his own), commitments to
grounded critical realism, openness and willingness to rethink and correct his
positions, and his "unceasing freshness of interest."
25
T h e of lhisubest
m writing
i n o isualso
s worthy of serious study and emulation.
accessibility
c l a who
r can
i bring
t y such qualities to bear on analyses of the'ebb and flow' of
Scholars
a
n cultures
d and historical circumstances can offer mach needed perspectheir own
tive on our own turbulent times.

Figure 2. Clark Gable with Walter Lippmann (no credited photographer).

The Challenge
Fortunately abundant primary and secondary resources are available to Lippmann
scholars. The primary material is vast: it not only consists of his voluminous published works, but also an enormous archive of unpublished works, notes, speeches,

In 1932, Lippmann advised "the scholar in a troubled world" that"this is not
the last crisis in human affairs." He urged students to serve their nation by serving the empire of reason, to stand apart, remain "cool and inquiring" and to keep
"their eyes on a longer past and a longer future." By doing this, Lippmann claimed
that they will forge the instruments that Shelley envisioned in his poem,
"Epipsychidion":
Those instruments with which High Spirits call
The future from its cradle, and the past
Out of its grave, and make the present last
In thoughts and joys which sleep, but cannot die,
Folded within their own eternity...26
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It is easier to start a legend than to prevent its continued circulation.
HoHN DEWEY
I

To reclaim the buried treasures within Lippmann's work and restore his rightful place as a central figure in the genesis of media and communication scholarship, it is necessary to dismantle the misleading images of the man and his work
that currently dominate the field. This is a two-step process. It requires rethinking the field's origin stories: both the account put forth by the founders of the
field and the revisionary position advanced by its cultural critics. Each camp
ascribes a significant role to Lippmann in the field's history. Wilbur Schramm
tells the story for the behaviorists. James W. Carey revises that story and gives
it a new twist in an attempt to develop a cultural studies approach to media studies that is rooted in American social thought.
This is a circuitous approach to explaining why Lippmann still matters. The
chapter does, however, have a constructive as well as deconstructive mission.
Legends are critiqued, dismantled and countered with documentation drawn
from primary sources. The Lippmann who speaks through these sources bears
witness against the mythic Lippmann of the Schramm and Carey origin stories.
In this way, the chapter is expository as well as critical. The legendarylippmanns'
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were put into circulation by the two traditions as means to other ends: legitimating their own respective approaches to theory and research. Neither approach was
interested in Lippmann per se, although Schramm seems more ambivalent on this
count than Carey. In both cases, however, the historical Lippmann is misrepresented and misused, and these distortions of Lippmann are reproduced in much
contemporary work in the field of communication.
Young Lippmann's work has much to offer both behaviorism and cultural
studies. Although the behaviorist tradition has harvested and developed more of
his legacy, ironically, the cultural approach may have more to gain from a rethinking of Lippmann's work. That is, when they are correctly categorized and contextualized, Lippmann's theories and his social epistemology can advance Carey's
efforts to re-ground media and communication research within pragmatism.

The Past Is Another Country;
Cold War Media and Communication Research
When the first academic departments dedicated to media education and research
were taking form in the late 1940s and early 1950s, analytic philosophy provided
the epistemological foundations for prestigious forms of social science research.
2his translated into a preference for what sociologist Robert Merton called
T
"middle range theories": that is, theories that yielded propositions or hypotheses
that could be tested, usually by using quantitative analyses of 'empirical' data}
Regarded as the gold standard for 'objective' research by foundation and government funding agencies, behavioral science research designs produced measurable
results. Moreover, the approach seemed to avoid speculation and political controversy—no small consideration at the time. Methodological caution was consonant with the Cold War political climate that cast a pall over intellectual and
creative freedom in America. Academics, along with actors, artists, journalists, scientists, writers and other cultural producers, were primary targets of the anticommunist inquisitions of the era. State universities required professors to sign
loyalty oaths, and the House Un-American Committee held periodic hearings
throughout the country to investigate educators' political backgrounds and beliefs.
As a latecomer to the academy, the field of media and communication had
to navigate these methodological and political constraints as well as other formidable obstacles in its struggle for institutional acceptance and legitimacy. There
were, for example, the predictable institutional turf wars as the new field sought
to claim dominion over a subject area that had been previously, if inconsistently,
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claimed by sociologists, political scientists, journalism educators and rhetoricians as well as an eclectic mix of other scholars from the humanities,4To establish footholds in research universities, communication researchers had to
demonstrate that the field could attract external finding without duplicating
existing initiatives. This meant that the trend-setting research universities defined
the field quite narrowly, at least publicly. We now know that a number of prominent founders of the field were active Cold Warriors who were actually pursuing more expansive secret government research on propaganda and psychological
warfare at the same time that they were publishing foundational works in academic media and communication scholarship, which supported the view that
media exercised limited influence over audiences.
5 This complex set of methodological, political and institutional factors combined to publicly reward present-oriented, behavioral studies of limited scope that
focused on measuring media 'effects.' With the advantage of hindsight, it is easy
to critique the ahistorical character of this work and its lack of adequate concepts
of power, language and culture, which could have provided media and communication theory with more robust links to broader social theories and intellectual
developments!' Given the constraints that the first generation of institution
builders and media researchers operated under, however, it is actually remarkable
how much they did accomplish.
This cautious world of middle-range theorizing was something quite different from the intellectually expansive intellectual milieu occupied by young Walter
Lippmann. When Lippmann undertook his major studies of media and communication, pragmatism was the dominant philosophy in America. William James,
C.S. Peirce and John Dewey's pragmatism, tempered by the naturalism of George
Santayana, provided conceptual moorings for Lippmannts thought, while Graham
Wallas' influence helped to ground it in sociological realism. Lippmann's mentors
had all explored broad theoretical questions and pursued them across disciplinary
boundaries, which were still relatively fluid in the early twentieth century. Young
Lippmann would follow their example.
The ambitious reach of Public Opinion, Lippinannis most scholarly contribudon to media and communication, is in the grand tradition of the classic social theories of Marx, Weber, Dtfficheim and Veblen—authors Lippmann read, and in the
case of Veblen, knew personally. Public Opinion offers a synthesis of cognitive
sociology, epistemology, mass media and democratic theory. It was published in
1922 when books conceived on a grand scale were the norm; indeed, non-fiction
bestsellers in the United States that year took on much larger subjects than pub-
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tic opinion, including, for example, outlines of history and science, the 'story of
mankind' and the origins of modern thought/ In short, big thinking was in.
By midcentury, however, pragmatism had been largely discredited and displaced by analytic philosophy.
academy and imposed a stratified division of labor that placed a premium on spe8
cialization.
speculative questions about the meaning of life
P
r o f e Philosophy
s s i o n aabandoned
liz
a
t iwas
o nnow primarily concerned with the technical problems of language and
and
logic.
h
The
a embrace
d of Middle-range theories' by behavioral science was, in fact,
ta direct
a reaction
k against
e the kind of broad historical and theoretical thinking that
n been so popular in the academy and in American society at large before World
had
h II. By
o nineteen-fifty,
l
War
methodological rigor was in. Big thinking was out.
d This dramatic shift in the American intellectual and cultural climate had
9
w
i consequences
t
h for the way Lippmannts work would be received and used
important
i the new
n academic discipline of media and communication decades after it was
by
toriginally conceived.
h
The time lag matters. It provides one of the essential keys
e
to the series of interpretive errors that have produced skewed interpretations of

creating these exemplars, which demonstrated what social science could contribute to public discourse, Lippmann had also been a staunch supporter of the
development of 'disinterested' social science research. Moreover, the success of
Lippmann's books, including the controversies they created as well as their
author's international fame and influence, had cultivated a climate in which studies of public opinion, mass media, and propaganda assumed significance,
respectability, and urgency.
By the late 1940s, however, several factors combined to make Lippmann and
his work less attractive to scholars seeking to develop a professionalized social science. Lippmann lacked a Ph.D., had no academic affiliation, and was a frequent target of Cold War red-baiting.
12
M oscience
r e oresearch
v e r , methods always retained a strong critical edge. It was the
of social
L
i p p m
n n
disinterested
andaself-correcting
nature of science that, in his view, made it supe'rior
s to other forms of inquiry. But he harbored no utopian fantasies about sciena
d v o andche had no patience with scientism or the hubris of scientists.
tific infallibility;
a
c for
y example, in a series of six articles in the New Republic, Lippmann skewIn 1922,
fered the reliability
o
r Stanford-Benet intelligence testing as well as the scientistic
of
tclaims thathprominent psychologists made on behalf of I.Q. testing." What Arthur
e
Schlesinger described as Lippmann's contra-eyclical mode of thought was not
d
e to vpolitical
e thought:
l
confined
it applied with equal rigor to scientific reasoning."
o For
p them
e of the new field of communication scholarship, Lippmannis
founders
n
t
categorical opposition to propaganda in all its forms must have been especially
problematic since they were directly dependent on government grants that supported Cold War propaganda efforts. Finally, of course, Lippmannts expansive
approach to social theory was not awave that a fledgling discipline, seeking legitimacy in the cautious world of American social sciences, could ride in the 1950s.
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Lippmannts media and communication theory.

Wilbur

Schramm's

Lippmann Problem

The founders of the new academic field faced multiple dilemmas in coming to
terms with Lippmann's work. Neither the man nor his work could be ignored.
Lippmann was at the height of his international fame in the 1940s and 50s. The
"name that opened every door"
10
h aasdwellbas the
e epresidency
n
Chicago
of the University of North Carolina: his early
o f had
f ebeen
r published
e d
work
and reviewed in prestigious academic journals.
e Even
n d
o Lippmann
w e had largely turned his attention to international relathough
d
tions
after 1933, his early studies of media and communication, especially Public
cOpinion,
h remained
a
ia richr resource, full of generative ideas about media and socis Moreover, the book had played an important role in the pre-history of the new
ety
a
t the inspiration for an attempt by sociologists to establish a comdiscipline.
It was
H
a
r
v
munication division within their professional association as early as 1926.
a
r
d
11 Opinion and'A Test of the News" were also frequently cited by political sciPublic
a
n
entist Charles Merriam as having established a standard for methodological
d
rigor in his successful advocacy for the creation of the Social Science Research
Council; these studies exercised significant influence over the Chicago School of
political science, which dominated that discipline for decades. In addition to
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Schramm's Solution
Enter Wilbur Schramm, Now generally regarded as the founder of the academic
discipline of media and communication, Schramm deftly navigated the problem
of incorporating Lippmann's ideas into the field while, at the same time, marginalizing the man.
Schramm had served in the Office of War Information (OWI), America's
World War II propaganda agency, along with Harold Lasswell, Paul Lazarsfeld and
Carl Hovland. Schramm's own educational background was in literature, but he met
regularly with the social scientists at the OWI to analyze, plan and develop propa-
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ttighAtth •support the domestic war effort. His vision for a new scholfirednimunication research grew out of these contacts, When he returned
kihtiteademic position at the University of Iowa, he established the Bureau of
goihmunication Research, modeled after Lazarsfeld's Office of Radio Research at
Columbia University. He later repeated this institution building on a much larger
scale at the University of Illinois and Stanford. Along the way, what had been
known as propaganda analysis during the interwar period was scrubbed of its
pejorative connotations, expanded and redeployed as 'communication' research."
James W. Carey pointed out that much of the history of communication
research is' self-conscious creation."" No one was more instrumental in that cre-

some impressive candidates for this honorific, including Darwin, Marx, Max
Weber, Tarde and Freud, but he settles on three American exemplars as forerunners of "empirical!' research: sociologists Charles Horton Cooley (1864-1929)
and Robert Park (1864-1944) and anthropologist Edward Sapir (1884-1939).
In a deft move, however, he does acknowledge that"newsman"Lippmann's Public
Opinion "is still one of the most useful books that modern communication students have inherited from an earlier generation of schotars."
18 The generational divide Schramm imposes here is specious. The actual age
differences separating Lippmann from Schramm's Tour founders' are negligible.
Lippmann was, for example, only a year older than Lewin.
19work
S oin m
t h i n gmove. The
e key
l sand coded
e
at
thisedistancing
qualifiers seem to be'empiri and
s 'modern.' The term 'empirical' was wielded like a censor's stamp by the
ical'
guardians of social science legitimacy in the 1950s, This usage, in its cruder
forms, has since been discredited by sociologists and philosophers of science who
now refer to the midcentury scientistic conception of empiricism as naive realism. But even if we accept Schramm's spin on the term, it is wildly inaccurate.
Lippinann's studies of media and communication are at least as 'empirical; that
is, based on systematic observation and analysis, as the work of Cooley, Park and
Sapir, and arguably as empirical as some of the work of Schramm's four founders.
Certainly "A Test of the News" (1920) is a methodologically rigorous exemplar
of quantitative content analysis which has stood the test of time.
Apart from the "newsman's" profession, the distance Schramm seems to be
marking here, whether consciously or intuitively, is epistemological—the distance
between themodern" empiricism of midcentury behavioral science and the pragmatism"inherited from an earlier generation of scholars: with which Lippmann
was intellectually aligned, despite the inconvenience of his robust living presence.
The net effect of the collision between post-World War II empiricism and the
radical empiricism ofjamesian pragmatism was that"modern students of communication" did find Lippmann's book very useful, but they apprehended it through
an alien, even largely oppositional, epistemology. In doing so, they threw out the
baby, but saved some of the bathwater. That is, the behavioral science approach to
communication found many of Lippmann's concepts amenable to operational definitions and testing, but they ignored the theoretical framework and epistemological assumptions in which these concepts were embedded. To wit, behaviorism
assumes that human perception directly reflects or mirrors external reality.
Conversely, the form of pragmatism that Lippmann embraced assumes that perception is socially conditioned. He theorizes a triangular relationship in which (i)
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ation than Schramm, who fashioned an origin myth for the field, which for
many years passed as disciplinary history. According to the legend of the Tour
founders; Schramm's collaborators at the OWI, Lasswell, Lazarsfeld and
Hovland, along with Schramm's recently deceased University of Iowa colleague,
social psychologist Kurt Lewin, were cast in starring roles as founding fathers of
mass communication research. This origin story effectively erased from what
would become the collective memory of the field all previous and concurrent
efforts to establish communication scholarship: efforts that are only now being
recovered by new histories of the field."
Schramm also exercised decisive influence in shaping communication curricula as author/editor of the field's first textboolcs. His strategic management of the
Lippmann problem here was also agile and, in retrospect, boldly facile. Schramm
included the introductory chapter of Lippmann's Public Opinion, "The World
Outside and the Pictures in Our Heads" in the field's first textbook, Mass
Communication (1949). He left it out of the first edition of TheProcesses and Effects
of Mass Communication (1954), which he originally produced as a training manual for the United States Information Agency (USIA), America's Cold War propaganda agency. Deleting the chapter was politically expedient because in his
syndicated column, Lippmann strongly opposed continuing government propaganda efforts after the war, called for the elimination of the Voice of America and
opposed the creation of the USIA. Yet, Schramm apparently regretted the absence
of Lippmann's work because he included the chapter in the 1971 edition of
'Processes and Effects,' which Schramm co-edited with Donald Roberts. That version of the book was for many years the most influential textbook in the field.
In his posthumously published memoir, The Beginnings of Communication
Study in America (1997), Schramm praised Public Opinion, but did not list
Lippmann among the forefathers of the field, In that book Schramm auditions
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an action occurs in the world, (ii) the observer forms a picture in her head, and (iii)
she responds to the picture in her head, not directly to the original action. That is,
she draws upon her previous knowledge, prejudices (stereotypes) and experience
to actively construct a picture in her head that makes sense of the external stimu- •
lus; and then she uses that picture to determine her response to the original stimulus. In short, Lippmann's social epistemology is based upon a coherence theory of
knowledge, whereas the empiricism embraced by behaviorism is based upon a correspondence theore Importantly, however, following James, Lippmann's pragmatism does recognize the importance of subjecting hunches or hypotheses to
empirical testing. In this regard, the behaviorists hit the mark; however, Lippmann
would have surely challenged the validity of many of their research designs.
The implications of Lippmann's social epistemology will be explored more fully
in Chapter Five; its relevance here is merely to establish that concepts borrowed from
Lippmann's work entered the new field of media and communication scholarship
early in the field's history, but that they were filtered through epistemological and
methodological lenses that stripped them of much of their theoretical power.
While Schramm may have known or suspected otherwise, subsequent students of media and communication, steeped in empirical behavioral science theory and methods, treated Lippmann as one of their own. They assumed that he
was a behaviorist and integrated his work into the 'media effects' paradigm.
There are elements in Lippmann's work that are fully compatible with and, as
Schramm put it:useful' to behaviorists. Trained as a philosopher, Lippmann used
language with precision so that many of the concepts he deployed in Public Opinion
could, in fact, be easily operationalized and tested using behavioral science research
methods. Agenda-setting researchers, for example, directly credit Lippmann as their
source; the idea of gate keeping, if not the word, is fully developed in Liberty and
the News; Lippmann also examined processes of personal influence by opinion leaders although again, to my knowledge, he did not use the exact terms. Uses and
Gratification theory is also foreshadowed in his work. Lippmannts concept of"censorship through congestion: along with his analyses of cognitive and technologically conditioned limits (blind spots) anticipate George Gerbnerts"General Model
of Communication" (1956).
21
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sociology. In sum, behavioral science research validated Lippmannts‘middle-range'
concepts (or his micro-theories) without doing significant violence to them, despite
the fact that behaviorists forced them into methodological and epistemological
straightjackets that Lippmann probably would have rejected.
Locating Lippmann within theeffects" tradition of media and communication scholarship set the stage for an even more consequential misinterpretation
of his work later when the empiricist/behavioral science approach to media and
communication research came under heavy criticism by the emergent cultural
wing of the field. Lippmann was mistakenly placed in the firing line by cultural
critics. Indeed he was positioned as the symbolic figurehead and agent directly
responsible for the development of t h e ' e f f e c t s
communication
research. That is, he was reconstructed as a straw man who
1
tcould
r a d ibe
t i oreadily
n odemolished.
f
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Pragmatism Rises Again: Carey's Intervention

Publication of Richard Rorty's Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature in 1979 is
widely regarded as a milestone in the return of pragmatism to prominence in philosophy, although earlier self-critical work by analytic philosophers like WYO.
Quine and Wilfred Sellars prepared the Way
22 less
T hflamboyant,
e r e
wstirrings
e r ofe renewed interest in the contributions of the
but
a generation
l s o of pragmatists, including among many others, the work of Jurgen
first
o
t h Karl-Otto
e r Apel, Thomas S. Kuhn and Stephen Toulrnin as well as
Habermas,
c number
o n of cother
u scholars
r r inspired
e n by
t the
, work of Ludwig Wittgenstein.
a
In Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, Rorty argued that the analytic tradition, with its limited focus on technical problems of language, had turned academic philosophy into an insiders' language game, rendering it largely irrelevant to
the pressing problems of contemporary life. Drawing upon the traditions of
James, Peirce and Dewey, Rorty maintained that representational or correspondence theories of knowledge–the idea that philosophers' (or scientists') accounts
faithfully copy or "mirror" nature—are mistaken. Instead Rorty proposed a cornmunitarian theory of truth, which claims that we arrive at what we call truth by
agreement. That is, knowledge is socially constructed. The value of truth claims
are established by their testability—do they work?—and by their coherence—
do they make good sense? Embracing postmodernism, Rorty reveled in irony and
intentionally posited his claims in provocative terms. He also pushed the constructivist argument to the limit, inviting charges of relativism and cavalierly dismiss-
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nuanced
renewal of interest in pragmatism.
W hEnter
i l James W Carey and the field of media and communication. Criticism
e the 'effects' tradition, its behavioral science orientation and preference for the
of
t'middle
h i range' theorizing favored by analytic philosophy, had always attracted
ssome dissenters, most notably those associated with the critical/political economy
a
t tof thought. In the 1970s, however, a new wave of thinking about media, culschool
rtureaand
c society emerged and captured the imaginations of many younger scholtarsethroughout
d
the world. British Cultural Studies drew upon the work of Richard
h
Hoggart, Raymond Williams and EP. Thompson, and combined cultural analye
sis with political economy. Under the charismatic leadership of the Oxford-edua
catedtStuart Hall, who succeeded Hoggart as director o f the Centre o f
e
Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham in 1969, schold
ars associated with the school focused on the ideological and oppressive aspects
cof culture,
r
such as: who controls representational powers, how hegemony works,
ihowtresistance develops, and related critical questions. The approach is cross-disiciplinary,
c
some would even say anti-disciplinary. The influence of the British culituralsstudies movement was quicldy felt across the Atlantic. In its assimilation into
m
,
the American
academy, however, it soon lost much of its radical edge and socioilogical grounding.
t24
of popular culture, media, race, ethnic and post-colonial studies and other pursuits
aA
thatmdid
e not
r i cfit acomfortably within traditional academic disciplines.
ln Carey's intervention at the University of Illinois sought to give a meaningscful u
l t u ofrcultural studies as a critical alternative to the "effects" paradigm
rendering
oaof American
l
media and communication scholarship. Carey acknowledged debts
is t u d
to Williams and Hall along with other European thinkers, including Marx,
gi e s
Habermas, Foucault, Giddens, Bourdieu and especially Max Weber, in explainnm
o he located
r
ing why
his own work under the rubric oficultural studies' rather than
ip
h
e
'mass communication.'
His stated goal was to construct a cultural studies approach
td
rooted in American social thought.
ei
n pragmatism. Carey's pragmatism is a mixed stew of Rorty's neo-prag25 Enter
dt
matism, o
anthropologist Clifford Geertis liberal pragmatism, literary theorist
aa
Kenneth Burke's dramatism, Hugh Dalziel Duncan's sociology of literature,
bn
Thomas Kubn's sociology of science, and John Dewey's philosophy, as well as a celre
ebrationc of Dewey's life as an exemplar of democratic activism. To this Carey added
ol
two ofeSchramdsTorerunners' Cooley and Park, but not Sapin Stew is not a happy
ac
t but I believe that it fairly represents the associative logic that pulls these
descriptor,
di
c
agfigures together in Careyls work.
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in their respective understandings and uses of pragmatism or to develop a theoretical synthesis of their ideas, although Carey does offer a compelling critique of
the'effectst model in finely tuned prose. In short, Carey's pragmatism is more the
work of a poet than a philosopher. For our purposes, what is of immediate relevance in Carey's wide-ranging body of work is the use he makes of Lippmann as
a trope in constructing his romanticized portrait of Dewey.

Carey's Lippmann Problem
In articles published in 1978 and 1980, Carey described Dewey's and Lippmann
in collaborative terms, sharing a common agenda of"preserving democracy:
127
T h i swith the way the two men had been represented by philosophers,
is
consistent
historians and social scientists throughout most of the twentieth century; indeed
Lippmann was even described in Dewey's 1952 New York Times obituary as the
philosopher's "thought associate"—his philosophical next of kin.
28 Without explanation, however, Carey reversed himself in 1982 and began characterizing the relationship of the two men in adversarial terms. In his influential
book, Communication and Culture (1989) he described a series of publications by
the two men in the 1920s as a"debate" and a"conflict:
129more
H etimesr in
e print,
v i scontinuing
i t e d to maintain and amplify his contention that
eral
tDewey
h ande Lippmann
t represented
o p iopposing
c
philosophical positions.N
s Carey
e does
v not pretend
to offer a systematic historical exegesis of Dewey and
Lippmann's work. He states this directly: "I will draw out just enough to focus
Dewey's conflict with Lippmann and to set the stage for the argument I wish to
advance."
31
ory of communication. Carey's stage setting occupies only eight pages in a chapT
terhwithout
e
notes, which includes a long quote from The Public and Its Problems
a
r
g
but no direct textual references to Lippmannts work. In subsequent publications,
u
m refers
e
Carey
back to this chapter to develop his interpretation of Dewey more
n
t
fully, but he does not significantly expand his profile of Lippmann. In the reiterC
ationsaCarey does, however, impute greater agency to Lipp mannis work. In 1996,
rhe writes,"Lippmann,
e
in effect, took the public out of politics and the politics out
yof public life. In a phrase of the moment, he depoliticized the public sphere
ilatter
32 Tis,h oef course, a reference to Habermas' great work, The Structural
sTransformation of the Public Sphere (1962).
r eIn Carey's initial articulation of the adversarial framing, upon which so much
fdepends,
e
Dewey and Lippmann function textually as tropes or foils: in Carey's
rwords,
r "stage setters."
i33 nC a r e y
gp o s i t i o n
ts
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Inglitomfichof early twentieth-century thought. Within the economy of Carey's
?irupativeieach carries the full weight of entire philosophical traditions. Dewey
represents the golden road not taken by media scholarship, while Lippmann is
pdsitioned on the dark side, Cartesian, utilitarian, objectivist, atomist, positivist,
behaviorist and pushed to the extreme, the road to totalitarianism." Carey
wisely does not push Lippmann to that extreme. 35
When it comes to disciplines—which was Carey's original destination—
Lippmann becomes the historical precursor and philosophical standard-bearer
for behaviorism and the media "effects" tradition.
pragmatism,
and communication as a humane and
36 C o n vdemocracy,
e r s e l ycommunity
,
D e w e y
humanistic/hermeneutic
practice in which everyone gets to participate in makr meaning.
e p r Toeremedy
s ewhat
n Carey
t ssees as the historical neglect of the humaning
istic side of media and communication scholarship, Carey adopts Dewey as a
historical ancestor, and offers his own 'ritual theory of communication and
American cultural studies as correctives.
Enter archival evidence. There is no historical basis for Carey's claims that
Dewey and Lipprnann represented different schools of thought, that they were
adversaries in the 1920s or that they engaged in a greatidebate or/conflict' over the
fate of democracy; and Carey presents no documentary evidence to support his
claims. Indeed there is considerable evidence to the contrary. Elsewhere I thoroughly review the genesis of the legend of the Lippmann-Dewey debate, Carey's
agency in creating it, and its travels across disciplines and into mainstream media.
37 What actually took place between 1922 and 1927 is that Dewey published
a glowing review of Public Opinion in The New Republic, and the same week sent
Lippmann a personal note expressing pleasure that Public Opinion was getting the
audience it deserved and affirming that,"There is no book I've read in a very long
time from which I learned so much or reed so many suggestions."
then
Public in 1925* Dewey also reviewed this book for
38 Lpublished
i p p mThe
a Phantom
n n
The New Republic. This review is, if anything, even more positive than the earlier review.
39
democracy. His own contribution to what he called "practical democracy;' The
D e w
Public
ande Its Problems (1927), develops the concept of the public as a creative
y
agent in a modern, pluralistic, American democracy more fully.
s eThise series of publications can creditably be described as 'a great collabora40
s effort.' However, Carey's reframing of the series of publications as anconflict;
tive
i debate,
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aLgreat
has prevailec1.
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Carey's reframing has been so influential that by nineteen-ninety-nine, the
Dewey-Lippmann"debate" could be described, without fear of contradiction, as
augreat set piece in American political thought."
and
where it was readily accepted, cited
42 widely
C a r across
e y ' interdisciplinary
s
c l a i boundaries
m
by
prominent
scholars
in
history
and
political
science, and reified into a canonic
t r a v e l l e d
q u which
i cis now
k probably
l y beyond correction. In its migration, the legend
position,
of the great debate has had a snowballing effect, so that, as I write, the Dewe
hippmann
'conflict' rages in the partisan echo chambers of the internet where
y
Lippmann
assumes an ever more sinister persona.
This image, propagated by a casual interpretive error, bears little resemblance to portraits of Lippmann painted by those who knew him, including
biographer Ronald Steel, who did not hesitate to expose Lippmann's human
frailties. Steel describes a soft-spoken, unfailingly polite, and even interpersonally shy man with ascetic scholarly discipline who valued reason and nuance—
in Steel's view—perhaps too much.'"
Conversely the post-nineteen-eighties' reconstruction of the academic and
popular image of Lippmann that is now almost universally accepted is of an arrogant, aggressively elitist, Machiavellian enemy of participatory democracy. This disfiguring caricature now has so much traction that even thinkers who rediscover value
in Lippmann's ideas, frequently find it necessary to defend their own credibility by
demeaning or distancing themselves apologetically from association with the man•
44 Carey's casual trope opened a Pandora's Box, unleashing a fury that he could
not possibly have anticipated. He erred, but scholarship's system of checks and
balances—peer review—also failed him and the field.
45
P enotr Lippmann,
h a p s was
t always
h i Carey's
s
Dewey,
focus. His Deweyan origin story has
w
a
s
b
e
c
a
u
e and communication to more
had a salutary effect in opening up the field ofsmedia
humanistic forms of inquiry, albeit much of its theoretical apparatus based on
direct borrowings from humanistic sociology.
46 Carey's origin myth legitimated new explorations of the historical and philosophical groundings of the field, which the 'effects' approach had ignored and discouraged. Carey is a revered figure in the field. He offered support to many
promising scholars who would have otherwise been silenced by the methodological constraints of behaviorism. They had no reason to question a felicitous origin
story that placed them on the side of the angels. Conversely, effects researchers, never
much interested in history, had dealt with Lippmann long ago; so Carey's critique
was unlikely to be of interest to them or to recruit any Lippmann defenders from
that camp. Lippmann was simply collateral damage in these intramural skirmishes.
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More than any of the other interpretive twists that cloud understandings of
young Lippmann's work, Carey's intervention is most lethal. Because of its immediate relevance to the field, it has had its greatest resonance and done the most
damage to media and communication scholarship. It has discouraged further historical and theoretical study of Lippmann's work by humanistic-oriented media
and communication scholars. In doing so, Carey's categorical error also misrepresents Dewey and pragmatism.
It romanticizes Dewey, elevating him to a status of a prophetic figure for the
kind of idealized democratic community that we all wish communication could create. In reality, however, Dewey, like Lippmann, failed to solve the problem of modern democracy. The philosophical dichotomy Carey constructs not only misclassifies
Lippmann, It also misrepresents the genealogy of pragmatism, which does, despite
Carey's claim to the contrary, owe some intellectual debts to utilitarianism.
Moreover, Dewey and Lippmann were avowed pluralists. Forcing their ideas into
binary frames, which they explicitly rejected, does grave injustice to both men.
In later chapters, we will encounter some additional misinterpretations of
Lippmann, which distort contemporary perceptions of his legacy: specifically his
positions on propaganda, public relations, and journalistic objectivity. For the present, however, it is enough to establish that neither the media effects nor the cultural branch of media and communication theory provide adequate accounts of
Lippmannts work.
This is because Carey, no less than Schramm, was attempting to found a field
or at least radically alter its topography. Like Schramm, he was consciously trying to create a history to legitimate his vision of that field, The fable that became
the Dewey-Lippmann 'conflict' is an origin story for an American cultural studies and Carey's ritual theory of communication. Like the legend of the 'four
founders; it does an injustice to Lippmann's work, and places serious obstacles in
the way of future students of media and communication who may want to liberate Lippmann from the field's original and revisionary founding myths.

Buried Treasure: Lippmann, the Pragmatist
How then can media and communication theorists recover the buried treasure
within Lippmann's work if the prevailing interpretive precedents in the field are
so misleading? First, it is important to recall that there have been more nuanced
treatments of Lippmann's work by some scholars in the field for whom Lippmann
was not an expendable stalking horse for other agendas,
be rescued
47
T h e from
i r the
w margins
o r and
k brought to the center where it can be heard.
n e e d s
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Second, there is actually a large multidisciplinary, secondary literature on
Lippmann: much of the best of this work predates the recent renaissance of
pragmatism. Finally, and most importantly, we must embrace the original works
and do the hard archival work that puts them into historical context.
What it is possible to claim at this point is that Lippmann offered a fully developed sociological theory of perception, cognition and communication decades
before Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann's seminal book The Social
Construction i f Reality (1967) provided a platform for the renewal of humanistic
approaches to social research. Berger and Luckmann's contribution helped to
break the tight hold that behaviorist methodologies had imposed on the social sciences beginning in the mid-nineteen-thirties. While William James' pragmatism
strongly influenced Lippmann's social epistemology, there is compelling evidence
indicating that he actively resisted the kind of relativism that was often associated
with pragmatism." Like some sympathetic, contemporary critics of Rorty as
well as some post-World War II strains of analytic philosophy, Lippmann recognized the dangers of unrestrained relativism, resisted it and struggled, not always
successfully, to find firmer groundings for both truth and democracy. It is that
struggle itself, including its failures, which may be most illuminating for us.
Lippmann's attempt to navigate an intermediate ground between the social
constructivism of the pragmatists and Santayana's naturalism has led some interpreters to classify him as a Platonist. As we shall see in Chapter Three, this is a
mistake based upon a misunderstanding of Santayana's terminology. Suffice it to
say here, Santayana and Lippmann struggled against philosophical idealism.
They did, however, both think that some truths acquire resonance over time as
human knowledge accumulates. They looked to the classics as repositories of the
wisdom of the ages: as records of the ways humans, as symbolizing animals, in
different times and places endowed their lives with meaning. But Santayana and
Lippmann approached these artifacts of human experience historically and sociologically, not as Platonist%
What, then, would a more accurate rendering of Lippmannts location in the
annals of social theory look like if he were categorized and taken seriously as a
pragmatist and a communication theorist? I think the most reliable answer to this
question can be found by consulting histories of the Progressive era, which contextualize young Lippmann's work within his times and remain untouched by the
later invention of the legend of the Dewey-Lippmann conflict. Although neither
an original nor a casual claim, I believe that comparing Lippmann to the great
German sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920), provides a useful benchmark for
positioning Lippmann in relation to academic social thought. Carey scholars will
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no doubt be surprised by this move, given the privileged position Carey ascribes
to Weber in the genealogy of American cultural studies. Nonetheless, many
points of convergence in the work of the two thinkers have been established by
historians, most notably Joseph T. Kloppenberg,"
Correctly positioning Lippmann as a cosmopolitan social democrat,
1Goppenberg findsuuncanny" resemblances in Lippmann and Weber's discussions
of traditional social action and instrumental rationality, although he rightly stops
short of classifying Lippmann as a Weberian.w He does, however, identify some
marked affinities. Both men embraced radical epistemological positions, rejecting
metaphysics and seeking a middle ground between idealism and biologism. They
recognized the primacy of the social, sought meaning in experience rather than in
language or logic, and believed passionately in the quest for truth even as they questioned its existence. Although they regarded science as a fallible human enterprise
based on probability rather than certainty, they considered scientific method to be
the most reliable way of knowing that humans had devised. Each struggled with
the problem of authority in modern society, and with the ethical dilemma humanism creates for the scholar: Weber's early answer was value neutrality while young
Lippmann advocated disinterestedness: similar but not synonymous methodological stances. Each endorsed ascetic pursuit of knowledge. More concretely, both men
recognized the significance of the press in modern societies, and developed plans
for content-analysis of news; Lippmann carried out his plan but Weber never
did. Both thinkers sought to develop robustly social conceptions of democracy that
would free liberal democracies from subservience to economics; they advocated for
and worked actively on behalf of women's rights; and they were deeply interested
in the moral and spiritual solace that religion provided even though neither was a
believer, Both ultimately developed pessimistic views of the future. Weber maintained that modern man faced a "polar night of icy darkness and hardness" and
Lippmann thought America was entering a "minor dark age7
51 But there were significant differences, too, Lippmann was critical of bureaucracy, but he did not share Weber's view that institutionalizing rationality would
inevitably limit freedom, impede social reform, and imprison modern man in an
"iron cage."
52
Weber's
concept of freedom in social action was narrower than Lippmann's:
W
h
i
l
Weber sawe voluntarism as limited to choices among means, not ends. Lippmann
t hdistinctly
e
was
American in seeing man as 'captain of his fate,' a figure capable, in
ysome circumstances, of choosing ends as well as means. Unlike Weber, Lippmann
b
o recognized sexuality as part of the modern ideas about personal freedom;
openly
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Freud himself recognized young Uppmann as the first thinker to apply psychoanalytic theory to political behavior. Although Lippmann would soon leave psychology behind in favor of a sociological perspective, his early Freudian-influenced
writings do to a limited extent anticipate the Frankfurt Schoo1,
53 T h e
r e
a in rtheetheoriesa of lLippmann
s o and Jurgen Habermas, which
'uncanny'
resonances
are more than coincidental. To my knowledge, Habermas acknowledges no debts
to Lippmann, but he was influenced by C. Wright Mills who, in turn, was significantly influenced by Lippmann.
54 Weber's influence on Lippmann, if any, was negligible. The affinities derive from
the fact that Weber and Lippmann shared a common problematic and brought similar intellectual resources and sensibilities to the study of the great social dislocations wrought by the rapid growth of capitalism in the second half of the nineteenth
century. There is no evidence they ever met, although Weber was a consultant to
the German delegation to the Versailles peace negotiations, which Lippman
a
nttended, There was, however, at least one direct personal link: William James.
Weber visited James during his 1904 trip to America, and like Uppmann, was influenced by James' The Varieties of Religious Experience (1902).
55 Lippmann
and
S i g n i fhave
i c aboth
n t been
l y , described as postmodernists before their times•
W Historian
56
e b John
e Patrick
r
Diggins contends that the postmodern elements in
Lippinann's thought explains, at least in part, why he has so frequently been misunderstood. Diggins claims that interpreters have categorized Lippmann as a
modernist despite the fact that he fully grasped the limits of modern theories of
knowledge as well as the finite limits of human knowledge itself, and thereby
anticipated postmodernism.
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CHAPTER 3

The Young
Progressive
Intellectual and Biographical Contexts

...one might be grateful for the urbanity and intelligence with which
1,ippmann through the years has pursued in his own mind the long dialogue set off by James and Santayana at Harvard half a century ago.
-ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER JR., 1959
1

Cultural critics lament the decline of public intellectuals in America today: the
absence, indeed near extinction, of independent thinkers, who are able to live by
their pens or keystrokes, crafting prose that engages a general educated audience
in dialogue about significant public issues? Walter Lippmann is a consummate
example of this disappearing social type. He examined the ramifications and paradoxes of complex problems in lucid language that was intentionally designed to
be accessible to the general reader. His columns were regularly read by millions,
and the publication of a new book by Lippmann was a major publishing event.
This chapter examines the biographical, intellectual and social contexts that
contributed to the making of this precocious young writer and political activist.
The story of Lippmann's early life has been told many times, but it is not part
of the common stock of knowledge of contemporary media and communication
scholars. The gap is understandable because, as we have seen, the field has been
until recently ahistorical in its orientation and it has never given Lippmann's work
the attention it deserves.
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Yet Lippmann's meteoric rise to public prominence is a fascinating story: an
epic tale which seems to have functioned for an earlier generation of young
scholars and writers as a kind of intellectual counterpart to capitalism's Horatio
Alger story. To be sure, Lippmann did not ascend from rags to riches. But his spec- •
tacular ascent from obscurity to intellectual prominence at a very early age—based
upon talent, ascetic commitment to scholarly values and intellectual ambition—
seemed to confirm the meritocratic ideology of American democracy: the
jeffersonian vision of America's future as based upon an aristocracy of talent
rather than birth. That Lippmann was an outsider, a second-generation German
Jew from New York, made the case all the more compelling in an era when what
George Santayana callerthe genteel tradition" of New England transcendental
Protestantism still dominated American arts and letters,
3

Background and Early Years
Born September 23, 1889, young Walter was the pampered only child of a
wealthy family. His fatherdacob, worked with his two brothers in a garment manufacturing business, founded by his immigrant grandfather, Louis.
4 Twell
h and
e provided
b u s the
i n brothers
e s s with a comfortable living. Walter's maternal
did
grandfather, Harris Baum, began his career in America in the wholesale meat
business, but he also made savvy investments in New York real estate. Walter's
mother, Daisy, eventually inherited her father's estate, which was the primary
source of the family's wealth. Walter's father retired from the Lippmann family
manufacturing business early to manage the family's properties and investments.
Daisy Baum Lippmann was well educated, a graduate of Hunter College
at a time when few women attended college. Her mother, Walter's Grandmother
Baum, lived with the family after Harris died; devoted to her only grandchild,
she was an important influence on Walter's early development. Although she
did not have a formal education, Mrs. Baum was a cultured woman who spoke
three languages.
Jacob and Daisy dedicated themselves to art, culture and the enjoyment of a
busy social life, as well as to ensuring that young Walter had every educational
and cultural advantage that they could provide, including annual summer excursions abroad from the time he was six-years old, which exposed him to the
world's finest museums and other cultural experiences. When he was still a boy,
Boston socialite and art collector Isabella Stewart Gardner observed young
Walter several times alone at the Louvre, intently studying the paintings. Curious,
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1

Gardner introduced herself and her companion, a professor of art; the two adults
were immediately impressed with the boy's knowledge, interest and charm.
Gardner took young Walter under her wing that summer, guiding his study of
art; he later visited her at her estate in Boston, Fenway Court, which is now the
Gardner Museum. Jacob also frequently took his son to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art on Sundays.
Daisy, an accomplished pianist, loved music and saw to it that young Walter
had piano lessons, which he apparently disliked. The art took, the music did not,
When he entered college, Walter aspired to be an art historian; even though his
career interests would change, he retained a lifelong interest in art. Conversely,
he never developed an appreciation for music.
With his closest friend and neighbor, Carl Binger, Walter entered the Sachs
School for Boys in 1896, and continued his education at the Sachs Collegiate
Institute until he entered Harvard at sixteen. The Sachs' schools provided the sons
of the wealthy Jewish families of New York with a rigorous classical education: the
week's curriculum included eleven hours of Greek and five hours of Latin. Wealthy
Catholic families, eager to insulate their sons against contact with the poor Irish
and Italian children who crowded the parochial schools of New York at the turn
of the century, also sent their sons to the Sachs schools, which were secular in orientation despite the fact that the majority of the students were Jewisks
More than sixty years later, Binger recalled those early days that he shared
with his lifelong friend, saying Walter's character was already formed at seven
when he entered the Sachs School for Boys. Describing him as "precocious, perhaps, and timid, but not spoiled;" Binger contends:what made Walter special was
his extraordinary intellectual capacity and discipline. This simply put him in a
class by himself. I don't suppose he ever got less than an'A on any exam in his lifer
6 hile Walter was the favorite of all of his teachers, he was definitely not a bookW
worm. Binger reports that Walter played basketball and hockey, attended school
dances, and was a member of the school fraternity. Archival evidence indicates that
he was on the Sachs Collegiate Institute's football, hockey, tennis and debating
teams, and that he won a school award for his performance as a tennis player.
7 ith Binger, he also edited a newssheet, the junior Record, In high school, he
W
wrote articles for the school magazine, which in Binger's words, "sang songs of
social significance about poor or forgotten souls,
8 The two friends also went to Harvard together. Binger said the transition
from school to collegeseemed easy" for Walter. Very early in their freshman year,
Binger and Lippmann attended a lecture by George Santayana in Boston. They
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did not understand any of it, but they had great fun mimicking Santayana's frequent use of the word, 'ethos,' which neither of them had ever heard before,
Walter would, however, subsequently major in philosophy, taking as many courses
as he could with Santayana„ After completing his degree in three years, he stayed
on for a fourth year to combine studying for a master's degree, serving as
Santayana's graduate assistant, and contributing to a small weekly newspaper, the
Boston Common, founded by his future father-in-law,
As an undergraduate, young Lipp mann was involved in many student activities; he wrote for the Advocate and Harvard Monthly, was a member of the
Philosophical Club and the debating team, He helped to found the Social Politics
Club, an organization that brought together faculty and students for a free
exchange of ideas. He was elected to the Circolo Italian° Society and the
Cosmopolitan Club, He founded and was unanimously elected the first president
of the Socialist Club in 1908 and was active in the Intercollegiate Socialist
Society, attending its conventions and helping to organize chapters on other
campuses. When he was a junior, he even taught an evening class in the Fine Arts
at the Cambridge Social Union.
An article Lippmann wrote for the Monthly, criticizing the ideas of elitist professors and defending working-class Americans, brought a knock on the door of
his dormitory room one afternoon. When he opened it, the recently retired
William James greeted him, complimenting young Walter on the article and
inviting him to his house for his regular Saturday teas and talk, This was the
beginning of Lippmann's friendship with America's greatest living philosopher.
Binger describes James as"the presiding genius of our days. ..His disciples...were
our teachers and influenced us greatly:
19 J a demonstrations
mes'
ordinary
of the power of young Walter's pen; and, as we shall see,
a
c
c
o
l
a
d
e
s
James exercised significant influence over the younger man's thinking, largely
a
n his tolerance
d
through
and openness to ideas no matter how humble their source.
i nLippmannts
t e college
r e roommate
s t was John ( Jack) Reed, the soon-to-be-famous
w
e poet, foreign
r
e
Bohemian
correspondent
and communist revolutionary who would
e
x
t
r
a
write the famous eyewitness account of the October 1917 Russian Revolution,
-Ten Days that Shook the World (1919). Because of the different paths the two
young men would take in the future and the ideological heat that partisans
would later attach to their choices, biographers have tended to downplay the significance of the relationship. They have rightly noted that the roommates were
temperamental opposites, and have therefore assumed they had little impact on
one another, I think this is a mistake. If they were simply incompatible, they could

have ignored each other. Instead, they had an intense, close but conflicted friendship that lasted well beyond their college days. For Lippmann, at least, the relationship was important personally and professionally,
10 Even though Lippmann took an extra course every semester to complete his
degree requirements early, he excelled at Harvard, was inducted into Phi Beta
Kappa and graduated with honors. He majored in philosophy during the Harvard
philosophy department's 'golden age' when in addition to Santayana and James,
the other luminaries in the department were Josiah Royce and George Herbert
Palmer. Binger also notes the important influence of Harvard's distinguished visitors, including Henri Bergson (whose imprint is evident in Lippmann's first
book), Florence Kelley (the socialist and settlement worker from Jane Addams'
Hull House), British sociologist and political theorist Graham Wallas, and"the
prince of muckrakers," Lincoln Steffens.Il Wallas would dedicate The Great
Society (1914), the book he was writing when Lippmann was a student in his class,
to the younger man; they would subsequently develop a close friendship. Steffens
would hire Lippmann after graduation with the express intent of demonstrating
that he could turn a talented young man into a first-rate journalist in a year. Kelley
and Lippmann would later correspond and collaborate on social causes,
Binger reports that his friend also devoted some of his spare time while a student at Harvard to working with underprivileged children at Hale House, a
Boston settlement house. After the great Chelsea fire in 1908, Walter led a
group of student volunteers in helping the victims. "I rememberr, Binger writes,
"with what cool dispatch and efficiency he handled himself there—not allowing
himself to be deflected from the job at hand by the devastation and misery and
tragedy all around him:
112
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Career Path: Being Where the Action Is
At the turn of the century, there was a general sense that the universities were
becoming increasingly remote from the pulse of the nation. As disciplinary
boundaries solidified, the specialization and professionalization of the professorate took hold, William James complained of "the Ph.D. Octopus" and John
Dewey critiqued the ernergence of a new scholasticism: scholarship's increasing
"abstraction from life" and preoccupation with esoteric forms of knowledge,
13
Santayana questioned whether philosophy should be taught at all, except for the
history of philosophy and ethics; and as soon as he could afford to, he left the
academy and spent the rest of his life as an independent scholat
14 B e y o n d
t h e

t i
p
d
W
,a ebrated the strenuous life and active engagement in world affairs.
Pragmatism itself affirmed an essential link between thought and action. Max
4
l
t Eastman put the proposition bluntly in 1908 when he asserted/1f the meaning of
a
e an idea is its result in action, then the meaning of Pragmatism is to resign your chair
g
r in philosophy:
d
L 15
A sf supervision,
ter
Dewey'
Eastman refused to accept the degree and turned down an
e
it offer
f u loff aiteaching
l l
position at Williams College to commit himself to the radical
i n g activism that his interpretation of pragmatism demanded. Many other taltp political
pt
l entedhyoung academic prospects also repudiated the universities and sought to, in
m
e
y Randolph
Bourne's words'ao something direct and useful in the world:
a
r eBourne
,n and
16
E qa suwere
t m part
a nof Lippmann's circle of young New York intellectuals.
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Lippmann scholars have felt a need to explain why young Walter did not
n

e n t s
v become
an academic, hut I have not found any real evidence that Lippmann was
f
e ever
seriously committed to becoming a professor of philosophy, despite his year
o
r of
graduate study. He may have simply stayed on at Harvard for the fourth year
r
y to
graduate with his class since he was only nineteen when he finished his underpa
graduate coursework. His father thought that he should consider studying law,
oP
but journalism and politics seem to have captured his imagination early, from the
ph
Junior Record, which he had created with Binger as a child, through The Advocate
u.
and Harvard Monthly and on to the Boston Common. In 1910, when few newsl D
were college educated, it would not have been considered the most log.
a papermen
a or desirable career path for the academically gifted only child of an upwardly
r ical
mobile
family to take. Binger and another of Walter's close friends, Alfred
at
would go on to medical school, but Lippmann and his classmates John
C
n Kuttner,
Reed
and
l Heywood Broun all became journalists.
do
h u Lincoln Steffens had given a number of talks at Harvard, including one to
Socialist Club. In the summer of 1910, Lippmann was offered a posim
i Lippmann's
tion
on
Steffens'
Everybody's Magazine. In response, Lippmann wrote the famous
i
gb
a
"there is no position I should go at with more eagerness, because there
hmuckraker:
l isuno kind of work that appeals to me as much as yours does:
111
n forSa year-long,
t e f f e nunpaid
s
t under-paid
o o k apprenticeship, what we would call an
or
yon
hd i
m Lippmann assisted Steffens in investigating the American ecol internship
today.
e
i nomic system, documenting close ties between Wall Street and the major banks.
r effort revealed that what Lippmann would later call an 'invisible government;
t The
ecomposed of a small number of men who were generally unknown to the pubr lic, controlled America's financial power.
a18 L i p p m a n n
ta l s o
eh e l p e d
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upper-middle-class city of Greenwich, Connecticut, demonstrating that its operations were as corrupt as the major cities that Steffens had investigated in his classic, The Shame of the Cities (1904). At the end of the year, Steffens was pleased
with Lippmann's performance and offered him a regular position on the magazine as a low-level editor.
19
tinued
his socialist activities and his contributions to socialist publications. In
T
h rSteffens
o u g went
h o off
u tto Europe; and Lippmann, bored with a routine desk job,
1911,
h
i forsnew opportunities.
looked
t
i
m
e
a
t
Socialism and The New Republic
E v e r y b
o d y it 'may
s be, hard to imagine today, socialism was a vibrant force in
Although
American
L
i electoral
p
ppolitics before World War I. It seemed to be the wave of the
m
a Lippmann's
n
future
and
activism and publications made him one of its most visn younger opinion leaders in the movement. His brand of socialism was
ible
c
o revolutionary. It was an idealized American variant of the British
reformist,
not
n
Fabian
socialism
of H.G. Wells, George Bernard Shaw, Graham Wallas and
Beatrice and Sidney Webb, all of whom sought to create a more just society
through enlightened leadership, planning, policies and effective administration.
In 1911, a socialist politician, the Reverend George Lunn, was elected mayor
of Schenectady, New York, and was looking for an assistant. Lunn offered
Lippmann the job, and he eagerly accepted it, welcoming an opportunity to put
thought into action. Lippmann wrote speeches, drafted proposals to send to the
city council, and met with various constituencies. He soon discovered that once
in office, Lund was a more of a politician than a socialist.
20 mayor's
D i s abandonment
e n c h a n of
t e
the
hisdcampaign promises as well as with the nature of
w
i
t
h
ward politics, Lippmann left the job after just four months. He vented his disillusionment publicly in the New York socialist weeldy The Cal/.
21
experience
left him permanently suspicious of utopian calls to action that lacked
-concrete
' T hobjectives
e
L and
u realistic
n d plans for implementation. Over the next few years
his enthusiasm for socialism also waned; he never held public office again.
As he was reflecting on his next move after Schenectady, Lippmann was asked
to write a book by Alfred Knopf, then a young editor for Michael Kennerley
Publishing. He spent the summer of 1913 writing A Preface to Politics, That year,
Herbert Croly, author of The Promise of American Life (1909) and the leading
intellectual light of the Progressive movement, invited him to become one of the
founding editors of The New Republic magazine.
22 T h i s t o o ,
w a s
a
n
e x t r a o r d i n a r y
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opportunity for a young man still in his early twenties. The next year, Lippmann
would publish Drift and Mastery, which would make him the most prominent
voice of the younger generation of the Progressives. Another book, The Stakes of
Diplomacy, followed in 1915.
In addition to his many contributions to The New Republic, both signed and
unsigned, he continued to freelance, and was active in New York's bohemian culture, along with Jack Reed. They were part of Mabel Dodge Luhan's Greenwich
Village salon, which included political and artistic radicals such as Steffens, Max
Eastman, Margaret Sanger, Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman, 'Big Bill'
Haywood, Hutchins Hapgood, and many others. The impulsive and contentious
Reed fit far better within this circle than Lippmann. Although Lippmann was
politically radical and interested in the ideas of thesemovers and shakers' who challenged the established norms of bourgeois society, unlike Reed, he was personally
conservative. As Luhan put it/'Walter was thoroughly free intellectually" but he
was "Tlarvardized; well-bred, and in possession of himself. There was no incontinence there, no flowing sensuality. Rather, a fine poise, a cool understanding, and
with all the high humor in the world shining in his intelligent eyes7
23
u h a affair
n , with
wReed,
h did,
o however, confess that she secretly thought of
had aLfamous
Lippmann as embodying her ideal of masculinity. His work ethic was already legendary: a British acquaintance described the twenty-four-year-old Lippmann as
"a great boy" wholets more into a day than the whole population of England. His
timetable is worked out with the regularity of a railroarm
War Years and Beyond
As the country moved towards engagement in the Great War, after the sinking of
the Lusitania and Woodrow Wilson's re-election, The New Republic, along with
Lippmann, and its frequent contributor, John Dewey, strongly supported America's
entering the war. Through the magazine, Lippmann developed contacts high in the
Wilson administration, including Colonel House, the president's chief advisor.
Lippmann supported the creation of a military draft, but he also evaded it by securing a position in Washington as an assistant to Secretary of War Newton Baker.
Just five months later, however, Colonel House recruited him to a secret group of
experts who were commissioned by the president to draw up the U.S. terms for the
eventual peace conference. Lippmann was the youngest member of the group,
known as The Inquiry, which worked virtually around the clock to produce what
would become Wilson's historic "Fourteen Points:' A number of Lippmann's
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phrases survived intact in Wilson's famous speech stating the American policy, and
he was jubilant at his success in putting words in the president's mouth.
25 In the fall of 1918, Lippmann was recruited to another war project. The War
Department had decided to set up a propaganda unit of its own, independent of
the Committee on Public Information (the Creel Commission), to propagandize
domestic and international publics. Over George Creel's objection, the military
set up the Military Intelligence Branch (MIB) to create propaganda to distinguish
America's war aims from those of its allies. Lippmann's experience as a propagandist is examined more fully in Chapter Four.
After the war, Lippmann returned to the New Republic, but also began a regular column for Vanity Fain In 1922, he moved on to the editorial page of the New
York World, where the legendary Frank Cobb was editor. A wartime associate of
Lippmann's, Cobb is regarded as one of the few truly great editors in American
journalism.
26
of the editorial page, a position he held until the paper folded in 1931. He then
W h ethenNew York Herald where his column, 'Today and Tomorrow: ran for
joined
C
o years.
b In 1963, Lippmann moved to the Washington Post syndicate and
thirty
bbegan his column in Newsweek, which ran until 1971 when his health deteriorated
dto thei point where he could not continue. He spent his last years in a nursing facileity, working
d
on a book that he never finished. Although he was a journalist by protfession, Lippmann regarded his columns as ephemeral. His most concentrated
hintellectual effort went into his books. He wrote ten major books. More than a
edozen compilations of his magazine essays were also published during his lifeftime.
o Hel received numerous awards and honors, including two Pulitzer Prizes,
landomany honorary degrees.
w i
n g
Intellectual Influences; James, Santayana and Wallas
y
e
Any attempt to fully track Walter Lippmann's intellectual influences would be a
a
fool's errand. He was a peripatetic reader: grounded in the classics, his primary
r
interests included philosophy, economics, sociology, political theory and interna,
tional relations. He continued to purchase serious academic books throughout
L
i
his
long
life, was always animated by intellectual curiosity and worked hard to
p
remain
current
into his old age. Lippmannts footnotes and textual references are,
p
of course, the official record of influences; they are duly noted in subsequent chapm
aters where specific works are discussed. This section focuses primarily on direct
personal influences on Lippmann's intellectual development.
n
n
w
a
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William James (1842-1910)
As a Harvard student, Lippmann's primary mentors were William James, George
Santayana and Graham Wallas.
22 T h rtempered
o u g hpragmatism with naturalism, skepticism and critical realism,
Santayana
JandaWallas
m added
e s political realism as well as a vision of social reform that would
h
e influence Lippmann's work.
profoundly
w While
a James'
s friendship meant a great deal to Lippmann, it was short-lived
e
x James
p died
o less
s than
e two years after they met. James' greatest intellectual
because
d
influence may have been exercised through his writings and as the teacher of
tLippmann'soteachers, especially Santayana, who would filter James' thought
p
r aacritical
g perspective.
m
a Still, young Lippmann was strongly influenced by
through
t
i pragmatism
s
m and,
, through James, a version of the philosophy of Charles
James'
Sanders Peirce (1839-1914).
28 L i pand
p commented
m a n n extensively on Wallas and his work, so we have direct
Santayana
w
r
o
t
e
testimony documenting
what impressed Lippmann most about his mentors.
s
hcollective
o influence
r
t was pivotal. Even long after his college years, Lippmann
Their
p
r o fthe"obvious"
i l
acknowledged
influences that all three men had on his thought.
e
s
29 Pragmatism
is a pluralistic philosophy: it is more accurate to speak of prago
matisms thanfpragmatism. The most succinct and inclusive definition of pragJmatismsathat I have
m found emphasizes the one common thread that runs through
ethem all:sthat knowledge is both social and provisional." This assumes that: (a)
a
n
we know the world
through concepts that have their origins in human language,
d
community and communication, and (b) our knowledge is imperfect, tentative,
and open to correction through experience and experimentation. Knowledge is
made, constructed socially in our engagement with the world; it is mediated by
human interests and perceptual limits. Our concepts tend to race ahead of our
experience so that as Lippmann would famously say in Public Opinion/Tor the
most part we do not first see, and then define, we define first and then see:
131what
W our
e culture conditions us to see. Pragmatisms wrestle with questions
see
about the nature of knowledge, truth, morality, relativism and, especially in
Lippmann's case, the fragility of democracy.
For James, who was a physician as well as a philosopher and psychologist, the
solution to "the random irradiations and resettlements of ideas" was radical
empiricism. If knowledge has no foundational moorings in nature, history or
divinity, then it does not matter where an idea comes from, burwhat it leads to."
32 recognizes the limits of what we can currently know, no matter how careJames
fully we obset've and record what we discover in the external world, Truth, in his
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view, is plastic; it grows through doubt and experimentation. Science formalizes
the effort; it combines the desire to find truth with "nervousness" about the possibility of being deceived "into a regular technique, her so-called method of verification:'
remains open to correction by better science. Science may confirm and add to the
33
authority
S c i e of old truths, but it may also displace them with new ones as methods
n c apparatus
and
e'
for apprehending the external world improve over time.
s In an essay/An Open Mind; written for Steffens'Everybody's Magazine, and
n e r shortly after James' death, Lippmann praised above all, as the title
published
v o u the philosopher's openness: his rejection of dogmatism and his willingsuggests,
s ntoelisten to any theory that challenged established thinking. Lippmann
ness
s s that James"would have listened with an open mind to the devil's account
claimed
i heaven, and I'm sure he would have heard him out on hell., James knew what
of
s didn't know. He nevenacted upon the notion that the truth was his store of
he
i
wisdom.""
James' optimism and empathy for the concerns of all sorts of people
t
impressed
young Lippmann, as did the philosopher's recognition that even
s
though
our knowledge is incomplete, we must act, we must make choices based
g
on the available evidence, and we must speak our minds. As Lippmann puts it,
r
"There can be no loitering at the crossroads."
e
38 But Lippmann is careful to point out that James was also always willing to
a
reverse course if he heard a better argument:flat the age of sixty-fiver Lippmann
t
tells us, "with the whole of New England's individualism behind him," James"asked
v
about socialism. When he met H.G. Wells, he listened to the socialist, and, as it
i
happens,
was convertecr
r
38
L iwheare
p p mblind
a ntonman's real relation to the globe he lives on" and his claim
classes"
t
a
p
p
l
a
u
d and their culture off to coal and iron mines, freight
that
u he would send them
se
trains,
dish-washing, clothes-washing, road-building and similar pursuits to find
J
a
m life is
e like and to develop "healthier sympathies, and soberer ideas!'
out
: what real
si Above
'
32
all Lippmann seemed to appreciate the fact that James "listened for
c
r
i
t
i and from anywhere, and in any form" whether it came from
truth
from anybody,
t
qm Pope,
u aesophomore or a soapbox, "in the language of science, in slang, in fine
the
o
ror in thet talk of the ward hose Lippmann concludes, "So open-minded
e
rhetoric,
ha he; so
e very much ofa democrat7
was
l28
u
x
u
n To the extent
that Lippmann is a pragmatist, and that claim, as we shall see,
rs
i
o
u
does
need to be qualified, his strain of pragmatism draws directly on James'
ss
legacy. William James was also a marvelous writer who wrote about complex subc in accessible language, as Lippmann puts it, "without the arrogance of the
jects
i
e
n
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expert toward the man in the street": indeed, James' prose, though it addresses
complex philosophical ideas, is far more fluent and eloquent than that of his
brother, Henry, the great American novelist.
39 The qualities Lippmann praised in 'An Open Mind" are qualities that he
emulated in his own work. Often to the consternation of his critics, he too would

Lippmann's profile of Santayana was written a year after he left Harvard.
In it, he directly compared Santayana and James. Although Santayana had
been James' student, unlike Lippmann, he had never been comfortable in James'
presence, and was certainly not his disciple,
43
the consummate
L i p p m American,
a n n very much a man of his time, legitimate heir to all
cthath the
a nation
r a cstood
t e for,
r iembodying
z e d the attitude of the man in the street,
JYankeeaindividualism,
m
e optimism
s
about the country's future, and the free form
a
s
democracy of Walt Whitman, Conversely, Lippmann viewed Santayana as a
man who stood outside of history, devoting himself to timeless verities, He had
lived most of his life up to that point in America, yet always regarding it front
a distance through the eyes of a stranger." Santayana considered 'progress'—
early twentieth-century America's cherished ideal—the "most odious" word in
the English language,
45 Santayana stood apart at Harvard and in America, but he had a devoted student following: even, Lippmann observed, a few students who formed a "cult" of
Santayanail° Lippmann did not see himself asa member of that cult; and as a student, he was not beyond finding humor in his teacher's mystique, describing
Santayana as Mona Lisa with a beard:
17 Santayana's pedagogy seemed designed, consciously or not, to evoke thought
rather than to transfer received knowledge. Santayana often said that the goal of
his philosophy was to say as many un-English things in English as possible:I°
Lippmann found both serenity and aloofness in Santayana, and observed, "You
feel at times that his ability to see the world steady and whole is a kind of tragic
barrier between him and the common hopes of ordinary men. It's as if he saw all
forest and no trees:
49 In 1911, Lippmann wrote,"Now it is almost impossible to-day to describe

consider ideas based upon their merits, not their sources. With editorial deadlines twice a week, he too spoke his mind and defended his positions, but, like
James, he remained open to changing his mind if he encountered a better argument even if it came from an ideological adversary.
While he would leave his socialism behind and become, in the eyes of critics,
a bit too cozy with luxury andithe luxurious classes'as he got older, he always advocated a balance of powers—that capitalism must be countered by a strong labor
movement—and even into old age sometimes echoes °games' romanticizing the
possibility of discovering'God in overalls' can be found in Lippmann's musings.
Perhaps the most useful as well as humane quality that he saw in James,
which those who knew Lippmann would also attribute to him, was the ability to
listen. A quiet and soft-spoken but self-confident man, Lippmann has been
described as a"gifted listener" who gave full, concentrated attention to others in conversation. A colleague from his days at The Washington Post said he was "probably the only newspaperman of his time who could get away with sitting back after
the preliminary courtesies with a foreign minister or head of state, folding his arms
and simply saying nothing—The effect on some of the strongest of his subjects
was to blurt out their innermost confidences in a desperate effort to fill the void:
40
George Santayana (1863-1952)
Santayana was born in Spain, but brought to America by his parents when he was
nine years old and educated in Boston schools. He attended Harvard and was
James' most brilliant student and later his colleague in the Harvard philosophy
department. Lippmann was Santayana's student and later his assistant; they
sometimes had dinner together in Boston restaurants and Lippmann later visited his former teacher in Europe. Despite this, they do not appear to have been
personally close"- Santayana described the time period when Lippmann was his
student as one of the somnambulistic periods in his life when it was as if he only
existed as a"mechanical sensorium and active apparatus, doing its work under my
name
4
2 living fully in the present there.
than
T h
a t
i s

a philosophy like Santayana's with any assurance that the reader will recognize
the meaning intended in the languages° A century later, we can drop Lippmann's
qualifier'almost:Santayana would be the first to acknowledge that his wasa personal philosophy, as he thought all philosophies should be, which is why he was
never comfortable in the role of an academic philosopher. His life experience was
unique, suspended between two cultures, late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury America and Spain, and he was most at home intellectually in a third,
classical Greece. It is not a life experience any of us can now fully share, It may
be that only other solitary souls may come close to grasping his philosophy
whole, though others can still discover startlingly intimate and insightful shocks
of recognition in parts of it,
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Think of a philosophy that combines Spinoza, aestheticism, Darwinism,
agnosticism and a kind of cultural Catholicism that rejects theology but values the
pagan elements that survive within Catholicism despite the theologians and priests.
Then think of these disparate elements fitting together to form a logical and cohesive narrative; this begins to approximate Santayana's approach. For he was a great
synthesizer–a skill that Lippmann would also master. If you can't put that puzzle
together, not to worry; Lippmann, not Santayana, is our focus, so this discussion
of Santayana's philosophy is confined to what Lippmann took away from it.
First, and perhaps most consequently, Santayana countered James' idealism,
romanticism and susceptibility to relativism with critical realism and skepticism. Lippmann would struggle creatively and productively with the pull of these
two counterpoints in his own thought. Years later, Lippmann wrote his friend,
art connoisseur Bernard Berenson,"I love James more than any very great man
I ever saw, but increasingly I find Santayana inescapable:
151
a m ecast
s longa shadows
n d over much of Lippmann's work, but A Preface
WallasJ would
eto Morals
s p e(1929)
c i isa alfairly
l y direct response to Santayana's powerful claim on
Lippmann's thought and spirit.
52 Second, Santayana created some breathing space between Lippmann and
pragmatism. In 1905, Santayana claimed his publishers were misleading readers
in calling him a pragmatist: he said directly, "I am no pragmatist."
53
S i m claimed
i l a r l ySantayana
,
Lippmann
saved him from pragmatism." But neither
Santayana nor Lippmann could save himself from being claimed by the pragmatists. Their respective objections to pragmatism concerned what they saw as its
flimsy hold on truth claims. In Santayana's words, ,"such as an idea is true so long
as it is believed to be true, or that it is true if it is good and useful, or that it is not
true until it is verifieess In short, each sought a more substantive concept of
truth. Lippmann recognized that truth is elusive and our grasp on it is fragile;
nonetheless he saw the serious quest for it as crucial to the integrity of philosophy and journalism.
Third, both Santayana and Lippmann greatly admired James' intellectual
openness, but they rejected his transcendental idealism. Santayana's critique of
James was far more severe than Lippmann's.
56
U nalspace
i k efor religion–and,
J a m emore
s specifically,
,
preserve
for what Santayana called"the
w
h
o
genteel tradition" of New England Unitarianism and transcendentalism —
wSantayana
a
n
t
e embraced
d
and Lippmann
humanism and naturalism.
t57
saw humans
o
as
animals,
products
of
evolution,
T h a t
i s ,
t h e y not divine intervention. They considered the human ability to manipulate symbols to be the result of aseries of for-
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tuitous accidents in the evolutionary adaptation of the human species.
58
Compared to the sophistication of evolutionary science today, their respective
views of evolution are, at best, rough background assumptions. Nevertheless, these
views are important to securing their attempts to navigate across the boundaries
of pragmatism and naturalism. The concept of accidental events with fateful consequents is part of this–what Santayana referred to asicontingencV—the absence
of a guiding principle in the universe, which renders human efforts to make
sense of reality necessary, but also unnatural and perhaps even absurd.
Fourth, like John Dewey, Santayana and Lippmann considered the human
ability to communicate 'wonderful' even though they chose less evocative words
to describe communication processes.
59
F o r living:
t h ite makes
m , reason, knowledge, truth and the appreciation of
life worth
cbeauty
o m
m u Itnnoti only
c acreates
t i community,
o
possible.
it also creates culture and our illunsions of immortality.
i
s
That is, it gives life meaning. Santayana and Lippmann
w
h
a
thought communicating twell was among our most lofty human aspirations.
m Dewey
a celebrated
k
e
communication,
especially oral communication, in The
sPublic and Its Problems (1927), but much of his own writing is notoriously indifferent to the communication needs of his readers. Conversely, both Santayana and
Lippmann worked hard to develop and perfect their craftsmanship as writers.
Santayana spent forty-five years writing his novel, The Last Puritan (1935); he
advised: 'Always polish and repolish; occasionally add to it, but erase often:s
60
Lippmann, the good student, followed this stricture, but to different ends.
Santayana wrote as a poet-philosopher for the ages; Lippmann wrote democratically to communicate with contemporaries. Santayanals sentences have been
compared to Emerson's as some of the best sentences ever written in the English
language.
61
brilliancy" of Santayana's style meant that hentuade a wonderful monument only
B
u t it standing in the attic." That is, he chosennot to speak to the men of his
to leave
yt o u
nto
g
with the general public, the "robust middle plane" of American
i communicate
culture.
Lm
i p
63 m
pe
Fifth, Santayana and Lippmann, with some shades of difference, regarded
asreligion
n as a kind of pbetry that addresses the fears, joys and tragedies of the
nzhuman life span." For them, philosophy plays a similar role. It should constitute
w
o for a meaningful life, not an occasion for system-building. Both advocate
Lasearch
ria kind
r of ascetic devotion to the pursuit of wisdom: a 'disinterested' search for
iptruthe and knowledge.
dp
tm
ha
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Sixth, to Santayana and Lippmann, the 'disinterested' pursuit of knowledge
combined a Jamesian openness with a cosmopolitan refusal to align themselves with
immediate, self-serving, partisan worldly interests such as party, region, class, or
material gain. This approach required taking a longer, historical perspective on
issues and events: viewing the present in light of the past and future. In their day,
'disinterested' did not denote lack of interest or neutrality.
Lippmann
65 I n d were
e e dpassionately
, S a committed
n t a y toaascetic
n a 'disinterestedness' as a method
a knowing.
n Their
d dual commitments to anti-dogmatic openness and to passionof
ate quest for knowledge resembles the phenomenological method orsurrenderiand
'catch whereby a thinker rigorously attempts to identify, critically interrogate and
bracket her own personal and cultural assumptions and open her mind to the fullest
possible range of interpretations before tentatively drawing a conclusiom
66 Finally, Santayana and Lippmann were naturalists and skeptics who thought
that there was nothing beyond the natural world, But they were also pragmatists
in the sense that, like James, Peirce and Dewey, they were experimental. That is, they
recognized that humans learn through trial and error and that action often precedes
knowledge, but they also insisted that, over time, knowledge and wisdom are
cumulative and in the best of cases, self-correcting. So, for them, history matters.
Ironically, in so far as Santayana is remembered at all today it is for a platitude that credits him despite misquoting him and misinterpreting his intent:
"Those who ignore history are destined to repeat it7
67 T h literalist.
i s
wWhat
i sheeactually claimed is that we should approach the prehistorical
s
k
e
p
t
i
c
w but temperately,
a
s with the cool-headed recognisent as well as the past critically,
n that what
o seems new, original and unprecedented usually is not. He was
tion
offering a corrective to the anti-intellectualism of ahistorical versions of pragmatism as well as the anti-intellectualism of American culture more generally. That
is, his position reserves a space for rational forethought and action without surrendering openness to new insights. Lippmannts "The Scholar in a Troubled
World" affirms this view not only as a philosophical ideal but also as a moral compass for scholars in times of crisis.
Because knowledge is social and provisional, Lippmann and Santayana, like
James and Peirce, did not think it could be fully harvested in a single season, generation or century. In fact, Santayana doubted that language could ever adequately represent the natural world, but all of these thinkers believed that rigorous
communal scholarly efforts could bring us closer to truthful representations of
the external world. Santayana preferred to call his version of the quest 'critical realism; not pragmatism, to emphasize its basis in naturalism: his contention that
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knowledge is necessarily limited, grounded in what our senses (and the instruments we create to amplify them) can tell us.
68some
C odegree,
n s eallqknowledge
u e n t lisytethered
,
to
to realism although the strength of that
hold
varies
enormously.
h
e
m Aasimilar
i n humility
t a animates
i n e Lippmann's
d
humanism, although it is was selt
h in his
a newspaper
t
dom
evident
columns which, by definition, did not allow for"loitering at the crossroads."
69 T qualifying
his
many
phrases that surround his claims about human cognitive limits,
h u m ihisl own.
i t yLippmannts humanism did, however, give him wide latitude
including
d
o
e
s ,and to pursue the contra-cyclical interpretation of issues and
to change his mind
h o that
w annoyed
e v his critics,
events
e Lippmann
r ,
is often faulted for what critics judge to be his unwarranted faith
p science
e and
r expertise,
v
in
but those levying the charges rarely examine his own crita
d
e
ical interrogations of those practices or the larger humanistic underpinning of his
h
i
work.
s
70
sometimes mistakenly equated with the zero-sum realpolitik of Henry Kissinger,
b i Foster
o Dulles or Dean Rusk and other Vietnam-era figures who were also
S
John
o
m i l ask'realists:71 In fact, Lippmannts realism is secured in Santayanan natuknown
srl
a
ralism
and humanism, and it resonates much more closely with the "ethical reali ,
y
ism" of Lippmann's contemporaries, Reinhold Niebuhr and Hans Morgenthau,
hn
which
some thoughtful political analysts today are eager to reclaim.
t
i72
Santayana is virtually unknown to students today, but in the first half of the
sh
twentieth
century, except for John Dewey, he was America's most famous philosoae He was an eccentric figure,and a far more subtle and nuanced thinker than
pher.
p
Dewey, although a far less democratic and publicly engaged one, Understanding
p
his influence on Lippmann's thought can help avoid a common error that some
r
scholars, including James W. Carey, make in classifying Lippmann as a Platonist.
o
There are good reasons for this error. First, and most obviously, Lippmann uses
a
an
c excerpt from Plato's Republic as the prologue to Public Opinion: the widely cited
passage
that uses the cave metaphor to describe indirect perception. Second,
h
Santayana
uses Plato's term 'essences; hut in a non-Platonic way. Santayana was
t
aomaterialist, not an idealist. For him, thought has a physical basis, it is embodied.
i He claimed that 'essences' exist in the natural world: for example, he maintained
that the color blue involves the same chemical pigmentation everywhere,
n
but
t it may be experienced differently in different cultures and by different individuals.
e
73
Platonism,
Or, when applied to the social world, which Santayana also tried to
r
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do, his essences resemble the concept of 'social forms' theorized by sociologist
Georg Simmel, with whom Santayana studied during his student year in
Germanym Lippmann's search for truths that transcend immediate events owes
much more to Santayana than Elato.
75 Nevertheless Lippmann is no carbon copy of Santayana; when he adopted
his teacher's ideas, he usually modified them and developed them in new directions. Moreover, the two thinkers differed on a number of issues and some these

for social change, but even long after he had left socialism behind, he continued
to support efforts to alleviate the suffering of the poor and advance the cause of
labor. Although he wore a public face of Olympian detachment, one cause that
he was visibly passionate about was women's suffrage, and he campaigned hard
on its behalf. Even into his old age, however, he did occasionally sing songs of
social significance as he had as a boy at the Sachs' school.
Although he periodically withdrew to a retreat to write books, Lippmann led
a very active social life that included a wide circle of friends, associates and contacts; his daily routine included work in the morning, a late lunch often with
friends or sources, afternoon tennis, golf, reading or a walk with his wife and dinner parties in the evening. He had a mischievous wit and seemed to enjoy exercising it with his friends. He had two wives and a scandalous divorce. In short,
Eippmann was no monk.

differences are profound. Santayana's relation to the world was largely contemplative and aesthetic; he was interested in beauty, poetry, art, good food and
good conversation. But after a gregarious youth, he lived the solitary life of asecular monk. Lippmann's primary criticism of Santayana was that he refused to
engage with affairs of the world. He noted that Santayana
filled active souls with a sense of the unbridgeable chasm between any ideal of perfection and the squeaky, rickety progress of human affairs, There is something of the
pathetic loneliness of the spectator about him. You wish he would jump on the stage
and take part in the show. Then you realize that he wouldn't be the author orthe Life
of Reason' if he did, For it is a fact that a man can't see the play and be in it too,
76

Ironically, however, Lippmann spent his own life trying to see the play and be in
it too. When it came to action, Santayana may have functioned as a foil for
Eippmann. Indeed, the word action defined the young Lippmann. According to
his friend Mabel Dodge Latham "Walter had an active mind but it was active about
action and active people."n
Santayana was indifferent to contemporary politics, but especially contemptuous of liberalism, and considered all schemes for social reform to be pure folly.
Under liberalism, he contended, newspapers, supported by advertising, displace
argument with propaganda and promote nationalism that leads to war; and demagogues arise to free peopleirom the concept of freedom:
was
178secured
S a nint his
a ynaturalism:
a n a ' shis belief that human nature and social relations are
o
b j e However,
c t i his
o elegant
n
intractable.
philosophy failed to insulate him from the prevailing prejudices of his time. He was overtly elitist and showed no sympathy for
the disenfranchised, though he was personally charitable to friends and family in
need. He was openly anti-Semitic, even though he traced the lineage of his own
philosophy to Spinoza and some of his closest friends were Jewish. He also shared
the Boston Brahmins' contempt for the Irish ('muckers').
79 In contrast to Santayana, Lippmann's orientation was sociological, liberal, and
reformist, He was realistic rather than utopian in assessing projects and prospects

5

7

Graham Wallas (1858-1932)
Unlike James and Santayana, Graham Wallas was primarily a political activist;
democratic political reform was his life's work.o His intellectual pursuits were
attempts to solve practical political problems that he encountered in struggles
to improve the living conditions of the working classes, women and the poor.
Education, in the broadest sense of the term, was the special focus of Wallas'
activism.
Wallas' impact on Lippmann may have been the most important influence
of them all. Lippmann thought so, Even though the British activist-scholar
lacked the intellectual range, theoretical sophistication, subtlety and depth of
learning that Lippmann had acquired from James and Santayana, he provided
Lippmann with focus, direction and the research program that would consume
most of his attention for the next two decades. When he was in his sixties and
formally describing his work for the historical record, Lippmann said/I've always
regarded myself as a disciple of Wallas7
8 The devout son of an Anglican priest serving in pastoral North Devon,
IEngland, Wallas was consumed by doubt as an adolescent. By the end of his first
year at Oxford, he had left his Christian faith behind, but he stayed true to his
father's evangelical commitments to the social gospel of community service and
good works. Wallas received a classical education at Corpus Christi College, but
with the exception of an affinity for Aristotle, he acquired his own worldview
through his independent reading of Darwin and Bentham. It led him to reject the
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idealism that dominated Oxford at the time, and to embrace the scientific method,
without actually studying science,
After graduating from Oxford, Wallas became a school master, but he was
dismissed from his first position for refusing to take communion. He then moved
to London where he held occasional teaching positions, but for several years he
devoted his primary energies to socialism and social reform. He was one of the
original members of the Fabian wing of socialist movement, along with H.G.
Wells, George Bernard Shaw, Sydney Olivier, Annie Besant, and Beatrice and
Sidney Webb. In 1887, he assumed the position of secretary of the Fabians
Parliamentary League. In theory Fabians saw their mission as social uplift,
putting the interests of the oppressed before their own; in practice they frequently fell short in actualizing this ideal.
Wallas never fit comfortably within the Fabian Society. According to Harold
Laski, Wallas was not a party man or interested in doctrinaire purity: "His
genius was for dealing with persons and their relations." Laski described Wallas'
frustration with the Fabians as part of his "lifelong inability to tread a narrow
path."
82
ment with Sidney Webb on educational policy, with Shaw's imperialistic stance
W
thataignored non-white races and attacked the idea of self-government for cololnized
l a people, and the Fabian protectionist position on tariffs.
sFabian
reform left real
83
H abstract
e t htheorizing
o u g about
h t structural
t h and
a institutional
t
q
people's needs and concerns out of the equation. His own experience as an
u i official, teacher and political activist convinced him that what the Fabians
elected
t
wanted
for the working class was not what workers wanted for themselves.
t In 1890, Wallas became a university extension lecturer, and in 1895, he
h
received
an appointment at the London School of Economics, and later became
e
Chair of Political Science at the University of London. Walter Lippmann was a
F
student in a class Wallas taught while on a one-year visiting appointment at
a
Harvard
in 1910.
b
Wallas' biographer, Martin J. Wiener, contends that Wallas seemed to offer
i
"Lippmann the key to politics he was seeking."
a
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e
o Politics,
f the text that formed the basis for the course
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tLippmann
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e with Wallas during his final semester at Harvard, I agree with
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b assessment,
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e
c would
Wiener's
and
only add that Wallas' impact was probably
c
amplified
by the fact that the British activist-scholar possessed many of the
i
qualities
that
Lippmann found lacking in Santayana, despite the philosopher's
e
t
y

dazzling brilliance. Here was a man who immersed himself in the politics and
social problems of his time, a seasoned realist with a solid moral compass, who
had deep compassion for his fellow creatures, and was passionately committed
to solving the problems of democracy.
Wallas' students considered him "a brilliant man, first-rate lecturer, [with] a
fiery genius for teaching, a great thinker and conscientious man." But Beatrice
Webb worried that "his benevolence and kindness and selflessness... almost
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amounted to a weakness,
ian
1185
selflessness as part of what made him a great teacher:
Conversely,
He had always something original to suggest. He always left you with a new vivid
H a r o l d
sense that to think seriously was to fulfil a great social obligation. He never sought
L
a
s
k
to impose himself in these talks. He made the young recruit feel that here was not
i aprofessor lecturing the disciple, but the fellow-hunter in the greatest game in the
r world.
e
g
a
r
d 86
e
d
For
W Wallas,
a thelworldl itself was the game—the global social reconstruction of the
a
s
' into a'Great Community'—and for him, knowledge was power,
'Great
Society'
e
g
a
l the transformation.
the means to achieving
i When
t
a
r
Wallas
arrived
on the political scene in the late nineteenth century, the
-increasingly influential conservative position—espoused by thinkers like Ernest
Renan, Hippolyte Tame, and Sir Henry Maine—contended that democracy
had failed: at best, it was viewed as a transitional form, which needed to be
replaced by a more stable hierarchal form of governance." Wallas sought to
defend democracy against the conservative critique by humanizing it, by making
democracy more responsive to human needs. His primary contribution to the
study of politics was his critique of the 'intellectualist fallacy' which he saw as
endangering all human activities, but especially democracy. This fallacy was the
idea "that every human action is the result of an intellectual process, by which a
man first thinks of some end which he desires, and then calculates the means by
which that end can be attaineess Liberal political thought and institutions were
(and still are) premised upon the intellectualist assumption that 'economic man'
and, by extension,lpolitical man' acts to promote his self interest: a chimera that
is still with us today in rational choice theory. Wallas' close observations of the
way people actually behaved in political contexts—whether voting political organizing or drafting legislation—convinced him that this assumption was frequently false. His critique of the intellectualist fallacy resonated closely with the
pragmatists' claim that we often act first, and reason later.
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Young Lippmann grasped the affinity with pragmatism immediately, and
declared Wallas the heir to William james.
99 philosophy
W h a t andJreligion,
a m Lippmann
e s
ize
claimed Wallas was doing for politics.
h
a tod Lippmann, Wallas had written a"manifesto" for revolutionizing the
According
d
o
n
e
study
of politics:
t
o
what
science
must be like, and anyone who has absorbed
h Heuhas described
m
a political
n
-

which allow for expression of emotion as well as rational statement. He saw the emotional component as a necessary corrective to the structure and class codes of
English public discourse. He contrasted English with French and Italian, which he
sawas facilitating richer forms of rational expression that accommodate emotion,
93 Wallas' Thought Organisation bears significant resemblance to Jurgen
Habermas''Ideal Speech Situation; except that Wallas' approach was developed
in his educational extension work among working-class Londoners.
94
Consequently, he was keenly aware of class and even race- and gender-based
inequalities in both the conventions of public discourse and in the communicative resources that participants bring to the speech situation, Thus, Thought
Organization not only anticipates Habermas, but also his critics, In Wallas'
classroom as in his political work, he tried to create conditions where creative
Thought Organisation could flourish. He also used the concept to critique what
he saw as the dysfunctions of legislative bodies, which were founded upon dialogic communication models that are impossible to enact in the large legislative
bodies of the Great Society.
Wallas' broader democratic objective was to develop a politics that could
transform what he called "the Great Society"—the technologically advanced
globally interconnected society that had developed so rapidly in the nineteenth
century and produced so many unanticipated social and political problems—into
augood society": angreat community" achieved through education, deliberation and
constructive uses of scientific and technological knowledge to provide the good
life for the many instead of the few,
95
o t h term'Great Society; and Dewey would embrace Wallas' concept of
adoptBWallas'
L
i p community,'
p m a nachieved
n
theigreat
through oral communication as a way to cope with
a
n
dof democracy Lippmann identified in Public Opinion and The
the problems
J
o Public.
h
n
Phantom
D
e Society
w (1936).
e
y
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The Good
w i Wallas,
l Dewey ascribed important roles to expertise in creL
p p om Lippmann
a u
and
d
n
n
ating the 'good society' or 'great community but it is incorrect to claim they
w
o uthe lelitism of Plato's philosopher king. Experts were needed because
embraced
d
thelgreat society' had developed an advanced division of labor, which created and
a
l many
s forms of specialized technical knowledge. Leaders could no longer
required
o
act on intuition; they needed accurate technical information to govern effecctively.oThenrole of the experts was to collect and analyze information and create
t i n
repositories of reliable knowledge, not to govern or exercise power directly. That
u e
would have negated the experts' ability to function as 'disinterested' investigators.
W
a
l
l
a
s

his insight has an intellectual groundwork for political observation. No one, least
of all Mr. Wallas, would claim anything like finality for the essay. These labors are
not done in a day. But he has deliberately brought the study of politics to the only
focus which has any rational interest for mankind. He has made a plea, and sketched
aplan which hundreds of investigators the world over must help to realize."

Lippmann found his vocation in Wallas' insights, and became one of those investigators. And, i t should be noted, by 1919, Wallas acknowledges: "You
[Lippmannl are the only man working at this problem whom I believe to be abler
than myself7
91 Always the teacher, Wallas' books are full of direct suggestions for other
scholars. Of particular relevance to Lippmann would be Wallas' recognition (i) that
public opinion is frequently invoked in democracies, but it remains an unknown
quantity; (ii) that modern technologies have changed what and how we know; (iii)
that political opinions are increasingly based on"secondary" resources, newspapers,
magazines and books; (iv) that long working hours and the absence of public
forums for discussing political ideas mean many ordinary people do not participate in public affairs; and (v) that there is a need to know "whose interests direct
the avowed or suggested policy of newspapers:'
later
92 Ldevelop
i p pthese
m aideas
n nin Liberty and the News and Public Opinion. In Wallas' writw
o
u
l
d
ings, there are even anticipations of Lippmann's use of dramaturgical metaphors
ito describe
n v ecitizens'
s t roles
i g inapublic
t e affairs as well as the idea that our interior
a
n
d
images of events often do not correspond to events in the external world (a position that is also present in James and Santayana). Wallas does not develop these
ideas: they are diamonds in the rough, sometimes just parenthetical observations,
but they provided Lippmann with raw material, which his own investigations
would transform into compelling theories of politics and communication.
Wallas' pedagogy was an extension of his theory of democratic communication.
Based upon what he called "Thought Organization 1
1 i t p rtoi knowledge,
v i l e g ewhich
d assumes
a that truth emerges in oral exchanges,
approach
d i a a lsystem
e colmanneredt
t i c a (rule-governed)
l
through
arguments and counter-arguments,
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In the Great Society, leaders would still be democratically elected although all
three thinkers worried about the ways in which public opinion was increasingly
amenable to manipulation by propaganda.
The charge of elitism ignores the theory of democratic education that these
men espoused. Despite some lapses, they might be considered advocates of a form
of social class-based educational 'affirmative action; something America has yet
to achieve. Wallas embraced Ibsen's ideal: that every child should be brought up
as a nobleman:
197
h a t that would allow all children to reach their full potential. If this
create Tconditions
ihappened,
s ,
Wallas thought it would produce a general redistribution of intellecW
a
l
l
tual capital—the coin of the realm of thegood society'—so that there would be
ano more
s
elites or at least a general leveling (or elevating) of differences. Dewey's
cvision
a ofmdemocratic
p
education was animated by a similar hope, as was Lippmann's
acommitment
i g n to bringing philosophical analyses to the middle plane of American
eculture.
d To us, this vision may seem hopelessly naive and romantic. We know that
fas education has become more open and democratic in theory, elites have, in praco
tice, figured out how to rig the educational system to take care of their own. We
r
also know that many experts succumb to the toxins of power when they get close
e d u
to them. But Lippmann was aware of these risks and of the need to secure the
c a t
i good
o society
n on a solid moral foundation. That concern was addressed in A
Preface
to
Morals.
a l
Lippmann
lived long enough to discover the flaws in the vision of democrar
e
tic educational reform, and to become disillusioned with some of his youthful
f
o
ideals.
r
mHe recognized that meritocracy is imperfect, but, from a democratic persspective, considered it preferable to aristocracy, plutocracy or the coercive polit tics of patronage.
If Lippmann was a Wallas 'disciple," he was not a passive one. He immedih
a ately recognized a serious flaw in his mentor's perspective. In the Preface to
t Politics, Lippmann argued that the psychological theory that Wallas relied upon,
wMcDougall's theory of instincts, was obsolete.
soonLleave
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n
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i brain
o l functions,
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l likely that we will see a resurgence of interest in
pWallas'
s work
y any
c time
h soon.
o l Lippmann's
criticism of the biological reductionism
of Wallas' psychology, based not only on instinct theory but also on Darwin and
Bentham, did identify a fatal flaw in Wallas' theory.

Nonetheless, Lippmann, who had long ago left socialism and biologism
behind, wrote Wallas' widow Audrey in 1932,
He was the greatest teacher I have ever known. ..I owe everything to him that
enables me to understand at all the human problems of the Great Society, and I have
for him a loving gratitude which is boundless. I should rather be known as a pupil
of Graham Wallas than any other way. and no one can ever take that title away. But
he was more than a teacher to me, the kindest, richest human being in my life.me

The Lippmann-Wallas friendship was an extraordinary collaboration. Lippmann
read and commented on The Great Society when it was still a work in progress;
Wallas did the same for Drift and Mastery, Lippmann's lyrical 'manifesto' for
young Progressives. This may explain why Lippmann used the pronoun'We' with
such confidence in Drift-a stylistic decision that some critics considered brash
and arrogant coming from the pen of such a young man. Lippmann and Wallas
also advanced each other's careers. The student made the teacher famous in
America and personally created many new opportunities for him; the teacher provided the student access to Wells, Shaw and the Webbs, advancing the younger
mants profile in England.wl Of the thousands of letters hippmann exchanged
with friends, I have found none that are as poignant or as openly affectionate as
those Lippmann wrote to Graham and Audrey Wallas.
Lippmann's detractors accused him of name-dropping,Ilames2Santayana;
and 'Wallas; but, in fact, he knew and they knew the large debts that he owed
them. He was fortunate indeed to have the privilege of standing on the shoulders
of these giants.
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CHAPTER 4

War and
Disillusionment
"the crusade to make the
world safe for something or other"
1

98, Lippmann, A Preface to Politics.
99. Psychology was something of a catchall term at the turn of the twentieth century in
America when the human sciences were just beginning to develop separate identities.
Sociology was still an emerging discipline. The first sociology department in the U.S. was
founded at the University of Chicago in 1892, in England at the London School of
Economics in 1904, and in Germany in 1920. Sociology generally conceives of social forms
as emergent products of group interaction, and avoids reductive individualism and biologism—the Achilles' heel of Wallas: Human Nature and Politics. Although Wallas accepted
Lippmann's critique of the books reliance on McDougal's instinct theory and subsequently
embraced sociology, his sociology was never fully developed.
100. Lippman% Letter to Audrey Wallas, August 16, 1932, excerpted in Steel, Walter Lippinann
and the American Century, p. 67.
101. Wiener, Between Two Worlds.

I sometimes think that the terrific morale we developed during the war
exhausted the public spirit of this country for a generation and that
nobody will be enthusiastic about anything until the generation grows up
that has forgotten how violent we were and how unreasonable,
- W A I T E R LIPPMANN, LETTER TO S, K . RADCLIFFE, AUGUST 10, 1 9 2 0
2

there is no way of evading the fact that liberty is not so much permission as it is the construction of a system of information increasingly
independent of opinion.
-WALTER LIPPMANN, LIBERTYAND THE NEWS
3

In later life, Walter Lippmann would look back on World War I as a time when
everything changed, not just for him personally as someone who had known"the
soft air" before the war, but more profoundly for America, Western democracies
and the relations among the nations of world.
4
I n 1 taking
9 4 any
3 ,interest
h whatsoever
e
remember
in foreign affairs until the outbreak of
rtheefirst
c World
o u War."
n t e d ,
"5 Yet, asI we have seen, Lippmann was politically aware and deeply affected by
csocial injustice
a
n evennas a child;
o he
t was an engaged political activist as a college student. Like most Americans in the early twentieth century, however, his politics
ended at water's edge and were largely pacifist in orientation.
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Again, in his words, "in my youth we all assumed that the money spent on
battleships would better be spent on schoolhouses, and that war was an affair that
'militarists' talked about and not something that serious-minded progressive
democrats paid any attention to:' He continued:"It was possible for an American
in those days to be totally unconscious of the world he lived in:'
8
A n dhimself
h asecompletely
c hoblivious
a r to
- the implications of the assassination
acterized
of Archduke Ferdinand in June 1914. He was so oblivious, in fact, that he bought
a ticket for a journey through Germany to Switzerland in late July so that he could
go hiking in the Alps. Recalling that he was astonished and annoyed when he
found that the German border was closed because the Kaiser had delivered
Belgium an ultimatum, Lippmann claimed that he only began to take foreign
affairs seriously on August 4, 1914, when England declared war on Germany.
The war would profoundly change Lippmann's view of the world and the trajectory of his lifets work, He would look back on his two pre-war books, A Preface
to Politics and Drift and Mastery as"terribly inadequate:
17hisOlater
n einsistence
c a on
n realism
f in
i these
n dearly works, but the critical legacies of
of
i n t and
i Santayana
m a t itook
o on
n asharder tone after the war. Sobered by discovery
Wallas
of his own susceptibility to the grand abstractions of Wilsonian idealism and the
war psychosis that took over America and deeply disillusioned by the outcomes
of the peace negotiations, Lippmann would face the future with far greater skepticism and would insist on subjecting all ideologies to an acid bath of realism. He
would continue to take strong, often unpopular, stands, but he would never again
abandon himself so completely to any cause, with the exception of his opposition
to the Vietnam War. He would remain a liberal democrat and would retain his
interest in exploring big questions, sometimes indulging in hyperbolic rhetoric. But
the term most often used to describe his outlook after the Great War is 'Olympian'
detachment. As soon as the momentum of public opinion began to crystallize, he
seemed compelled to back away and assume a critical distance.
Whatever his private wounds may have been, the public sources of his
wartime disillusionment were responses to America's propaganda efforts, the
suppression of free expression by the president that he had so enthusiastically
endorsed, U.S. intervention in the Russian Civil War, Wilson's failures at
Versailles, and the dismal performance of the press. Lippmann came to identify
with the so-called lost generation of Hemingway, Fitzgerald and Dos Passos of
the 1920s, and spent the postwar years assessing what had happened to American
democracy during the war, and what it revealed about the nature of public opinion in the emerging age of mass communication.
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Chapter Three provided a very brief overview of Lippmann's wartime experience. This chapter focuses on the short but turbulent period from 1917 to 1919,
which served as the catalyst for Lippmanns two immediate postwar studies of the
press, Liberty and the News (1919-1920) and, in collaboration with Charles Metz,
"A Test of the News" (1920).
8 Lippmann's
T h e s ewartime experience. Frequently neglected, they served as essential
to
w o r stones
k s to Lippmannts great theoretical synthesis, Public Opinion (1922),
stepping
w e r e
a
The War to End War
d i r e c t
a War Isnthe Force
d That Gives Us Meaning (2002), Chris Hedges eloquently
In
idemonstrates
m
m thate there
d are cultural processes of forgetting that follow after
i
awars,
t which
e erase the actual horrors of war from the collective memory.
major
rThis renders
e
a
c generations susceptible to the 'myth of war'; the intoxisuccessive
tcants of
i waroeuphoria
n which seem, at the beginning of a war, to offer transcendent redemption. These toxins include the rush of patriotism, the sense of
communal solidarity in service of a noble cause, promises of glory, and the honor
and heroism that banish personal doubts as well as the loneliness and alienation
of ordinary life. It is only later when the reality of war becomes apparent—the
amorality of its blood lust, the horror, death and senseless nihilism—that the
emptiness of the jingoism and abstractions, which had seemed so compelling,
become apparent. Then, another war-damaged generation wants to repress and
forget what it has done, and the cycle is repeated. Hedges' testimony, based on his
personal experience as a war correspondent, is convincing.
9 Yet, it is still difficult to understand how critical thinkers like John Dewey,
Charles Beard, Walter Lippmann and so many other college professors, writers,
artists and political activists of almost every political persuasion could convince
themselves that their war was different from all other wars. Lippmannts futile hope
that it would end America's 'drift' and lead to Progressive'masterysis expressed in
his feverish words of 1917, characterizing the Great War as "unmistakably the
cause of liberalism and the hope of enduring peace;' a people's warra union of
liberal peoples pledged to cooperate in the settlement of all outstanding questions,
sworn to turn against the aggressor, determined to erect a larger and modern system of international law upon a federation of the world.") Lippmann abandoned all of his pre-war caution, his concerns about irrationality and nationalism,
to embrace the cause. He convinced himself that the war would somehow create an opportunity to subs tituteconscious intent for [the] unconscious striving"
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of the pre-war era)] Across the ocean, behind enemy lines, sociologist Max
Weber, who, like Lippmann, believed in democracy, understood the dangers of
nationalism and thought deeply about the complexities of the modern world, had
also, like most other German intellectuals, succumbed to war fever.
Among the pragmatists in Lippmann's intellectual circle, only Randolph
Bourne, Dewey's former student, stood apart and spoke out against the irrationalism of war euphoria. Denouncing"fatuous'
) w of
a all
r wars
i n ist stainless
e l l e cand
t uthrillingly
a l s achieving for good: Bourne describes
war
w
h theirocohesion and uniformity of voice, as suffering from the "herdthem, in
"instinct:
t
e
l
l
u
s
22
German intellectuals,
their American counterparts saw it as"so hysterical and so
tH
a
tthese critics delude themselves that they are presenting
e hNow, however,
servile:
o
r
cthel case
a foruwar in "highly
rational terms." In response to those who said"We go
ito m
warsto save the world from subjugation!: Bourne warned that there cannot be
ta "liberal
h
world-order founded on military coalitions:
a
t
13 But Lippmann, like so many young men before and after him, had to learn
w
for himself that real war bears little resemblance to the myth of war. Many years
h
later Lippmann would apply Graham Wallas' observation that there has been "a
e
general change of social scale" in the modern world to the scale of modern warn
fare:Because: Lippmann wrote, "of the increase in population, in the volume of
t
production, and in the destructiveness of weapons, the war which brought to an
h
end the Age of Progress" had none of the limiting features of earlier wars*" The
e
scale of death was unprecedented. Quoting Hoffman Nickerson, Lippmann
s
notes that by the time the next war came, the advanced nations had become"capaa
Me of sacrifices so irrationally great that the bleeding victor would faint upon the
m
ecorpse of his victim:
p15 Like killing, propaganda was also practiced on an unprecedented industrial
hscale during the Great War. Modern technological and organizational knowledge
eand resources were so effectively mobilized to 'fight the Hun' that German gennerals and some independent analysts claimed that the war was not lost in the
otrenches but in the minds of the German people who succumbed to British and
American propaganda.
m
e16 As we have seen, Lippmann was deeply implicated in that propaganda at mulntiple levels: (i) agitating for U.S. entry into the war in the pages of The New
oRepublic; (ii) developing a plan for a wartime information bureau at the request
nof the Wilson administration; (iii) as a member of the Inquiry helping to write
hWilson's Fourteen Points, which can properly be called 'the propaganda of
a
d
b
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peace';'1(iv) creating propaganda leaflets urging German and Austrian soldiers
to surrender as a captain in the Military Intelligence Branch; and (v) becoming
something of a thorn in President Wilson's side as a strong critic of the propaganda activities of the Committee on Public Information, conveying his concerns
privately to the administration during the war and publicly after the armistice.
In order to fairly grasp Lippmann's post-war view of media and communication, it is necessary to return his argument to the historical context in which it
originated, to carefully attend to his use of language and to position Lippmann's
propaganda critique in relation to the broader objectives of his larger body of
work. This requires some knowledge of the events and circumstances that
Lippmann was responding to, specifically the work of the Committee on Public
Information (CPI), which was responsible for propaganda and censorship during the war, as well as the activities of the related government agencies that supported and expanded the wartime repression of civil liberties, especially the
Department of justice and the Office of the Postmaster General,
The CPI played a crucial role in the early development of American interest in media and communication research. The spectacular success of domestic
propaganda campaigns gave rise to public fears of an all-powerful media: the socalled 'magic bullet conception of media influence, which systematic media
research would later debunk.
18media
L i influence
p p m a
n nworried about the development of auplebiscite autocracy,
of
as he
b government
e l o nby newspapers"
g s
or
in Liberty and the News.
i
n
19
t
h
e
Historical
Context: Propaganda
s
t
r
o
n
and Censorship during the Great War
g
e
f Wilson
f
ehandily
c defeated Theodore Roosevelt in the 1912 presidenWoodrow
ttial election,
s
but TR, a media favorite, remained a thorn in Wilson's side, critip
a
r
a
cizing Wilson's temerity and pacifism, and gaining a reputation as a warmonger.
d
i
g
m
After the sinking of the Lusitania in 1915, pro-war forces gained momentum, but
public opinion had not yet fully crystallized. Consequently President Wilson ran
for reelection in 1916 on the slogan,"He kept us out of war: If George Creel is
to be believed, the slogan was used by Wilson's campaign manager over the president's objection that it was a"gross and unforgivable deception:
2 In fact American corporations had been aiding the Allies from the beginning
° preparations for war were well underway long before the election. A month
and
after his inauguration, President Wilson told a joint session of Congress that"The
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world must be made safe for democracy" and asked that body to approve a declaration of war, which it did on April 6, 1917. Wilson's advisors encouraged him
to form a panel of prominent citizens, intellectuals and journalists to oversee war
information, but he rejected this plan. A week after the declaration, Creel, a
muckraking journalist and long-time Wilson supporter and party activist, who
had been in charge of publicity for Wilson's re-election campaign, was appointed
chair of the Committee on Public Information (CPI). He later described the
CPI's charge as
the fight for the minds of men, for the 'conquest of their convictions,' and the battle-line ran through every home in every country—What we had to have was no
mere surface unity, but a passionate belief in the justice of America's cause that
should weld the people of the United States together into one white-hot mass
instinct with fraternity, devotion, courage and deathless determination?'

In addition to Creel, the president also appointed the Secretary of State, the
Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy to the CPI. According to
Secretary of State Robert Lansing, however, with the president's approval,"Mr.
Creel soon assumed all authority and ran the Office on Public Information in
accordance with his own ideas:'
22 I npreempted
e f f ethe
c State
t , Department's role in public diplomacy.
largely
C rClaiming
e e that
l , the generals were clamoring for censorship of the press, Creel
w
t
hdisingenuously, as a champion of the free press.
framedi himself,
tgovernment
h
e
23 I n s tcensorship
e a d imposed
o
f by the generals, he advised(voluntaryt media selfp
r e based
s i upon
d guidelines
e
censorship,
created by the CPI. Similarly he declared that
nthe CPI
t 'would
s not practice propaganda "as the Germans defined it, but propab
s
sof the word, meaning the'propagation of faith."'
gandalin thee true sense
ipresident
n
g
,
24 B u also
t created
t h e a Censorship Board and appointed Creel to it. The dual
role allowed him to claim CPI's censorship was voluntary, but his membership
on the Censorship Board gave Creel the authority to request that the Justice
Department bar any publication from the mails.
25 The CPI's power was further augmented by a series of immediate, but unrelated, presidential proclamations directed at enemy aliens, primarily un-naturalized German immigrants. Congress also enacted emergency laws including the
Espionage Act, the Trading-with-the-Enemy Act, and the Sedition Act, which
made it a crime for anyone to criticize the president, congress, the government,
the constitution, the military or the flag.
26 T h of
o u
s a n
d s Eugene Debs, Max Eastman, Scott Nearing and
hundreds
people,
including
o
f
a l i e n s
w
e
r
e
d
e
p
o
r
t
e
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radical labor leader 'Big Bill' Haywood, were arrested and prosecuted for violations that carried sentences of up to twenty years.
If Creel and the president appeared insensitive to First Amendment protections, Wilson's Postmaster General, Albert Burleson, and Attorney General
Thomas Gregory often seemed to be committed to destroying it. Together they
aggressively sought to purge the mails of socialist, pacifist and other magazines
that claimed, in Burleson's words, "that the government is controlled by Wall
Street or munitions manufactures or any other special interest2
Masses,
22 I s The
s u Nation,
es
and
o The
f Jewish
T Forward
h ewere banned, and even The New
Republic, which supported Wilson and the war, came under suspicion. Most
socialist publications were completely barred from the mail. Foreign language
newspapers were subject to prior censorship. When civil libertarians, including
Lippmann, complained to the president, Wilson inquired but deferred to
Burleson and Gregory's judgments.
28
T h e sboth
e prescriptive and proscriptive.
censorship
f a The
c tCPI
o itself
r s had two major sections, Domestic and Foreign, with each, at
c
o
m
b
i n at eleastdtwo dozen divisions within them. The immediate
various times, having
t
o Domestic section was to convert or suppress opponents of the war.
target
of the
m
a
k every
e aspect of American life, using every available form of
The CPI penetrated
W
o
r artists,l writers, scholars, journalists, cartoonists, the film and
media, recruiting
d
advertising industries, clergy, school teachers, citizen volunteers, women's clubs
W
a
and virtually anyone
who had access to an audience, however small.
r If 'truth is the first casualty of war,' language is its primary weapon. For
example, war undertaken in the name of peace led The Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace to suspend its mission and turn over its facilities and personnel to the government for the duration. Churches celebrated War Sunday.
29 strategy
T h e of producing centralized guidelines for shaping uniform public
CPI
opinion was emulated by some states and municipalities. Many private groups
conducted their own patriotic campaigns including the Red Cross, YMCA,
Salvation Army, Knights of Columbusiewish Welfare Board and others, producing a multiplier effect.
The CPI recruited over 75,000 volunteers to serve as Four-Minute Men who
gave talks promoting the war effort in movie theaters and other gathering places.
It provided speakers with outlines for major themes, a list of "important points
for all speakers" and "suggestions for opening words and phrases."" At first the
CPI advised the Four-Minute Men to stick to the facts, but by 1918, they were
encouraged to use atrocity stories. The Speakers Division and the Four-Minute
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Men effectively achieved the uniformity and reach of mass communication before
nation-wide radio broadcasting.
One group of citizen-vigilantes, the American Protective League (APL),
had the blessing of Attorney General Gregory, who boasted he had several hundred thousand citizens "keeping an eye on disloyal individuals and making reports
of disloyal utterances."
31
"bugged,
burglarized, slandered, and illegally arrested other Americans. They
A c c omail,
r dintercepted
i n g
opened
telegrams, served as agents provocateurs, and were the
t
ocommandos in a series of extralegal and often v i o l e n t
chief
h
i
s draft
t o evaders
r i in 1918:
1
supposed
sa l anc kNe throughout
ru m
r ae i rdo
sucountry,
' s a including
g a i some
n s murders
t
132
occurred
the
and at least one lynchD
a
v
iing:n some
c iofdtheeviolence
n t was
s organized, but there were also many spontaneous
iincidents
d fwhen "the white hot mass of instinct"
o
M
33 Every
nr eitem
di was
p
ab u trnews
o o censored
t u t "at the source, in transit, or in the newspaper
f accordance
c owithn'voluntary'
t r o rules
l issued
.
i.o
c in
office
by the CPI:
K
e
n
m
134 T
h oepublicwtheaway
r the CPI
w wanted
a s it pictured: sanitized with heroic
sented
to the
n
e e d b
p rfending
allies
off a brutal aggressor. In some instances Creel invented inspiring
yv
,i
o
news stories; a fewl wereeexposed, giving coinage to the term Icreeling: which
A
n
e
meant cWashington
hot ait
P
35
T Bulletin.
h e This was the president's idea and it was initially opposed by Creel.
Official
L
N emany
w presidents
s
Like
before and after him, Wilson was highly critical of the press
a
g
D
i vthei fact
s that
i most
o
despite
coverage of him had been positive. He thought the press
e
n
n
tfocused on
s trivial matters; he avoided contact with reporters as much as possip
r Bulletin
o d was
u his own, largely successful, attempt to set the agenda for the
ble. The
cpress.e In effect,
d
the CPI achieved a virtual monopoly over information resources;
a
and, as CPI historians James Mock and Cedric Larson note, 'uniformity of tesd
i
timony ais convincing:
l136The
y CPI did its work "so well that there was a burning eagerness to believe,
n
e
w
s
to conform, to feel the exaltation ofjoining in a great selfless enterprise:
p
a
p
e
137
e noteimmediately
n d
of
the T
warh did
bring an end to the emotionally driven patriotism
r
,
that the CPI had aroused: during the Red Scare of 1919-1920, impassioned loyT
alists simply transferred their fury to the Bolsheviks, anarchists and the labor moveh
ment. Republican reaction against the excesses of the CPI, which they saw as a
e
partisan tool of the Democratic Party, contributed to the defeat of the Covenant
of the League of Nations in the U.S. Senate: so that even though Wilson won a
Noble Peace Prize for proposing it, the U.S. never joined the League and the Peace
Treaty was not ratified by the U.S. until after Wilson left office.
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What Creel had created was, as he was quick to announce in 1920, "the
world's greatest adventure in advertising:
138Creel's
P r work
e s iasd"well
e ndone,
t
ing
admirably well done, and your inspiration and guidW have
i l been
s othe nchief motive power in it all."
ance
a g r e e d ,
c
o
m
m
e
n
d
Captain
Lipptrtann,
Propagandist:
-

Much Adieu about Very Little

Lippmann's critics frequently stress his role as an army propagandist, implying
the exercise of Machiavellian powers. But his civilian advocacy for American intervention in the war while an editorialist for The New Republic, his involvement in
planning what would become the CPI, and his acritical euphoria in the early days
of the war raise far more questions in my mind than the work he actually did in
the Military Intelligence Bureau (MIB).
Captain Lippmannts brief four-month career in the MIB consisted of working
in a small six-man military intelligence unit in France, producing leaflets urging
German and Austrian soldiers to surrender. Charles Metz was also part of the unit,
aswas Arthur Page, who would have an impressive civilian career after the war as
avice president of AT&T and as a pioneer of in-house corporate public relations.
Lippmannls brief Army career began auspiciously, with an appointment to
serve as the American representative to the Inter-allied Propaganda Board
Conference in London where he was also to act as an official representative of the
Inquiry and as the unofficial ears of Colonel House. He took these assignments
seriously, questioning various authorities in London and Paris about the effectiveness of CPI propaganda, learning that both Lord Northcliffls staff in the British
propaganda office and personnel in the American Embassy in Paris were very disturbed by Creel's propaganda work in Europe, complaining that the staff knew
nothing about European journalism or politics.
38 to
L House,
i p p m
a inn turn
n reported them to the president. The president was
ings
who
r epleased,
p o but
r Lippmann,
t e d not Creel, was the object of his ire. Already irritated
not
h
i
s
by The New Republic's and Lippmannts criticism of his administration's suppresfsion ofi civil nliberties,
d Wilson
- wrote Secretary of War Newton Baker, "I have a high
opinion of Lippmann, but I am very jealous in the matter of propaganda... .I want
to keep the matter of publicity in my own hands."
46 Tto hHouse
e pthat
r e
i d etonhear
t nothing more from Captain Lippmann
clear
he swanted
m
a
d
eAfter that, Lippmannss
i
t short Army career before the armistice
about propaganda.
was
v a mix
e of routine
r
yand boredom.
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aq:i"Theaddition to writing leaflets, Lippmann also interviewed German prisondrs of war to assess the effects of propaganda on them, and found that few prisoners could articulate the causes of the war or German war aims. Struck by the
fact that combatants were willing to risk their lives for a cause they did not seem
to understand, this experience was one source of Lippmann's interest in how people acquire information and form opinions about public affairs.
41

Lippmann's Role in "Impassioned Nonsense"
Looking back at the war to end all wars in 1955, Lippmann attributed the failure
to develop a workable peace to theimpassioned nonsense" created by the CPL which
made "public opinion so envenomed that the people would not countenance a
workable peace:'
42 he
H later
e denounced, and he was never one to shy away from retrospectively
that
b o r e
acknowledging
his errors. He was directly implicated in planning what became the
s
o
m
CPI. He did, however, have the good fortune of having his own plan rejected.
e At Colonel House's request, Lippmann outlined a plan for a wartime 'pubd i bureau:
r e At least two other plans were submitted to the administration; one
licity
c President
t
by
Wilson's former Princeton student, journalist David Lawrence; the
rother,
e also
s at
p House's request, by foreign correspondent Arthur Bullard.
o nGwould
se oi later
43
rbg claim
e
Creel
that the CPI was entirely his idea; and there is strong eviidence
l ithat
t he
y actively campaigned for the position of chief censor.
f
44
Historian Francine Curro Cary claims Lippmann set "a gargantuan task for
o
his publicity bureau: which would: (1) act as a clearinghouse of information for
r
the activities of government; (2) invent a form of publicity to enlist attention to
t
prosaic tasks of industrial warfare; (3) supply articles that supported government
h
policy; (4) monitor public opinion; (5) monitor and report on the allied, neutral
e
and enemy press; (6) deal with the motion picture situation; (7) run down
i
mand plies.
rumors
a
s
45 s
Lawrence'
i
o
n s plan was even more ambitious. It included monitoring cables of foreign
launching a secret propaganda mission in Central and South
e correspondents,
d
America,
n
ocensoring military information, and publicizing the American cause.
Bullard's
n
s plan to "electrify public opinion," described in a short book,
Mobilising
e
nAmerica (1917), was, by far, the most ambitious.
gelical
in
itsaintent,
46
o
c t i itv won
e l ythe administration's
e v a n favor,
- and the CPI was modeled
s Pre
on Bullard's plan. At President Wilson's request, Creel invited Bullard to help
develop the CPI Bullard subsequently served with the CPI in Russia.
47
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Lippmann submitted his plan on April 12th, one day before the president created the CPI and appointed Creel chairman. Whatever Lippmann may have
thought of Bullard's plan, Creel's appointment had to have been a bitter disappointment. Lippmann had recommended that wartime censorship be put in the
hands of people possessinereal democratic sympathy:
148
R o himself
n a l dcoveted
S the
t eposition.
e l
Lippmann
c lW
h
a role tquite closely, make no mention
48
h i iCPI,
l emwho
ts examine
h i st Lippmann's
rians
ofathe
of
i it; Lippmann
s
himself recommended Vance McCormick as "the ideal man" for
c e
r t McCormick
a i n l was
y a former journalist and publisher who was chair
the
position.
p theo War
s Trade
s Board
i b and
l the
e Democratic
,
of
National Committee.
h Iquite
o - was
- aware that Creel was the front-runner for
58
ever,
t i i likely
s s, that
ht Lippmann
o w
the position, and he may have tried to subvert the appointment, giving rise to the
belief that he wanted the position himself.
81 Cthe
r e
e l
was the
a usually
s
from
beginning
cool and distant Wilson seemed to enjo
p
r
o
b
a
b
l
y
yCreel's gregarious story-telling and above all valued his unconditional loyalty.
W Lippmands
i l s low
o opinion
n ' ofs Creel's judgment and ethics predated the CPI.
c years
h earlier,
o ini an unsigned
c
e editorial in The New Republic, Lipprnann had
Two
denounced Creel for his reporting on a Colorado labor dispute (the Ludlow
Massacre) aea reckless and incompetent person. —determined to make noise no
matter what canons of truthfulness he violates:
152 O t hlow
e opinion
r j oofuCreel.
r n Mark
a l Sullivan,
i s t s a prominent journalist of the
Lippmann's
s
h
a
r
e
d
day, wrote, "Creel, temperamental, excitable and emotional to the last degree...For
such a job Creel is the most unsuitable of men. President Wilson might just as
appropriately appointed Billy Sunday7
53
O an
n editorial
A p rcriticizing
i l
also ran
Creel's appointment. By warts end, Creel was a
1 6 among
t hjournalists generally.
pariah
t We
h can only
e speculate whether the course of history might have been differN if Lippmann
e
w
ent
or Lawrence's plans had been adopted, if McCormick had been
Y
o
r
k press secretary Joseph Tumulty's advice to the president
appointed, or if Wilson's
T have war
i censorship
m
eoverseen
s by a committee of prominent journalists had
to
been followed. Perhaps not, given that war hysteria takes on a life of its own, and
it was especially virulent during the Great War.
In any case, there are no innocents here, not House, Creel, Lawrence, Bullard,
Lippmann, and certainly not the 'idealistic' Wilson. According to Cary, on the day
the president declared war, he expressed concern that "the spirit of ruthless brutality will enter into the very fibre of our national life, infecting Congress, the
courts, the policeman on the beat, the man in the street:
154 Y e t W i l s o n
e n t h u s i -
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astically supported Creel's efforts, and refused to intervene when his Postmaster
and Attorney General suppressed the democratic ideals that the Great War was,
in theory, committed to spreading throughout the world.
As early as March 1919, Lippmann began to publicly express his concerns
about wartime censorship and propaganda in articles in The New Republic, which
were collected into a short book, The Political Scene (1919):
During this war the deliberate manufacture of opinion both for export and home
consumption has reached the proportions of a major industrial operation. This is
not the place, nor is it yet possible without breach of confidence to discuss international propaganda freely. But some day the technic must be investigated if the
judgments of the pehple are to escape persistent exploitation. When the story is told,
it will cover a range of subjects extending from legal censorship to the reptile press,
from willful fabrication to the purchase of writers, from outright subsidy to the
award of ribbons. It will include entertainment, and a vast amount of simulated
snobbishness, and the right way of conducting sightseeing tours. The art of befuddlement engages able men and draws large appropriations.
55

By September of 1919, however, he apparently felt free to speak out, In an article in The New Republic, he wrote, "One of the great calamities of our part in the
war was the character of American propaganda in Europe He continued with
a pointed reference to Creel:
It wasas if an imp had devised it to thwart every purpose Mr. Wilson was supposed
to entertain. The general tone of it was one of unmitigated brag accompanied by
unmitigated gullibility.. .The outfit which was abroad'selling the war' to Europe (the
phrase is not my own) gave shell-shocked Europe to understand that a rich bumpkin had come to town with his pockets bulging and no desire except to please.
56

Lippmann began his critical investigations of the 'technic' of propaganda by
focusing primarily on 'the reptile press': those reporters, editors and publishers
who betray the trust that democratic theory places in them. In collaboration with
Charles Merz, Lippmann conducted a pioneering study of the New York Times'
coverage of the Russian Revolution, which was remarkably sophisticated methodologically for the time. The study was in fact so methodologically rigorous that
it was frequently cited by Charles Merriam, founder and first president of the
Social Science Research Council, as an exemplar of the kind of empirical work
social scientists might aspire to produce in the future.
57 Metz had not only served in the military intelligence propaganda unit with
Lippmann in France, he was also the Washington editor of The New Republic. He
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would later work with Lippmann again at the New York World, bat he spent most
of his career at the New York Times/A Test of the News" was published as a special 42-page supplement of the New Republic in August 1920.
While working on the collaborative project with Merz, Lippmann also published two essays in the Atlantic Monthly in 1919 on censorship, propaganda and
the news. He added an introductory essay and published them as Liberty and the
News in 1920. The proximity of these two efforts is important because inIA Test"
Lippmann and Metz were practicing the kind of work Lippmann advocated in
Liberty and the News: testing the credibility of statements against facts, monitoring language for words "charged with emotionrapplying rigorous logic and laws
of probability, assessing the quantitative significance of facts, and exercising selfcritical awareness of the limits of the available data.
58 These two projects focus on news production, examining the quality of
information supplied by the news system. Lippmann's Public Opinion would
revisit and amplify many of the ideas developed in 1 9 1 9
original
contribution would be its examination of news reception and the forma1
9
2
0
,
b opinion.
u t
t h a t
tion of public
b o o k s

"A Test of the News" (1920)
'A Test" is more than twice as long as "Liberty," but it is much easier for the reader
who is unfamiliar with LippmannIs other writings to fully grasp because it is
tightly focused methodologically and substantively. Lippmann and Merz analyze
the New York Times' coverage of Russia from March 1917 to March 1920, more
than a thousand issues of the newspaper, reviewing all of the news items (over
3000) about Russia, Lippmann and Merz selected the Times because they considered it '%me of the really great newspapers of the world" with the resources to
independently cover international news.
59 T h ofe itsy intrinsic
c h importance
o s e and because it arousedthe kind of passions
"because
twhichhtestsemost seriously the objectivity of reportinew The revolution occurred
R a crucial
u s point
s ini theawarnwhen the U.S. was considering entering the conflict;
at
R
e
v
o l question
u t fori theoAllies: Would Russia contihue to fight the
and it raised a critical
n
Germans on the Eastern Front?
Lippmann and Merz make it clear that they had no illusions that any definitive account of the Russian Revolution exists or is ever likely to exist, and that they
make no attempt to "contrast the news accounts with any other account which pretends to be thereal truth' or thetrue truth7"
61 R a t h e r
t h e
r e l i a b i l i t y
o
f
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tested against a few "definite and reliable events about which there is no dispute"
including: that the offensive of the Russian army under the Kerensky government in July 1917 was a failure, that the provisional government was overthrown
by the Soviets in November 1917, that the Soviets made a separate peace with
Germany in March 1918, that the campaigns of Kolchak, Denilcin and Yudenitch
failed, and that the Soviet government was still in power in March 1920,
62 Lippmann maintained that the chief purpose of news is to "allow mankind
to live successfully toward the future:
63 C o"AnTest"
question
s i sasked
t e was
n t "whether the reader of the news was given a picture
of
w various
i t phases
h of the revolution which survived the test of events, or whether
t was
h misled
i into
s believing that the outcome of events would be radically difhe
p r from
e themactual
i outcome:
s e ,
ferent
t the question
ea n nand discussions of the virtues and defects of the Soviet
as
164
L ih p pofmatrocities
o
n
l
y
a
n
d
system from their sample becausedisinterested
observers furnish contradictory
M
e
r
z
accounts."
e
l i to m
i nreliable
a accounts.
t
expected
produce
They focus on news items, not editorials,
65
e ndd ethey found that the wall that supposedly separated news and editoriU
although
ials
s breached
u
r wassroutinely
in the Times coverage of Russia,
sc
se uLippmann
and Merz offer both qualitative and quantitative analyses of their
sh
u
c
data. For example, on the important question of whether the Soviet governch i would
r c last, they show that the Times consistently misled its readers with
ment
u m news."
s
"false
t66
a
n
t
nineAmonths,
yet throughout that time period, the Times reported that "the
c
e
s
t h e are about to collapse, or have collapsed, or will collapse within a few
Soviets
, o n c
cweeks:
not
lt u last
s iwas
o "one of the most insistent of all themes in the news of Russia."
167
h
n
L i p November 1917 and November 1919, they found ninety-one accounts
Between
oe m
p
"explicitly
reporting" an"early break up" of the Soviet system, and classified them
fay the
in
n nfollowing categories:
tc
68
a
o
h
n New York Times Reports:
en Soviet power is definitely on the wane: 30
d
t
sM
t
There
is a serious counter-revolutionary menace: 20
e
u The
d Soviets are "tottering": 5
e
yrn
,
The fall of the regime is "imminent": 3
d
zS
n The
o
v regime is certain to collapse: 5
f
io
e
o
tun
re
n
uw

8

5

Collapse is in progress: 14
Soviets are alarmed by desertions from the army: 1
Lenin and Trotsky are planning flight: 4
Lenin and Trotsky have fled: 3
Lenin plans to retire: 2
Lenin is in prison: 3
Lenin has been killed: 1
They point out that at times during this period,"the Red Peril momentarily overshadows the conception of Soviet power as an institution verging on collapse;' but
the recurring major theme is"Soviet impermanency."
69 F o of
r news
e areports
c h that Lippmann and Merz examine, they provide simicategory
c
a
t
e
g
o
r
y of the themes
a
n newsditems, but they also attend to the
lar quantitative analysis
of
s of loaded
u
bwords-like Red Peril; especially when used in captions.
use
The overall conclusion is that the news wasudominated by the hopes of the men
who composed the news organization." It was "a case of seeing not what was, but
what men wished to see1
78
the chief propagandist were hope and fear in the minds of the reporters and ediL i p p m a n n
tors:
a
d to the external censorship and propaganda imposed by the CPI.
71 n submit
tamely
M hLippmann
e
r and
z Merz identify some of the journalistic practices that conT
c
o
n
t
e failure to pass the severe 'test of the news' posed by the
e y
tributed
to the Times
n d Revolution, The Times' was seriously misled by reliance on official sources
w
Russia
ta information,
h
a whether
t
of
governments, circles around governments or leaders of
"
T movements.
h
e Use of anonymous sources also produced unreliable informan
political
ct
h
i
tion.
Some correspondents proved totally untrustworthy because they had become
f
e
partisans
for various causes, The "time honored tradition" of protecting the news
cd
e
against editorials broke down as "The Russian policy of the editors of the Times
s
tn
profoundly and crassly influenced the news columns: The news both in emphao
r
sis and choice of captions represented a"blatant intrusion of an editorial bias."
a
w
72 If a great newspaper like the Times failed so miserably under pressures of
n
i
internal
and external censorship and propaganda, Lippmann and Merz reason,
d
n
lesser
papers
probably performed much worse, They call for fundamental reforms,
t
appealing
to the newspaper guild to impose codes of honor comparable to those
h
that
e law and medical societies use to regulate their members conduct. They also
urge
w external citizens' groups to monitor and criticize the press and to become
centers
of resistance to abuses of the information system.
a
r
a
n
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"A Test" was a far more effective indictment of the CPI's work than
Lippmannis polemics against Creel, however well warranted the latter may have
been, Both in ambition and execution, it remains an impressive piece of research.
Reviewing "A Test" in 2002, Hanno Hardt affirmed Charles Merriam's early
assessment, maintaining that"the work remains an extraordinary study, even by
today's standards:
ical and
73
H emethodological issues that would arise several decades later when conctent
o analysis
n t e became
n d
the standard method for analyzing international news
scoverage. Hardt also reports that"A Test" anticipated many concepts that would
tlaterhbe named
a t and claimed by media and communication researchers: agendaLsetting,
i gate
p keeping
p
and source-credibility are all present in Lippmann and
m
a
n
n
Meris analysis. While Lippmann always emphasized‘method; the reader may be
asurprised nby the methodological rigor of this work. Lippmann was, however, also
dknown in this period for his debate with psychologists over intelligence testing,
M
e
which he challenged
on both methodological and democratic grounds.
t74 According
z
to sources close to Metz, "A Test" brought "epochal results. The
aTimesnactedt vigorously" to change its reporting system and, in doing so, "led a
i
c
i
nationwide improvement in international reporting:
p
a
t
know
75 Maseherwas
z hired
w asaan seditorial iwriter
n by the Times in 1931, and served as
e
d
a
o s page
i tfrom
i 1938
o nuntil he retired in 1961•
editor
of thepeditorial
t
h
t Yet, as
o we know, the Times failed the test of news again in another situation
e
o
which 'aroused the passions': the run up to the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq. In a
r
e
tMay 2004
- editorial, the Times reviewed its performance and acknowledged its
"lack of rigorous coverage" and its reliance on faulty sources, Iraqi exiles eager for
regime change,
76
The Washington Post followed suit with its own acknowledgement of its failures
T
h r e e cover the run-up to the war and to challenge questionable inforto adequately
m
o about
n t weapons of mass destruction provided by official sources.
mation
h
s
77 T hwere
e sgreatly
e
failures
amplified by the fact that many newspapers throughout the
lnation
a relied
t e on syndicated news services of these papers, especially the Times.
r ,
A
m and
e the News
Liberty
r i c a
Liberty and the News is a small book with large implications. Any attempt to sum' s
omarize tit, including this one, is destined to fail to fully probe its depths, which is
deserves to be considered a minor classic. But because I contend
hwhy it rightly
e
that
interpretations
of Lippmannts argument have suffered almost as greatly in
r
ethe hands
l of his admirers as his detractors, summary is nevertheless necessary to
i
t
e
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establish the point of departure for my interpretive claims, Wherever possible,
my summary is presented in Lippmann's own words.
Lippmann maintains that when the press mobilized for war, it abdicated its
primary responsibility: to report the facts and seek the truth. Mobilization of the
news system did not end with the armistice: since the war, "the manufacture of
consent" has become "an unregulated private enterprise:
78"confused
T h e withwtheowork
r kof preachers,
o revivalists,
f
is
prophets and agitators:
r time
e A when
pt o citizens
r t ehave
r tosdeal with more complex questions than ever before,
79
a
the news system is failing them. Lippmann asserts that this failure has produced
a crisis of democracy which is also a crisis ofjournalism because in a democracy,
channels for the dissemination of news should be "common carriers." When
those who control them use these channels to advance their own views,"democracy is unworkable. Public opinion is blockaded:
86democracy,
T h e the
n book
e wouts ofp which
a pa e
r determines its conduct:
of
people
ithe litask
h
enews is one of the truly sacred and priestly
81
T sh of
e selecting
r e f o" and
r e tordering..,
b
iin a democracy..
b
l
e power to determine each day what shall seem imporoffices
.the
tant and what shall be neglected is a power unlike any that has been exercised
since the Pope lost his hold on the secular mind:
82 Lippmann offers tentative suggestions for reform that are intended to make
journalism worthy of its high calling, but surrounds them with many qualifiers.
They include: "making the validity of the news our ideal"; ensuringuas impartial
an investigation of facts as humanly possible"; documenting every article and making false documentation illegal; publishing the names of all staff members to
ensure accountability; retracting any false reports quickly; establishing courts of
honor where publishers would be required to appear if they published reports that
injured someone through misrepresentation; better education for reporters and
more public recognition of the important role journalists play in a democracy.
83 The goal is"disinterested" reporting: the journalist should serveno cause, no
matter how good."
84 given the present state of knowledge•
tion:
L i T
p op mcreating
86
a ad nv a"political
n c e observatories": independent research centers,
ommends
tn h agovernment
t
institutes,
agencies and university research facilities, which can assist
cn kdifficult
ka the
o n wo task
l e of dseparating
g e 'fact'
,
in
from 'opinion' because in a democracy
w
l
e
d
g
e
h
e
based on public opinion, "liberty is not so much permission as it is the construcrs of aesystem cof information
tion
increasingly independent of opinion:
h
86 Lippmann also calls upon those minorities, whose interests are currently not
e
represented by the press, to organize coalitions, like the English cooperative socii
s
o
f
f
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eties, and to create an independent news agency, which those now in control of the
commercial press cannot afford to ignore. Lippmann begins the last sentence of the
book by claiming,"We shall advance when we have learned humility:
187Liberty and the News has been lauded as a seminal contribution to journalism studies. Many of the reforms Lippmann recommended have become standard
practice in newsrooms. Yet, what most journalists and journalism educators,
presumably Lippmann's target audience, take away from the book represents, at
best, a partial reading, in both senses of the word, if not a misreading of his message. They reduce Lippmann's complex argument to facile advocacy for what
media critics call the "professional ideology" or "strategic ritual" of journalistic
objectivity.
88 I n for the problems that he diagnoses as well as his counsel that the appropanacea
d o ijournalistic
n
priate
ethos is humility, given that news is "complex and slippery1
g Conversely, most apologists for journalistic objectivity do present that con89
sstruct
o as a panacea and do so with an air of authority that borders on hubris.
,Moreover, the basic assumptions upon which formulas for journalistic objectivjityorestuare epistemologically alien to the position Lippmann is actually advancring.nLippinann
a
was a humanist precisely because he recognized that there are no
lpanaceas,
i s no "pale gods" to come to our rescue.
m
90 Journalistic objectivity, as it has been advocated by journalism educators and
itheirgindustry counterparts, is premised on naive realism: on the notion that there
nare unproblematic
o
universal canons for observing and telling the truth, and that
r
e
the observer/reporter has direct/unmediated access to what is observed: the news
s
event. It assumes that it is possible for trained observers to achieve a God's-eye view
L
i
of events, and that there is a language available, which is free of history and culp
p
ture, to report what the reporter discovers. That is, journalistic objectivity is based
m
a
upon universal canons of truth and the possibility of perception uncontaminated
n
n
stereotypes, social location or personal experience. Conversely,
'by cultural
s
Lippmann explicitly states that there are no universals in politics, even though we
w
apretend there are. He contends that "universals are part of the fighting apparatus
rin men."
try propaganda, not a solution to the problem of propaganda as Lippmann defines
n91
J oIndeed,
u r it ignores the premises of Lippmannis argument.
iit.
n
a
li
objectivity offers no significant protection against the'manufacn Journalistic
s
t
i
c
gture of consent' by those who control the common carriers of the information.
b j history testifies to that. The professional ideology of journalistic objecRecent
to
c ist actually
hetivity
ia1 v i
y , o f
ttpart
g
tt h e
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edge designed to protect the interests of the news industry by deflecting criticism
as, for example, when Rupert Murdoch's News Corp deploys the slogan 'fair and
balanced' to describe Fox News. For the reporter on the beat, journalistic objectivity is, at best, a useful fiction that partially represses the potentially paralyzing
epistemological dilemma Lippmann identified. However, this fiction is also a primary source of the cynicism that corrupts journalism: thecynicism of the trade"
which Lippmann claims "needs to be abandoned:
192Lippmann was no naïve realist. Liberty and the News is actually an argument
against that philosophical stance. This, I think, is the primary source of major
interpretive misunderstandings of Lippmann's work by journalists. Lippmann
liked to say that he wore two hats, that ofjournalist and philosopher.
93 Mand
o sjournalism
t j o educators
u r - wear only one.
nalists
Lipprnann's philosophical approach to observation, method, truth-telling and
science is grounded in pragmatism and humanism." He clearly asserts this humanism in the first chapter of Liberty and the News where he challenges the use o f
1
otisint
by government or private censors as'an end that justifies the means: Reaching
p a t r i -the subject of news to condemn this "insidiously misleading" doctrine,
beyond
Lippmann maintains that no human is omniscient enough or benevolent enough
to impose hisnends" on others: to assume otherwise, he argues, betrays anti-democratic pride. Further, in the crucially important, but frequently overlooked, passage
that follows this warning, Lippmann asserts that in the modern world, divine
providence no longer orders the cosmos, and'Imen are critically aware of how their
purposes are special to their age, their locality, their interests, and their limited knowledge:
95 may be unduly optimistic in estimating how deeply critical awareness has penHe
F o the modern psyche, but that optimism was widely shared by humanistic
etrated
r
philosophers
and social scientists when Lippmann wrote these words.
L i As we have seen, pragmatism views knowledge as both "social and provip p
sional:
m is particularly attentive to the social constraints, processes and structures that
96
and
a nn
Iinfluence
news production. He recognizes that news is made, not discovered.
News
tn h, is selected and constructed from the raw material that enters the newsroom,
t incredible medley Of fact, propaganda, rumor, suspicion, clues, hopes, and
e
"an
h b
a
fears:'
e v
o
97
that it is always from some vantage point: the reporter's report is 'perspectival: to
n
e
E v a term from the social theorist Karl Mannheim, a near contemporary of
borrow
, a
p
e
n
Lippmann,
who offered a similar account of the sociology of knowledge."
h s
sw
u
a
h g
m
e
e ,
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Because the material that editors have to work with is so fraught with uncertainty, they exercise a grave responsibility in determining which 'perspectives' will
become news. This is why Lippmann ascribes such an elevated status to the gatekeepers of the news system, and why he claims tharthe selecting and ordering [of]
news is one of the truly sacred tasks in democracy:
99 unmediated
H e r ereports
c o g
n i z The
e sstandards that editors use to assess the credno
of events.
tibilityh of reports
a t are socialt andhprovisional.
e
r Yet,ethe trust democratic theory places
a
r
e borders on the supra-human. This is a conundrum that would
in these gatekeepers
continue to vex Lippmann in Public Opinion (1922) and The Phantom Public (1925).
To read Liberty and the News without reference to the pragmatic philosophical groundings upon which Lippmann's argument rests is to miss the heart of the
matter: the problem of liberty. It renders the second chapter, "What Modern
Liberty Means" largely superfluous. Here Lippmann examines the rationales for
the universalistic claims of two classic and one (then) contemporary defenses of
free expression: the treatises of John Milton, John Stuart Mill and Bertrand
Russell. Lippmann finds all of these defenses deficient because each contains a
"weasel clause," which restricts some form of expression that the author finds
objectionable. For Milton, it is Catholicism; for Mill, it is expression that threatens social order; and for Russell, it is "possessive impulses." Lippmann concludes: "Liberty is to be permitted where differences are of no great moment:
When people feel safe,"heresy is cultivated as the spice of life: but in times of war
or revolution, when people feel threatened, liberty disappears.
101None of these theories of liberty provided any protection against the censorship and propaganda of the Great War. Lippmann claims they cannot do so in
the future. He establishes that liberty is not secured by any universal principle.
It is social and provisional, a contingent value. It is liberty for something: to
secure some socially valued purpose.
When Lippmann wrote Liberty and the News, there were few journalism
schools, and Lippmann himself was ambivalent about whether they could offer
appropriate education for journalists.
1
ization
in higher education generally: if journalists had college degrees at all,
°most were broadly educated in the liberal arts including the classics. Moreover,
2 A t t hlike
a John
t
philosophers
Dewey, Max Eastman, George Santayana and others
twere
i committed
m e , to bringing philosophical ideas into public forums. All of these
tthinkers
h e
e
wererrecruited
by Lippmann to publish in The New Republic. They also
w
a
s
published in other widely circulated periodicals. As a result, pragmatism perfmeatedainformed
r public discourse. Lippmann could realistically assume that
l
e
s
s
s
p
e
c
i
a
l
-
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there was a 'critically aware' audience who understood the background a s s u
tions of his work.
mp
, During the interwar period when journalism was embracing objectivity as its
'fighting apparatus' and journalism education was expanding, the'critically aware'
audience conversant in pragmatism was shrinking. After 1930, even Lippinann
himself would focus his attention more on international relations than philosophical questions.lo In short, it is not necessary to assume bad faith on the part of
journalistic educators and media scholars who cherry pick ideas from Lippmann's
work without grasping its philosophical foundations.
There is much to cherry pick in Liberty and the News. Although Lippmann uses
language carefully, like all authors mapping uncharted terrain, he is not always fully
consistent. If his text is purged of qualifiers and divorced from pragmatism, there
arepassages that can be mobilized to support a God's eye view ofjournalistic objectivity. Chief among these is the statement: "the ideal of objective testimony is cardinal:lin This statement became a canonic claim of journalistic objectivity. But
when read within the larger context of Lippmann's argument, it has a different resonance. For Lippmann'ideaf refers to a normative rather than a universal standard:
it consists, to reiterate, of practicing the scientific virtues of weighing the credibility of statements, applying probability and considering the quantitative importance
of particular facts. Lippmann does not actually use the wordbbjectivity' in the book,
but his approach to veracity in the news is similar to the probabilistic position
endorsed by Max Weber.l°
5 F oand
r subject to testing in action. Based on probability truth is also subject
sional)
to
open to correction. Like Weber's "Science as a
L error
i p pand
m always
a n nremains
,
t r u Lippmann's
t h approach to method recognizes the limits of human knowlVocation:
iedge.l° s
p I tr a g m
6
tism.
a clear
i hec understood the uses and limits of scientific methods and the daniti107
s t that
o and
c that his own approach to science is humanistic.1013
n
gers
I( noofsscientism,
it ,hThis
a is why
l Lippmann strongly emphasizes humility. Lippmann's affirmation
n virtue comes in the last chapter of Liberty. Earlier he offered an
a
e this modest
of
d
sc l
extended
analogy between what counts as evidence in law and what passes for evip s
r
o
so
dence
in news, finding the latter seriously deficient. Lippmann notes that "testiv
i
o
i n in a trial is hedged about with a thousand precautions derived from long
mony
m
g
experience
of the fallibility of the witness and the prejudices of the jury:Yet, in pube
c
lic affairs where "the stake is infinitely greater" involving the lives of millions, and
ih n
the fortune of everybody," no such standards apply.W
ta e
9 As L i p p m a n n
rp p
c o l o r f u l l y
rt e
p
u
t
s
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it, if he lies about the fate of his neighbor's cow in court, he can go to jail, but if he
lies to millions in print about the nation of Japan, he can do so with impunity.
Lippmann recognizes the limits of his analogy. Witnessing crimes and witnessing events that are reported as news possess strong similarities. Often they
directly overlap, but the kind of evidentiary rules that are imposed on witnesses
in court cannot be applied to news. If they were, there would be very little news
since"News comes from a distance; it comes helter-skelter, in inconceivable confusion; it deals with matters that are not easily understood; it arrives and is
assimilated by busy and tired people, who must take what is given to them7
In
short, most news would not be admissible in court.
110
Nevertheless Lippmann does call for the creation of some reasonably transparent standards for assessing the credibility of statements about public affairs,
so that reporters and editors have guidance in deciding what is Tact' and what is
'opinion; and can be held publicly accountable when they knowingly lie because
"There can be no liberty for a community which lacks the information by which
to detect lies." "I Later scholars would advance this discussion considerably by
exposing the values journalists use in deciding what is news (Gans), identifying
how news routines work (Tuchman, Golding and Elliott, Gitlin), and illuminating the narrative structures of news (Carey et al., and Lute)) J
2 The term 'fact' remains problematic in Lippmannts formulation. In practice,
he seems to apply it, without significant qualifiers to events like sports, elections,
the speed of transatlantic flights, where there are unambiguous outcomes, but it
gets murkier elsewhere in his text. Like many other writers who struggle with this
problem, he finds it easier to identify lies than to establish firmaments for truth.
Conversely Lippmann's use of the terms 'objective' and 'objectivity' is actually
fairly straightforward. Objective means external to the reporter; it refers to evidence that exists outside of the heads of reporters. Objectivity refers to a nonpartisan ordisinterested'approach to knowledge, which involves not intentionally
lying or representing any organized 'interest; including: political parties, corporations, unions, and more. It does not imply that the reporter can be a pristine
observer of events. Lippmann remains a pragmatist in this respect. News, like
other forms of knowledge, is social and provisional; 'truth' is communitarian,
Peircean, a normative standard worth pursuing, but only rarely fully captured.
113evidence accumulates, truth grows, gains solidity. In other words, 'truth' is a
As
historical work-in-progress. Lippmann was profoundly aware of the role emotion
and irrationality play in human thought. He recognized that human thought is
an inseparable mix of reason, impulse, dreams, myths, hopes, fears, and stereo-
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types. Historian John Patrick Diggins is right in asserting that Lippmann anticipated the postmodern dilemma)" Much of the misinterpretation of his work
is a result of its reception by moderns.
In Liberty and the News, Lippmann does not formally spell out the triadic relationship, which he later develops to explain how people make sense of events and
react to them, but the elements of the theory are there: a person (i) observes the
scene of an action, (ii) forms a picture of that action in her mind and (iii)
responds to the picture, rather than to the action itself.
According to Lippmann, propagandists try to rig the sense-making processes
by manufacturing"pseudo-environments" and inserting them into step two of the
process in order to manipulate the pictures people form in their heads: in his
words/'propagandists and censors put a painted screen where there should be a
window to the world."
of
democracy,
115
T h e as Lippmann sees it in 1919-1920, is to apply the best available
t a s kof credibility to identify propaganda and eliminate it from the news
standards
o That
f
flow.
is, the competent editor increases the probability that the reader will
see
more
window
than screen,
t
h
e
n Lippmann
e
w hassno Faustian illusion about the possibility of ever producing
e transparent
d i t windows
o
fully
to the world. At best, what may emerge is"constracrtion of
, a system of information increasingly independent of opinion." It should be
w
h
strongly emphasized
that this is also Lippmann's definition orliberty" approprio
ate to a democracy based upon public opinion)"
m While
e Liberty and the News may be open to multiple good faith readings, no serie
t
ous reader of thesbook can justly claim that it is anti-democratic, that Lippmann is
t
advocating
rather than opposing the manufacture of consent by governments or prih
vate interests, or that Lippmann is calling for governance by the experts who would
e
staff his political observatories. Yet, all of these views have been imputed to
c
h
a
Lippmann by critics and even by some apparent admirers of his work who have
l
l
e
inverted or perverted Lippmann's argument against censorship and propaganda.
n
g
e
"A Test" and Liberty are attempts to rescue and restore democracy by identifying and providing strategies for coping with its fundamental weakness: that
liberty does not rest on a secure foundation. The problem Lippmann identified
in 1919-1920 is as urgent, if not more urgent, today. The'manufacture of consent'
is still'an unregulated private enterprise; which is now concentrated in the hands
of a small number of international communication, public relations, advertising
and marketing conglomerates. The ideal oldisinterestedinon-partisan, reporting
has been abandoned by many news organizations as news and entertainment
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have merged. The assumption that in a democracy, major channels of communication should serve as common carriers has eroded as channels have multiplied and
regulators have embraced deregulation. Public trust in American media has also
declined precipitously in the last half century even though Americans are consuming more of it than ever beforegn
7 Tcultivate
now
h e
cynicism in news consumers as well as news producers when, for
s t r a pretenses
t e g i of
c balance are achieved in reporting that represents climate sciexample,
r i and
t the
u public
a l relations
s
ence
spin of energy corporations as two sides of the same
o
f
story, and more generally when research shows that sixty-percent or more of what
j opasses
u as
r news
n ais supplied
l i by public relations f i t
now
s
t
i
c
- Today Lippmann's admonition to reporters to observe the "higher law" of
o S .b jas practiced
e c byt America's first newspaper editor Benjamin Harris in
M
journalism
i1
v
i
t
y and shame the devil"-seems as viable as restoring British
18
1690--"tell
the truth
sovereignty over the American colonies.
119
O r , more
a prosaically:
s
to
reporters
be willing to be fired rather than write what you
L not
i p believem
p m a Given
n n the scarcity of jobs in the news industry today, for
do
p
u
t observing
s
many
reporters,
the higher law of journalism means being willing to
find
a
new
career.
t
h
i
s
p Not
r only
e news,
s cbut what
r i Lippmann
p
described as "hard won standards of
tcredulity" in science and scholarship are now at risk in a culture that is jaded
by the use of wartime propaganda techniques to sell peacetime services, products, political candidates and corporate agendas.
Colbert
121 I fclaims
,
a‘truthiness'
s
s anow
t itrumps
r i struth,
t
liberty, as Lippmann defines it,
cannot
S t exist.
e p h e n
As we shall see, although Lippmann acknowledged that the performance of
the press did improve during his lifetime, he ultimately concluded that even if the
crisis ofjournalism could be resolved, it would not solve the crisis of democracy.
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CHAPTER

Crisis of
Democracy

'The best servants of the people, like the best valets, must whisper unpleasant truths in the master's ear. It is the court fool, not the foolish courtier,
who the king can least afford to lose.'
—WALTER LAPPMANN,PREFACE To POLITICS, 1914

Lippmann devoted his career to uncovering and telling unpleasant truths, relentlessly probing the unexamined assumptions, strategic silences and injustices
within dominant positions in American culture, politics and international relations. Always engaged in Socratic interrogations, he thought against the grain of
prevailing opinion. Whether Lippmann's unpleasant truths served masters better than citizens remains open to debate. Yet, I think it is fair to say that as a young
man, Lipprnann aspired to be an independent, 'disinterested' truth-teller. This
despite the fact that he recognized that truth is elusive, incomplete and must
always be able to withstand "incessant criticism."
2 James W. Carey described Public Opinion (1922) as the "founding book in
American media studies."
3 I we
n think,
i t , what I will call the 'cognitive fallacy; (2) how democracy works, what
how
L called
i p theaemocracy
p m a n nfallacy; and (3) how news functions, what both Lippmann
he
e
x
p
o s agree to call liberal democracy's 'journalistic fallacy'
and I could probably
e s
u n p l e
a s a n t
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Lippmann was a bearer of bad news in all three realms, but he was not
merely a naysayer. Despite his radical skepticism, he never gave up on rationality, democracy, or journalism. Throughout his long life, he continued to seek ways
to improve the institutions and processes that support these practices. Critics and
even some biographers tend to gloss over the centrality of social reform as a motivating force of his work. This is probably because he was always quick to deflate
utopian positions, which, in his view, sacrifice the present—and with it, the possible—to a distant and uncertain future, and thereby create openings to demagoguery and authoritarianism.
Like George Santayana, Lippmann believed perfection is beyond human
reach. Unlike Santayana, he considered striving for the good, or at least the better, to be an important foundation of morality in a secular world. But like
Santayana and unlike most Americans, he did not assume that the present and
future possess a monopoly over good ideas. History mattered for Lippmann
because theempire of reason" reaches beyond the immediate moment and across
the centuries wherenchoices are more numerous and the possibilities more varied:
14
Navigating
the provinces of the past, the thinker can escape the ideological
blindspots imposed by the limited horizon of the present, distill understanding and
achieve clarity. Embracing history, Lippmann remained dedicated to social reform
even when he took conservative positions such as his Straussian commitment to
classical education when the tide of American Progressive educational reform
was moving in the opposite direction in the late 19300 He believed that the spirit
of liberty could only thrive if future generations understood its genesis.

Lippmann proposed several other projects during this period including a
journalism textbook contracted in 1921 and even a civics textbook, The New
Civics. Neither of these projects materialized, but the thinking that went into
them is richly harvested in the last sixteen chapters of Public Opinion. There are
really three fully developed but interdependent arguments advanced in the book;
and it cannot be fully understood unless the reader keeps all three in mind
simultaneously, which is no easy task, The cognitive argument, developed in the
first twelve chapters, explains why the citizen in the Great Society cannot be
omnicompetent. The democracy (civics) argument, developed in the next six
chapters, explains the blindspot in classic democratic theory, which requires the
citizen to be a jack-of-all-trades in the arena of public affairs, And the journalism argument, which runs through all the chapters but is the focus of four,
demonstrates why, given human cognitive limits and the material constraints of
news production, news and truth can only coincide in relatively limited realms
of political and industrial affairs, where institutions have established recordkeeping systems. Therefore, journalism cannot adequately fulfill the role Jefferson
and Madison ascribed to it as an independent watchdog of democracy. The
cumulative effect of this three-pronged argument is Lippmann's provocative conclusion that there can be no coherent 'Public Opinion,' only 'public opinions': no
direct governance by public opinion, in Lincoln's famous words from the
Gettysburg Address, "of the people, by the people, for the people."

Biographical Note
To earn a living after the war, Lippmann cobbled together a number of different
jobs: contributing to The New Republic, Vanity Fair and the Manchester Guardian
and working as a reader evaluating manuscripts for Harcourt and Brace, His correspondence indicates that in the early 1920s, despite the success of his books,
royalties were meager. For example, Harcourt and Brace's June 30, 1920, royalty
payment indicates that 3,146 copies of Liberty and the News were sold and
Lippmann received royalties of $154,92.
the
6 LNews"
i p pwould
m abecome
n n a book, but Alfred Harcourt did not consider it pubh
a unless
d the New York Times responded to it, an unlikely prospect as the
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hTimesowould
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Explosive Ideas
Public Opinion and its sequel, The Phantom Public, represent mature syntheses of
ideas which had appeared episodically in Lippmann's early works, often as insightful authorial asides that add unexpected philosophical depth to matter of fact
expositions of topics like tariff disputes, syndicalism, Chicago vice, Milwaukee
socialists or Belgian-German relations. It is these parenthetical provocations
that keep the early books alive for twenty-first century readers, With Public
Opinion, however, the provocations migrate from periphery to center. The result
is, to quote Lippmann's biographer Ronald Steel, "explosive." For this reason,
Steel claims, Lippmann deliberately gave Public Opinion a bland title?
If so, this move did little to soften the book's impact, which continues to
incite the furies of some critics to this day. Moreover, when Lippmann revisited
the argument a few years later in The Phantom Public, he amplified its firepower
considerably by describing the role of public in modern America as an abstraction,
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a fiction or'phantom:Lippmann's contemporaries seemed to accept The Phantom
Public as a logical extension of the favorably reviewed Public Opinion and as a realistic assessment of the state of American democracy during the'roaring twenties:
As we have seen, critics who revisited the book several decades later declared it and
its author to be anti-democratic. In doing so, these revisionists overlook (1) the crucial role The Phantom Public ascribes to public opinion in resolving national crises
as well as the agency Lippmann imputes to pluralistic publics; (2) Lippmann's own
direct defenses against the charge; (3) the democratic core of his larger body of
work, and (4) subsequent social science research that seems to support Phantom's
argument.
than descriptive: as diagnoses of what should be rather than of what is.
8
L i p
Neither
p
book can be fully understood in isolation from the other: they
m
a
n
n
mutually illuminate. The Phantom Public is essentially the conclusion that is
'missing
s
from Public Opinion. Lippmann candidly admitted his inability to craft
pan adequate
o s
conclusion to the first book. He opens the last chapter of Public
tOpinion
- 1 by telling readers,"I have written, and thrown away, several endings to
9this8book. Over all of them hung the fatality of last chapters, in which every idea
0seems to find its place, and all the mysteries, that the writer had forgotten, are
cunraveled."
r
The mysteries did not, alas, unravel for Lippmann. He confesses:"The
ilast tchapter [of Public Opinion] is merely a place where the writer imagines that
ithe polite
c
reader has begun to look furtively at his watch:'
s9
definitive
I n s tconclusion,
ead
then,
o Lippmann
f
releases the polite reader from her chair
to f f e r i n g
a mixes hope uneasily with skepticism.
with an ambiguous appeal to reason that
r
The'mysteries: especially the pessimistic implications of his argument, cone
tinued to trouble Lippmann. In The Phantom Public, he directly confronts the
a
demons he had evaded three years earlier. That is, he pushes the argument of
t
Public Opinion to its logical conclusion. Even so, he makes it very clear that he finds
h
no satisfaction in that conclusion. Moreover, he never seemed to have rested
i
seasily with it, and frequently wrestled with the same demons in later works.
a That conclusion—that under modern conditions, public opinion cannot effecntively govern—has functioned as a kind of Rorschach test for generations of
aLippmannts readers, Because the argument challenges a sacred tenet of American
ldemocracy and liberalism, responses to it are usually emotionally and ideologically
ycharged. Lippmann adds to this volatility by providing hostile critics with plenty
sof inflammatory passages, which can be quoted out of context to devastating effect.
e Even sympathetic readers take different treasure away from Lippmann's
swork, especially the generative text of Public Opinion. Ironically, the noise proa
s
p
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duced by conflicting interpretations actually confirms Lippmann's thesis: in the
Great Society, the complex modern world with its extensive division of labor,
including intellectual labor, people maylive in the same world, but they think and
feel in different ones."
and
there:"The heavens," Lippmann notes, "are not the same to
10 what
W hisaactually
t
an
as to a pair of lovers: a page of Kant will start a different train of
w astronomer
e
s e inea Kantian and in a radical empiricist:
thought
i different
sA n dtrains a
111
p in
a historians,
g e
off
of thought
sociologists, psychologists, political
a
scientists,
o
f and media and communication scholars, as well as in those who view
c author,
oi pm as
iviewed
the
L
pbhem
a himself,
n n as a liberal democrat and those who view him
as
sn anaanti-democratic,
et i o
t n sneoliberal prototype.
o Because Lippmann was able to successfully translate complex philosophical
f
ideas
into accessible language, images and examples, it is easy for the reader to miss
w
h
the philosophical significance of what Lippmann is doing in the opening chapa of Public
t Opinion, and especially the widely anthologized first chapter,"The
ters
w
World Outside and Pictures in Our Heads." As we have seen, however, John
e
Dewey grasped it immediately: in his review of Public Opinion, he described the
e
x
first chapter as "a more significant statement of the genuine 'problem of knowlp
e
edge' than professional epistemological philosophers have managed to give."
c
t
12
t
"The World Outside and Pictures in Our Heads
o
s
"
"The
e World Outside and Pictures in Our Heads" is a successful piece of writing,
qua
e writing. It builds its case inductively using a series of carefully wrought
examples and vignettes, which contain unanticipated twists that raise reader
interest and soften critical resistance to the larger argument Lippmann is advancing. So many varied examples are packed into this relatively short chapter that at
least a few are likely to resonate with almost any reader, The most fully developed
are, however, the war stories that provide compelling micro-histories of World
War I. The cumulative effect of Lippmann's exposition by exemplification is to
make his epistemologically 'explosive' claim—that perception is socially and culturally conditioned—appear to be a simple, common sense explanation of the narrative thread that runs through the diverse stories he tells.
The chapter hangs together so well on its own that it is easy to forget that
this is only an introductory chapter: a preview of coming attractions. Twentyseven more chapters develop the argument and marshal evidence to support it.
These chapters are assembled into seven sections: approaches to the world out-
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side, stereotypes, interests, the making of the common will, the image of democracy, newspapers, and organized intelligence.
Because the introductory chapter was widely anthologized—Wilbur
Schramm even included it in the field's first textbook—it is all the Lippmann that
many students of media and communication ever read. And because"The World
Outside and Pictures in Our Heads" seems to be both accessible and complete,
it is probably all that many of these readers assume that they need to read toga'
Lippmann
twithout evidence. Many of the objections to Lippmann's position that are raised
sby Lippmann
refuted
in the supporting chapters.
atand
r g
u
m
s e n t
,r e c e n t
— TheSpektityp Fallacy
S
m te ad
niLippmann's
ad i
epistemological argument challenges positivist and behaviorist thenaories
g nof knowledge, which assume that we see the world as it is. Conversely,
adLippmann
l
maintains that our relationship to the external world is "indirect and
ocinferred;
o n m He claims"Few facts in consciousness seem to be merely given;
em
13
u,M no socially
s t
are made:
constructed. He claims, much as Richard Rorty would claim
hi sixcdecades
oa t later, that conception precedes perception. "For the most part,"
w
i Lippmann
o n asserts, "we do not first see, and then define, we define first and then
ecsee."vWe
r generally see "what our culture has already defined for us."
ei 14 That
rt
is, we carry around pictures in our heads and impose them on the
,i world
c outside. These pictures, fictions or"stereotypes" simplify the world and help
ts us make sense of it. Fictions, as Lippmann uses the term here, are not lies. Rather
ha
they reduce representations of social reality to elementary symbolic forms that
er
function as shorthand within particular social groups. Lippmann quotes William
ce
h, James on this point, asserting that we select and arrange"the random irradiations
and resettlements of our ideas" into patterns that make sense of complex realiai
ties.
pn
15
tf Great Society"—is now"too big, too complex, too fleeting for direct acquaintance:
B
ea we must simplify it to understand it.
e c
rc 16 "To traverse the world; Lippmann notes, "men must have maps of the
a u
it world:
s117
e
environment. These social mappings make life orderly and predictable;
s, physical
tA
c
c
a and,nas long as we remain within social groupings that share common assumph r dand values, the pictures in our heads and the world outside appear to cotnt otions
i
e
ac i n g
i
w
t
rp
a
oo
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respond. 'When, however, we leave our familiar social circle by, for example, traveling abroad, we discover that our fictions—the stories we use to organize our
social worlds—are are no longer reliable guides. Lippmann compares the bewildering effect to what a baby experiences, citing William James' description of the
external world as "me great, blooming, buzzing confusion;
18 W disoriented
e
b e as
c we
o struggle
m e to redraw
t e and
mexpand
- our maps in order to
porarily
make sense of our new experiences.
Lippmannts concept of fictions owes some debts to Jeremy Bentham's
(1748-1832) Theory of Fictions, which assumed that "a fictitious entity is an
object...feigned by the imagination...for the purpose of discourse, and which,
when so formed is spoken as a real one:
119 legal
B efictions
n t hare
a used
m to advance the power of elites.
how
w
a
s
(1852-1933)
theory in Philosophy des Als Oh
20
H a n sexpanded
V a the
i hreach
i n ofgBentham's
e r
p r iasserting
m a that
r we
i lacty'as if' some fictions are true; Vaihinger referred to
(1914
i n fictions
t eas 'useful
r e fictions:
s t Vaihinger
e
these
initially applied the idea to scientific
d
heuristics, but recognized the broader implications of the phitosophy'as if' in orgai
n world.
nizing
the social
21 A l ftor psychology.
e d
mulation
Recognizing that full truth is beyond human reach,
A
d
l
e
r
Adler contended that we create partial truths (fictions) and apply them in every( 1life.8That
7 is,
0 we
- behave as if we see things as they really are•
day
1 9How
3 much
7 ) these thinkers influenced Lippmann remains an open question.
22
l was,
a however,
t
He
surely familiar with them and their work does add support to
e social
r epistemology.
his
a
p
p
23
l
i
e
Stereotypes
d
V Oxford
a
iEnglish
h Dictionary credits Lippmann with coining the concept of
The
i
n
gas weeunderstand the term today. Actually William James used the
'stereotype'
rterm in
' a way
s that suggested that he regarded it as synonymous with his conf of 'habit'; for James, habit imposes order on life, conserves attention and
cept
o
frees the mind." Lippmann freely acknowledged that James' pragmatism perr
meates much of his social epistemology. In the case of the concept of stereotype,
however, Lippmann credits his friend, art connoisseur Bernard Berenson, as the
immediate source. Given "the almost numberless shapes assumed by an object;'
Berenson wrote, "what with our insensitiveness and inattention, things scarcely
would have for us features and outlines so determined and clear that we could
recall them at will, but for the stereotyped shapes art has lent them;
25 L i p p m a n n
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expands on this claim, contending that what"the stereotyped shapes lent to the
world come not merely from art,— and literature, but from our moral codes and
our social philosophy and our political agitation as w e l l :
7 6 H e rown
e early
p training
e r h inaartphistory
s
Lippmann's
sensitizes him to the full implications of Berenson's claim that moderns have difficulty in appreciating the art of
the Middle Ages because our conventions for visualizing forms have changed
radically, largely as a result of the introduction of perspective.
77 S o , literal
t h ineLippmann's
r e
i
sthat "we define first and then see!' a litsomething
claim
eralness that also owes some debts to Santayana's naturalism; like Santayana's
non-Platonic concept of essences or essential forms, it also bears some resemblance to phenomenology.
78 Lippmann further claims, and makes a point of including himself within
this claim, that under certain conditions, people respond as "powerfully to fictions as they do to realities, and in many cases they help to create the very fictions to which they respond."
79 Russian
Citin
g had marched through England, he claims that such "counterthe
army
feit
were common and almost no one was immune to them during the
t hrealities"
e
Great
common
in these instances is "the insertion between a
w
i War.
d e The
s p
r e factor
a
dman and his environment of a pseudo-environment!'" In the case of war or
bothereformsl of propaganda,
i
e
the creation of 'pseudo-environments' is a deliberfate, organized effort to manipulate perceptions of events to achieve the propadgandist's
u objectives.
r
i
n Lippmann
g
contends that "The only feeling that anyone can have about an
tevent he does
h not experience is the feeling aroused by the mental image of that
eevent."That is why "until we know what others think they know, we cannot truly.
w
a
understand their actsr
r
31
Y e t ,in Public Opinion, although some of his examples may lead readers to
psychology
t
h
L
i p that
p m
a He
n makes it very clear that he acting as a"social analyst: not
assume
he is.
a
t
n
as a psychologist or psychoanalyst, despite his debts to those fields.
i37 Sare
so chisi a
l of analysis and sociology is his method in Public Opinion.
groups
unit
n Our
o cognitive
t maps, fictions or stereotypes, are, in Lippmann's view, a mixed
iblessing.
n t They
e not
r only help us make sense of our social worlds, they can also
eimprison
s t us ewithin
d them. They limit our horizons by shutting out conflicting
iinformation and rendering us vulnerable to unanticipated events. "Uncritically
nheld, the stereotype not only censors out much that needs to be taken into
p
r
o
account, but when the day of reckoning comes, and the stereotype is shattered,
b
i
n
likely as not that which it did wisely take into account is shipwrecked with it!'
g
33
i
n
d
i
v
i

That is, stereotypes create Ilindspots! Lippmann calls the blindspot that
holds a stereotype, ideology, theory or paradigm together a "blind automatism!'
The term was probably borrowed from James who referred to habits asaautomatisms:
134 covers up some fact, which if it were taken into account, would check the
ing:"it
A c movement the stereotype provokesr
vital
ccomfortable
oT
r h e and
35
s protects
t e r euso from
t y "the
p ebewildering effect of trying to see the
sd i nasteadily
v and
e see
s it wholer
world
tg
i uobstruct
36
B
tm t ehcreativity
e,
otry and
and discovery.
t lWei ashut
m
e
s
b
n out
d k conflicting
information
because it undermines the credibility of
o
u
a
u t oorsm
a t i that organize and make sense of our lives. We seek a
the fictions
stereotypes
i
sL
m
coherent
view of the world: to sustain it we ignore or deny information that conp
ctradicts the
a imagenof the world projected by the pictures in our head Consistency
p
a
l
o
theories such
as sLeon Festinger's
Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (1956) trace their
m
sroots, albeit
u
p
p
circuitously, to Lippmann's social epistemology.
a
o
r
t explanation of how stereotypes can function as blind and
Lippmann's
n
b
i
g exerted enormous influence over the development of
blinding automatisms
,
-n
social psychology, and especially studies of racial and ethnic prejudice. Many
a
of his examples of the negative effects of stereotyping involve racial and ethnic
b
bigotry.
Gordon Allport's foundational work in the social psychology of prejl
udice,
The Nature of Prejudice (1954), applies Lippmann's pragmatic theory of
i
cognition
to racial and ethnic relations and further develops his theory of
n
stereotypes.
The term, as Lippmann uses it, has not only been an exceptionally
d
useful heuristic in social science research, it has also enjoyed wide currency in
a
popular
discourse. As a critical concept used to expose how words and images
u
tcreate and sustain systems of oppression, it has played a pivotal role in advancing
o civil and human rights. Without it, media and communication research and
criticism
would be impoverished.
m
a Lippmann scholar Barry D. Riccio maintains that Lippmann's cognitive thet and social epistemology anticipated Thomas Kuhn's argument in The
ory
i
Structure
of Scientific Revolutions (1962).
sbe productive
37
R e c oasgwell
n i as
z destructive,
i n g
Lippmann maintained that the stereotypes
tm fictions
h a thatt scientists use to organize their hypotheses (or hunches) can
or
a
p
r e discovery,
c o nalthough
c e Lippmann
p t i
advance
cautioned only a naive or foolish scienltist n
o
s
would mistake a theory for reality. Echoes of Vaihinger as well as anticipacltions of Kuhn
a can be nimputed here.
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Language Games of Social Sets
Lippmann identifies the limits of language—the difficulty of making a small
vocabulary express a complex world—as one of theartificial censorships" that cultivate pictures in our heads that may mislead us.
38 T h acute
i s when
c e creating,
n s o transmitting
r s h i p and interpreting reports of distant,
especially
unseen
environments
because"The
world is vast, the situations that concern us
b e c o m e s
are intricate, the messages are few, the biggest part of opinion must be constructed in the imagination."
3 Many factors contribute to this artificial censorship, including actual censor°
ships
at the source, the economics of information gathering and transmission,
meanings lost in translation from one language to another, for example reticent
English as compared to exuberant French, stereotyping unfamiliar others, misleading analogies, simplifying and generalizing, and the ambiguities inherent in
words and images. Reporters, editors and readers are all at the mercy of the potysemic character of language: "men have fewer words than they have ideas to
express, and a language, as Jean Paul said, is a dictionary of faded metaphors:
14 Further, many of the distant events that concern us are emotionally charged:
wars,
revolutions, disasters and delicate diplomatic negotiations which do not eas°
ily lend themselves to disinterested reporting. For reporter as well as reader,
external disorder is complemented by internal disorder: emotions "distort our
reading, our thinking, our talking and our behavior in a great variety of ways:
The
141 words we hear when emotionally aroused are frequently filtered through the
lens of our economic interests, racial prejudices, class feelings, personal animosities, and more. This effect is compounded when"hot" (provocative) words rather
than neutral terms are used. The noise and distractions of modern life—what we
call information overload today—also flatten our powers of discernment.
42 In addition, there are vast variations in interests and abilities of people in a
heterogeneous society. Stories about complex issues must necessarily be generalized, simplified and compressed for broadcast to a mass audience; and sometimes messages are intentionally encoded to target some groups while remaining
opaque to others.
A 'narrow' or 'special appeal is made to the susceptibilities which are uncommon,
But the same individual may respond with very different quality to different stimuli, or to the same stimuli at different times. Human susceptibilities are like an
alpine country. There are isolated peaks, there are extensive but separated plateaus,
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and there are deeper strata which are quite continuous for nearly all mankind, „ N
o onder that the magazines with large circulations prefer the face of a pretty girl
w
to any other trade mark, a face pretty enough to be alluring, but innocent enough
to be acceptable.
43

Distribution of discernment, semantic resources and knowledge in Lippmann's
alpine country, cum the Great Society, is far from random. His metaphor allows
for a more fluid and nuanced description of social locations than standard sociological models of social stratification, which are typically represented in pyramidal forms. However, Lippmann
assumptions.
Where classic sociological approaches account for class, status and
1
power,
s f r aLippmann
c t a l - ltakes
i k einto account cultural capital as well as economic and social
m
o
d
e
l
capital. For example, he tells us that on some high peaks, a few people may
s t i anl exquisite
l
apprehend
difference between Frege and Peano or discriminate
ibetween
n cSassetta1s
o r earlier
p o and
r later periods, but these same individuals may also
a t plateaus
e s where they are staunch Republicans, and when they are starvoccupy
h
i
e they
r may
a descend
r
ing and afraid,
to the depths like everyone else.
c Lippmannts
h
a concept
l
of cultural/linguistic capital is illuminated more fully in
his discussion of Contacts and Opportunities. In the Great Society, he notes,
there are many different formal political and corporate structures as well as various social groupings or sociarsets
in
1 different language games. In identifying these groups, Lippmann uses the verwhich ofptheo dsasy,e s s
nacular
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circles of talk intersecting in very limited ways. For this reason, Lippmann mainsi
e nthe Great
t Society
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r
but rather on coincidence:1
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46
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Lippmann is not, however, suggesting that circles of talk are insular enclaves.
With rare exceptions, they are not. Rather he describes a highly stratified social
hierarchy with leaders of each set—what media and communication research
would later call 'opinion leaders'—acting like ambassadors in negotiating with
adjacent sets." At the top of the hierarchy, there is a powerful, urbane international set made up of the most influential people in the Western world.
Lippmann's profile of this set is quite similar to the more detailed portrait that
C. Wright Mills would later advance in The Power Elite (1956). Lippmann
points out that this cosmopolitan set is "at once a great circle of talk and a real
social set" which actually or potentially involves face-to-face interactions. People
in this set may knoW one another, socialize together and intermarry.
49
T h i s circle)
s e
t from others because, for them, the usual distinction
(or discursive
differs
between public and private affairs virtually disappears: "The private affairs of this
set are public matters, and public matters are its private, often family matters:
These, then, are the'Insiders' in world affairs.
156
Members of this elite, transnational social class may or may not take an interest in domestic affairs, but they are especially influential in foreign affairs: "decisions of war and peace, of social strategy and the ultimate distributions of political
power, are intimate experiences" within this circle.
sets know
51
M e what
m bthey
e rknow
s about
o these
f weighty decisions only through mediated
omessages,
t h which
e come
r
from a distance if they come at all—that is, if they are not
dcensored
i s atctheusource
r sby the
i elite
v eset. Locations within the hierarchy of discursive circles function for Lippmann as artificial censorships which influence what
and how members know about the world outside of their heads. That is, stratified social sets constitute hierarchies of knowledge as well as influence.
Lippmann acknowledges the corrosive influence of concentrated wealth on
journalism and politics, but he rejects reductive economic (mechanical Marxist)
explanations of the social distribution of knowledge. In Lippmann's (and Wallas')
view, economic determinism cannot explain the conflicting priorities and disparate
knowledges of people in complex modern societies. In the Great Society, man
plays many roles and has many selves: "There is no one self always at work."
62
analysis
I n of public opinion, then, Lippmann asserts, one must determine which self
is engaged. Is it the businessman, the father, the deacon of the church, the consumer, the German immigrant? Lippmann's concept of multiple selves anticipates
Erving Goffmann's postmodern performative self. Lippmann was also among the
first theorists to recognize that in America, consumer consciousness was increasingly displacing class consciousness.
53
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The reader may intuit a resemblance between Lippmann's discursive circles and
some interpretations of Ludwig Wittgenstein's linguistic philosophy: a connection
I encourage when I describe Lippmann's social sets as engaged in:languagegames:
aconcept borrowed from the Viennese philosopher. There is, in fact, a weak, but
not, as I originally assumed, coincidental link. The two projects have very different objectives, but they share common sources: the 'picture theory' of language
developed by German philosopher Gottlob Frege as well as pragmatism itself.
54 So much of Lippmann's sociology of knowledge has been integrated into, verified by, or resonates with foundational thought in contemporary social science that
it is impossible to definitively trace all the threads of his influence. In addition, so
much of his social epistemology is a creative synthesis and application of ideas
drawn from James, Santayana, Wallas and to a lesser extent Dewey, that it is also
impossible, as Lippmann acknowledged, to separate his thought from theirs.
Nonetheless, he provided a brilliant pragmatic account of the sociology of knowledge in what was then the brave new world of mass communication.
But for Lippmann, this account is only a means not an end. The fact that we
mobilize stereotypes in order to envision 'unseen events is only a fallacy when
viewed in relation to how classic democratic theory assumed citizens would
think and make decisions about public affairs: "The substance of the argument
[of Public Opinion] is that democratic theory in its original form never seriously
faced the problem which arises because the pictures inside of people's heads do
not automatically correspond to the world outside."
55 socialism
that
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The Fallacy of Democracy
Although public opinion is supposed to be the prime mover in American democracy, Lippmann contends it has been little understood: the concept has generally
been taken for granted rather than analyzed. For the founding fathers, he claims,
public opinion was anpale god" in the doctrine of popular sovereignty, a mystery
that filled"their need of an infallible origin for the new social order:I
56 H eas Aristotle
c l a had
i mtosinsist that the slave was a slave by nature, the democthat"just
rats had to insist that the free man was a legislator and administrator by
nature,,, So the early democrats insisted that a reasoned righteousness welled up
spontaneously out of the mass of men"
57 A
s still
e held
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d e innpolitical
c e theory, Lippmann cites James Bryce's, then"pale
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t h a t
t
h
e
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recent claim in The American Commonwealth (1910) that in America, public opinion is an 'omnipotent sovereign force,
58 Conversely, Lippmann contends that in the Great Society, "The world that
we have to deal with politically is out of reach, and out of sight, out of mind. It
has to be explored, reported, and imagined. Man is no Aristotelian god contemplating all existence at one glance
fiction
the assumptionuthat somehow mysteriously
59
T ofh the
e omnicompetent
f a l l a ccitizen:
y
there
exists
in
the
hearts
of
men
a
knowledge
of the world beyond their reach"
o
f
dwhich
e allows
m othem
c to
r make
a c rational assessments of all public affairs.
0
T
h
e
ydemocratic fallacy
i
s that everyone is competent, that they possess consisassumes
ttent public
h spirit and
e unflagging interest in all public issues.
u Jefferson
n
w considered
o
r remote
k
country villages as the ideal sites for American
ademocracy
b
l to take
e root. For jefferson/the people' were small, landowning, white,
male farmers. He opposed manufacturing, foreign commerce, the creation of a
navy, intangible forms of property (capital), and any form of government not
focused on local, self-governing groups. Lipprnann contends that the Jeffersonian
ideal, devised under these limited circumstances, becamepolitical gosper" It
assumed that citizens had direct access to the knowledge they needed to make
informed decisions about public affairs. In this context, the citizen could rely on
casually acquired information since in a small village every man was a jack of all
trades. Like Aristotle, the jeffersonians could only conceive of a society of sover-

know what is going on and to have an opinion worth expressing on every question
which confronts a self-governing community. And I have not happened to meet anybody, from a President of the United Stares to a professor of political science, who
came anywhere near to embodying the accepted ideal of the sovereign and omnicompetent citizen.
63

eign individuals as possible within a simple, insular society. That is not the world
we live in. And it was not, in fact, the world that Jefferson, the cosmopolitan citizen of the world who enjoyed the urbane pleasures of Paris, confined himself to
even though he sought to shelter his fellow Americans from European decadence.
Lippmann points out that "in real life no one acts on the theory that he can
have a public opinion on every public issue."
62
e The
e Phantom
x p r ePublic
s s where
e s he clarifies his rationale for demolishing the
sage H
from
tdemocratic
h i ideal
s of the omnicompetent citizen. He maintains that there is,
b
e
s
t
nothing particularly new in the disenchantment which the private citizen expresses
i
n
by not voting at all, by voting only for the head of the ticket, by staying away from
a
the primaries, by not reading the speeches and documents, by the whole list of sins
l
g he is denounced. I shall not denounce him further. My symof o
omissionnfor which
p pathies
a are withs him, for-I believe that he has been saddled with an impossible task
and that he is asked to practice an unattainable ideal. I find it so myself for, although
public business is my main interest and I give most of my time to watching it, I cannot find time to do what is expected of me in the theory of democracy; that is, to
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"Ugly Ducklings" of Social Reform:
Progressivism and Expertise
Even if time constraints were not prohibitive, in many instances the information
needed to make fully informed decisions does not exist; it has not been adequately
conceptualized, collected, collated, analyzed or made accessible to government or
business administrators, let alone reporters or the general public. Yet, the complexity of the Great Society needs "instruments of analysis by which an invisible and
most stupendously difficult environment can be made intelligible" and 'disinterested'
experts who know how to apply these instruments." What Lippmann had in mind
was government and university research centers and non-partisan think tanks.
The experts needed to make the complexities of the Great Society intelligible
include statisticians, accountants, auditors, industrial counselors, engineers, scientific managers, personnel administrators, researchers, scientists, and others. Their
task is to reverse the usual processes whereby the press contributes to public opinion: "instead of presenting a casual fact, a large screen of stereotypes, and a dramatic
identification, they [experts] break down the drama, break through the stereotypes,
and offer men a picture of facts, which is unfamiliar and to them impersonal,"
65
Experts make unseen environments more intelligible. Lippmann places hope in the
future of social sciences, broadly conceived. What Lippmann clearly has in mind
here is what we call databases. Indeed, he appears to be craving computer power
before its time. It therefore seems especially appropriate that a computer application designed to monitor partisanship in controversies like climate change should
be named after him, the Lippmannian Device (or Google-scrapper).
66 Specialized training and technical expertise would be required to develop the
knowledge that the Great Society requires, but Lippmann calls for transparency:
open access to the resulting data banks for administrators, reporters, scholars and
citizen groups, with the exception of a few diplomatic and military secrets, In
Lippmann's scheme, the independence of experts would be essential to ensure
impartiality: they would require sufficient funds to carry out their work, tenure
to insulate them against political pressures and access to the necessary factual
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information. Lippmann did, however, recognize the dangers of investing authority in experts and sought to build checks into the system to restrain potential
abuses of power such as an absolute separation of the staff thatnexecutes from the
staff that investigates:'
67
no panacea: the work could be done badly, expertise could become bureaucratized,
N
v e r could
t h e abuse
l e power and become censors. The goal is, however, to make
andeexperts
sfederalism
s,
work"more by consent, less and less by coercion" than, he believed, it
Ltheni operated.
p p m
a
68 n n they go out to find the facts and make their wisdom. When they
intelligence
aignore
L i cp it,
pkthey
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their prejudice instead of increasing their knowledge7
e69
s i again,
m Once
a
n
however, it is necessary to place Lippmann's argument within its
tthistorical
a i nhcontext, specifically his valorization of experts and expertise, which he
ae
d to ast "the ugly ducldings of reform:t
refers
et7
p
hx determined
tism often
political appointments, and tradition and temperament,
ea
r
t
t a information
°rather
I n than
t i m and
e analysis, frequently shaped policies and governed
i"w hsW e e n
decision making, social engineering had broad appeal. The Great Society was
ih
p
a aetproduct
r o ofnthe methods
a g eof modern engineering: railroads, telegraph, telelargely
sn
a
n
d ocean liners, cable, automobiles, modern armaments,
phones, skyscrapers,
m
n
e
p
o
- Applying what Thorstein Veblen called the
improvements in sanitation,
etc.
e
"instinct of workmanship" of engineers to social reform seemed to make sense to
n
Progressives. The new technologies had radically improved the material quality
a
of urban life; Progressives viewed engineers as the vanguard of an emerging
c
cooperative civilization that was poised to supersede the selfish individualism of
t
omonopoly capitalism.
n71 Lippmann praises three pioneering efficiency experts: Charles McCarthy,
tchief architect of Governor Robert La Follette's Progressive reforms in the
hWisconsin legislature; Robert Valentine, who introduced the concept of indusetrial audits; and Frederick W Taylor, founder of scientific management. In the curprent erar of financial scandal and golden parachutes, it is very difficult for us to
iimagine
n that thoughtful people once believed a managerial revolution would
cproducei a strata of professional managers, separated from the imperatives of
pcapital,lwho would govern corporations in the national interest and for the pubelic good. But that was one of Progressivism's overly optimistic chimeras that
oseemed, for a time, to be supported by evidence.
f To us, Taylorism is the hobgoblin of modern industrialism, which increased
wages and profits by regimenting and speeding up the labor process. Recent his-
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torical scholarship reveals an alternative conception of Taylorism that explains
why social reformers who organizedsTaylor Societies' invested their hopes in efficiency. They saw poor business management as responsible for unemployment,
poverty and economic instability and envisioned scientific management as a
means of producing more just relations between employers and employees,
reducing work hours, improving conditions of women workers, and generally
enhancing the quality of life for laborers.
72 I Progressive
t i s i reformers
m p o rwere
t abusinessmen
n t
vocal
who apparently shared committments to
o social Uplift•
r e
m i l ee democracy—and
m b e r Lippmann staunchly supported industrial
gles
for
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of capital.
i v e s
d Thei role Lippmann
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ascribed to experts, like so much else in his body of work,
a been
c widely
h misunderstood,
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He did not naively share the pre-World War II
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e
belief that professional codes of ethics could counter-balance the corrupting
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of capitalism
and thereby advance the common good.
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1v hypocrisy."
9 i 1 c 4 But,
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o
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i and
e a more permanent place in the higher reaches of imaginacraftsmanship,
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tion."
i be made from it. Similarly Lippmann approached technology from a demo75
can
Tn h moral perspective. When Stuart Chase enthusiastically embraced the techcratic
t
as t
nological
imperative as "impersonal, amoral, and non-ethical," Lippmann
responded:
u
ir s
g
,
t Have not technicians„ been relieved of all restraint? If the technological imperatives of his [Chase] technocrats are so impersonal, so amoral, and so non-ethical,
h
then how can they ever be challenged? Against these imperatives there are no
e human tights, not even the right of revolution:
y 76
a claim that he sought to displace democratic governance with a Platonic
The
r
philosopher-king
or a Leninist intellectual vanguard, as Noam Chomsky charges,
e
is a serious misreading. Incensed by a similar claim in a Rochester, New York,
i
newspaper
in 1919, Lippmann wrote a letter to the editor: you"accuse me of the
n
absurd notion that government ought to be turned over to so-called experts. God
t
save us from any such plan:
e
prescribes
177 W in
h the
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The Journalism Fallacy
The press, Lippmann contends, is too frail to carry the burden democratic theory imposed upon it: to supply spontaneous truth, which the democrats of the
Enlightenment era wanted to believe was inborn, Democratic theory sets up the
newspaper reader as omnicompetent and asks the press to accomplish what government, industry and diplomacy have failed to do: "to create a mystical force
called Public Opinion that will take up the slack in public institutions:
result,
Lippmann
179 A
s
a asserts, the press
has come to be regarded as an organ of direct democracy, charged on a much wider
scale, and from day to day, with the function often attributed to the initiative, referendum, and recall. The Court of Public Opinion, open day and night, is to lay
down the law for everything all the time. It is unworkable. And when you consider
the nature of news, it is not even thinkableP

The fundamental problem stems from the assumption that news and truth are
the same thing. Lippmann challenges this assumption in the following famous
passage:
The function of news is to signalize an event, the function of truth is to bring to light
the hidden facts, to set them in relation with each other, and make a picture of reality on which men can act. Only at those points, where social conditions take recognizable and measurable shape, do the body of truth and the body of news
coincide. That is a comparatively small part of the whole field of human interest.
In this sector and only this sector, the tests of the news are sufficiently exact to make
the charges of perversion or suppression more than a partisan judgment."

News and truth coincide only where verifiable documentation exists. The press'
does a good job where there is a "good machinery of record," as when reporting
election outcomes, births, deaths, marriages and divorces, unless these events are
concealed or record keepers are negligent. It reliably reports some aspects of
business and government such as real estate transactions, certain bank transactions, and imports and exports.
87 criticism,
W h e inr Lippmann's
e
ers'
view, is in those areas where it acts like an umpire in
ta baseball
h e game without rules: where it reports on states of mind, personalities,
p r eor national
s s feeling. So, for example, the press may factually report that
motives,
iJohn Smith
s filed for bankruptcy. Once reporters attempt to explain why Smith
m
o
s theyt enter slippery terrain. They can tell the story in many diffailed,
however,
v
u
l
n
r tests
a of the news, which can confirm the veracity of these
ferent ways. Thereeare no
b l e
t
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r
e
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o
r
m
-

accounts: the reporter constructs his storrout of his own stereotypes, according
to his own code, and by the urgency of his own interest
sible
83 because
T h a news
t
iis only
s accuratenin
a l l proportion to the precision with which the
event
t h is recorded[In
a t
sum,
i "Unless
s the event is capable of being named, measured,
given
p shape,
o
smade-specific, it either fails to take on the character of news, or it is
subject to the accidents and prejudices of observation:
184Lippmann acknowledges that when he wrote Liberty and the News, he "did
not understand this distinction [between news and truthJ clearly enough to
state it."
85 corporate bias of the commercial press in The Brass Check (1919). Lippmann
the
H e not deny that the profit motive is one of the artificial censorships that
does
c o mass
n
shape
media, but he contends that Sinclair assumes that there is a pure body
t rtruth
a that is prostituted by capitalism, yet Sinclair ignores the fact that the antiof
s t s
capitalism
press also fails to provide access to this pristine truth. In Lippmann's
view,
h Sinclair does not understand what news is.
i For Lippmann, the problem goes much deeper. His theory of the press is an
s
extension
of his social epistemology and his humanism. In a world without God,
t are critically aware of how their purposes are special to their age, their local"men
h their interests, and their limited knowledge:
ity,
e O r was
Lippmann
facts" are human con186
, critically
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l eofathis.sConsequently,"social
t
o
y o artifacts
u n ofgsocial institutions. Pippmann described Public Opinion as a
structs:
r
W
a
lproject;
t he
e seems
r to be affirming or independently replicating socisociological
y
ologist
Emile Durkheim's concept of social facts (and truth) as artifacts of social
o
institutions. While Lippmann does not cite Durkbeim here, there is evidence elsef
where
that he was familiar with his work.
87t
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1 1 of a searchlight that moves restlessly about, bringing one episode and
theebeam
Lippinann
then
p another out of darkness into vision." But he cautions, peoplencannot govern
t eby lepisodes,
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incidents, and eruptions7
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e don that understanding.
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,
universally
as Mr. Sinclair would have us
a
believe;'
but because of what the press is and how news is produced.
i
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I
tialtto remember that for Lippmann the cognitive fallacy, the democracy fallacy
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ers are all filtered through various stereotypes. They do not individually or collectively correspond directly to the outside world.
The editor—the gatekeeper who decides which of these pictures will represent the event—works under tremendous time constraints, to beat the competition, to please readers and publishers, to avoid trouble from lawyers, and to see
each story in relation to every other within a unified whole."Without standardization, without stereotypes, without routine judgments, without a fairly ruthless
disregard of subtlety, the editor would soon die of excitement."" There are no
objective standards to help editors decide what is news; there are only conventions. The newspaper that reaches the reader has undergone "a whole series of
selections as to what items shall be printed, in what position they shall be printed,
how much space each shall occupy, what emphasis each shall have:
191The commercial press tends to be cautious because it cannot afford to alienate the buying public. Circulation attracts advertising and increases revenue. To
ensure circulation, the editor needs to provide a way for the reader to enter into
the news through personal identification: the reader"must find a familiar foothold
in the story, and this is supplied by the use of stereotypes."
97
T h e for ethedreader
i t oand
r give her
m anuemotional
s t stake in the outcome of the
the agenda
s
e marketing
t
story.
This
ploy—ensuring the reader's parasocial identification with
the story—is one source of what media scholars today refer to as cultural hegemony. In short, stereotypes both enable and constrict formation of opinions by
members of the public.
As with individual stereotypes, the stereotypes that fuel news production tend
to be self-affirming because sustaining circulation depends on cultivating loyalty
among readers. The more successful a paper is in creating loyalty, the more difficult it is for it to shift its framing of a story. Instead of correcting course and confronting readers with disturbing news, editors tend to let such stories drop:
"putting out the fire by starving i t :
1 9 3But there is another more systemic perversion of the news system that
Lippmann finds far more disturbing. In Liberty and the News, he had noted that
the "manufacture of consent" had become "an unregulated private enterprise:
194
He presses the argument further in Public Opinion, arguing that the rapid growth
of press agents has erected structural barriers to accurate reporting, closing down
direct channels of information. He points out that news is increasingly filtered
through the publicity agent who "is censor and propagandist, responsible only to his
employer, and to the whole truth responsible only as it accords with employers' conception of his own interests:
95 A c c o r d i n g
t
o
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known as public relations stages events, fabricates pseudo-environments and
cultivates pictures/stereotypes of these activities, which deny both the press and
the public access to verifiable information.
Lippmann's contempt for manipulation of public opinion by press agents and
public relations requires underscoring. Largely due to inversions of Lippmannts
argument, his vehement opposition to propaganda, public or private, is often lost
in translation in media and communication theory. His democratic argument
against propaganda is sometimes conflated with Edward Bernays anti-democr
a pro-propaganda argument—a conflation Bernays, the so-called father of
tic,
public
relations, actively encouraged.
rant Torhdishonest
distortion of Lippmannis view of propaganda.
96
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r eInadequate
p r e sConclusion
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r
Lippmann
tries
a
n to strike optimistic notes in his closing chapters, 'An Appeal to
the
i Public"
g and an
n 'Appeal
o to Reason." The first calls for a robust form of what
is- known today as media literacy: Socratic "re-education" is "the way the enormous
censoring, stereotyping apparatus can be liquidated:
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n d for"There is no ground for,,, despair, because
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hope
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wete:
chapters
that have come before, these eloquent closing gestures seem forced, as
s
198
o Lippmann
Y
en t
if
is trying to persuade himself. To be sure Lippmann sincerely believed
w
h
, education and the Socratic method, but he acknowledges the inadequacy of his
in
i ci conclusion: his failure to pull all of the strands of his argument together and
g
own
offer
vh ,ea way out of the dilemmas he has identified.
a In Public Opinion, he has moved far beyond the premise of Liberty and the
n
ts
News,
Although he still thinks journalism can be improved, he now recognizes
J news production and reception necessarily traffic in stereotypes. But he also
h
that
a
e
recognizes that the crisis—the fallacy—of the traditional theory of democracy
m
d
goes much deeper than he had realized in the earlier book. And, as John Dewey
e
correctly notes, in his review of Public Opinion:"this particular Humpty Durnpty
vs
can never be put together again7
s
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Dewey and Lippmann also exchanged notes at the time. In his note, Dewey privately added to his accolades, and Lippmann agreed with Dewey that the critical portion of the book was stronger than its constructive part.lm That is,
Lippmann was troubled by his achievement, by the void left by Humpty's demise.
It was not, however, democracy itself that Lippmann had shattered, but the
mystical version of democracy that ascribes an impossible role to the modern citizen and the press and exaggerates the sovereignty of public opinion. Dewey understood this. That is why he would praise The Phantom Public even more effusively
that Public Opinion because, contrary to current interpretations, that book does not
abandon democracy, but shows how it could work under modern conditions.
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CHAPTER 6

Rethinking
Democracy
The Phantom Public

for a public is a phantom... such a phantom can develop itself with the
help of the press which itself becomes an abstraction..., that abstract
whole [the public] formed in the most ludicrous way, by all participants
becoming a third party (an onlooker).
-SOREN KIERKEGAARD, THE PRESENTAGE, 1846
1

The argument of Public Opinion is revisited and its implications are more directly,
even provocatively, confronted in The Phantom Public. The 'fallacy of democracy'
is the primary focus of Phantom; Lippmann devotes far less attention to establishing the limits of news production and reception. A relatively short book, Phantom
is comprised of sixteen short chapters-the shortest runs just over three pagesand organized into four untitled sections. Fewer examples are drawn from
Lippmann's wartime experience; there are only a handful of footnotes; and theatrical tropes, rather than .
s o c i o l the
o gbook
i c awith
l more of a literary, occasionally even lyrical, quality.
endowing
a nThe
a mission
l y s isi tosclarify
, the argument of Public Opinion and carry it to the
p r conclusion,
o v which
i d Lipprnann was unable or unwilling to do in 1922. It is,
logical
however,
fair to say the he assumes too much of the reader who reads the sece
n book
a without
r r familiarity
a t
ond
with the first. She reads a different book than the
i v e
c
o
n
t
i
n
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i
t
y
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reader who comes to Phantom from Public Opinion where she has engaged with
Lippmann's pragmatism, cognitive sociology and epistemological argument. The
two books are best read in dialogue with each other; each is enriched by the other.
Phantom works wonderfully as a review and extension of the earlier argument,
but poorly as an introduction to it.
Twenty-first century readers who read only The Phantom can easily interpret
Lippmann's deconstruction of the omnicompetent citizen as antidemocratic.
There is, for example, much of Lippnaann's earlier thinking packed succinctly into
Lippmannts widely quoted opening lines:
The private citizen today has come to feel rather like a deaf spectator in the back
row, who ought to keep his mind on the mystery off there, but cannot quite manage to keep awake. He knows he is somehow affected by what is going on, Rules and
regulations continually, taxes annually and wars occasionally remind him that he is
being swept along by great drifts of circumstance.
Yet these public affairs are in no convincing way his affairs. They are for the most
part invisible. They are managed, if they are managed at all, at distant centers, from
behind the scenes, by unnamed powers.— In the cold light of experience he knows that
his sovereignty is a fiction. He reigns in theory, but in fact he does not govern?

Concepts and assumptions seamlessly tucked within this fluid phrasing include:
(i) the citizen as distracteffoutsider' who is burdened with the impossible responsibility of omnicompetence in public affairs; (ii) the micro-theory ofinvisible governments' made up of powerful 'insiders; unelected and unaccountable business
elites and political party operatives, who exercise power behind the scenes; (iii)
Wallastreat Society' in which distant, unseen events impinge on the daily lives
of ordinary citizens; (iv) 'drift; which raises the larger and unanswered historical
question of the objectives of liberty; (v) the vacuum left in moral theory by the
decline of religious belief; (vi) the special meaning Lippmann attaches to 'fiction';
(vii) the inability of the press to produce what an informed public needs; and,
above all, (viii)'the democratic fallacy: The uninitiated reader could not possibly
absorb all that is being telegraphed in these few lines.
While any writer who has ever suffered the agonies of opening paragraphs
would envy this literary achievement, the casual reader can easily slide across the
surface of the dramaturgical metaphor without absorbing the heavy conceptual
weight it is carrying. This is an extreme case of eloquence overpowering complexity, but it is not an isolated one.
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Phantom is self-referential, but in a self-critical rather than self-affirming direction.
Lippmann is not only exorcising the doubts that undermined the ending of Public
Opinion, he is also critiquing his own high-minded but evasive pleas to the public
and to reason that he offered in place of anadequate conclusion to that book In addition, he is redressing, clarifying and adding nuance to some of the points made in
the earlier book—possibly points he believed readers had misinterpreted.
3 To cite once again an extreme example of Lippmann's critical reflexivity: in
the concluding chapters of Public Opinion, he appealed to education as "the
supreme remedy:
14 Y e
,
Ideal,"
het explains
why "the usual appeal to education as the remedy for the
incompetence
i n
of democracy is so barren. It is, in effect, a proposal that school
tteachers
h eshall by some magic of their own fit men to govern:
s eH ce o nthat
acknowledges
15
o no
w amount
f o of
r teducation
h r i gorh social
t l yreform can produce an
n
d
omnicompetent citizen; and further, that modern society is not visible to or fully
c h aby anyone, no matter how much expertise she may possess.
knowable
p "The
t eDisenchanted
r
Man; the title of the first chapter, actually refers to many
o in disparate social locations, including the author, who confesses his own inadmen
f
equacy
in living up to the ideal of the omnicompetent citizen. It also includes the
P
h
a
private citizen—thedeal
spectator" of the booles opening sentence—who does not
n
t
o
vote, or votes only during presidential races or only for the top of the ticket.
m
,
Lippmann professes identification with this citizen. But he moves quickly from
e
n
t examples to second order analyses: to the disenchantment of social
these homely
i
t
l
theorists, socialists and humanists, citing political theorist Robert Michels, Swedish
e
d
"
socialist Gustaf E Steffen, and Russian humanist Alexander Herzen, who fled
T
h
e
Czarist
censorship only to be deeply disillusioned by Western materialism. Despite
I
m
their
to social justice, Lippmann reports, these thinkers recognized
p commitments
o
that
rhetoric—its mystical invocations of 'the people'—is problems democracy's
s
atic
i because
b it implies that the majority can actually rule, can administer public
affairs.
It
l
e thereby fails to emphasize the importance of developing viable concepts of democratic leadership and authority.
There is, however, another set of unnamed wholly disenchanted political theorists who cast a long shadow over this paragraph: the nineteenth century conservatives, Hippolyte Taine, Ernest Renan and Sir Henry Maine, who maintained
that democracy had failed and needed to be superseded by a more stable hierarchal form of governance. As we saw in Chapter Three, Wallas and Lippmann's
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joint project was to defend democracy against this conservative attack by humanizing it to make it more responsive to peoples' actual needs and interests, In citing examples from the left, then, Lippmann is emphasizing the gravity of the
challenge, pointing out that even defenders of the disenfranchised recognize
that elevating the people to the status ora pale god' is problematic. It mystifies
how democratic governance actually works and contributes to drift:
No casual reader could know that the ghosts of Taine et al. are hovering over
Lippmann's pen or recognize the significance of the references to Michels and company. Few readers today are aware of how influential the anti-democratic argument
of the European conservatives once was, and hardly any can be expected to recognize
its relevance to Lippitann's thesis/31 certainly did not when I began this project.
Lippmann's prose is so reader friendly that few linger in his texts. Contrast this
with the hermeneutic skills scholars employ when explicating Marx, Weber, Dewey
Habermas, Lacan or Derrida, We assume their work has a trajectory, that their theories unfold across multiple texts, that they self-correct, and that they are part of
a larger historical and socially situated intellectual conversation that we must
probe—in short we assume their texts are self-referential in just the way that
Lippmann's is. But to us, Lippmann was, as Wilbur Schramm noted, just a gifted
'newsman.' Consequently, we do not assume that his texts require close reading or
that we need to seriously probe the larger conversations he was responding to.
Instead, we settle too readily for a superficial rendering of Phantom that says
only insiders should govern, that public opinion is, or should be, impotent, that
at best the public has a minor role to play in settling disputes when insiders cannot agree, and that Lippmann is, for all intents and purposes, antidemocratic? That
is the reading that circulates widely in media and communication and political science today. It is, however, a shallow reading, which does not warrant the status of
serious scholarship, While Lippmann did become more conservative with age, he
never abandoned his commitments to democracy. He did, however, engage in a lifelong struggle to find more secure grounds for legitimating it. Demystifying what
he saw as the faulty premise of the classic theory of liberal democracy—its reliance
on the omnicompetent citizen—was at the heart of that effort,

Publicity
A more damning superficial reading adds weight to the antidemocratic charge:
it claims that Lippmann advocated rather than opposed the manufacture of consent. Some renderings of this claim, for example Edward Bernayst Crystallizing
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Public Opinion (1923), are pure mischief. Others may be attributed to a significant historical shift in a crucial word in Lippmann's critical vocabulary.
'Transparency' was the word he repeatedly used in his later work in advocating for democratic accountability. That is not, however, the problematic term that
can lead to honest misinterpretations of Pkantom. Within Lippmann's lexicon, it
is, however, synonymous with the troubling term. publicity.
As a result of nearly a century of exposure to public relations and media hype,
the word, 'publicity,' has a very different meaning for us than it had for young
Lippmann. We associate it with PR and commercial propaganda. For Lippmann,
however, publicity means transparency and accountability. It is a method of combating corruption: a way of ensuring openness in public affairs, much like 'sunshine laws' today, Without this background information, twenty-first-century
readers will surely be misled by the following sentence: "The need in the Great
Society not only for publicity but for uninterrupted publicity is indisputable:
If readers understand the term, 'publicity' as Lippmann did, they will see that he
13
is calling for transparency and accountability. The 'publicity' he is referring to
includes the results of industrial audits, reports of the Geological Survey, railroad
accounts, and the like.
Lippmann does, however, make clear that the new transparency produced by
this bonanza of publicity would not produce an omnicompetent citizen. That still
remains an impossible ideal. Moreover, publicity will contribute little to informing the individual voter. It will, however, contribute to democracy by exposing corruption and reducing the coercion that supports it. Publicity/transparency will
also create a more knowledgeable, efficient and accountable social order, for
Lippmann, like Dewey, always sought to "increase the intelligence of our practices7
9
people'
with a realistic acknowledgement of the fact that in the Great Society,
L i p pJefferson's
m
unlike
country villages, there is, necessarily, a division of labor between
'agents
n n and bystanders' or 'insiders and outsiders.'
t hThe
o new publicity is not intended to further burden the average citizen who
u g hhas too much information to deal with and too little time to attend to it.
already
t
Rather,
the data yielded would be of primary interest to agents or insiders in their
tareas
r of
a competence: executives, regulators, bankers, shipping officials, etc. It
n s Lippmann hoped, rationalize their activities, making them more accountwould,
p ato each
r
able
other and to society at large. The rest of us—bystanders and oute
n
siders—can ignore most of this publicitrfor good and sufficient reason that we
c yother things to do:110
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Lippmann believed that strong democratic laws and institutional structures were
the best defense of democracy; he also maintained that democratic stability required
a balance of powers, so that power was not concentrated in any single entity. His
quest for this elusive equilibrium went beyond support for a bicameral legislature
and an independent judiciary to encompass the structure of society at large, as, for
example, when he maintained that corporations had to be counter-balanced by
unions. Further, he contended that democracy requires responsible leadership as well
as transparency and accountability in the private as well as the public sector. The purpose of publicity was to make invisible powers visible and accountable.

Insiders and Outsiders
In most of the world's work, most of the time, including most public affairs, most
of us (including Lippmann) are bystanders, outsiders, "deaf spectators:' For, in
Lippmann's schema, "the essence of the matter.. .is, that competence exists only
in relation to function; that men are not good, but good for something; that men
cannot be educated, but only educated for something:
111 T h amanufacturers,
t
i s
w hcritics
y and scientists often talk such nonautomobile
literary
" e about
x c politics:
e l l e n t
sense
112
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u
s
113Lippmann contends the traditional democratic ideal is false "because it asks
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t successfully with the substance of a question as an insider;'
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soutsider is necessarily ignorant, usually irrelevant and often meddlesome, because
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a
when insiders are at loggerheads. The public is asked to resolve the most important
v
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makes it very clear that the reserve force of public opinion is only activated when
issues become public. So, the role that public opinion plays in crises, however crucial, does not mean that public opinion can directly govern. Lippmann therefor
e
claims—in my view, much too provocatively—"Th
so
but no less and perhaps even more, so that
e that
p u itbmay
l i cexercise
m its
u own
s powers,
t
each
and roar of the bewildered herd1
b ofeus may livepfree ofu the trampling
t
12
contemporary sensibilities, but it was
i Then'herd' metaphor
i rightly
t offends
s
p
l
a
c
e
,
widely used by social theorists in the early twentieth century. The phrase, originally derived from Kipling, is most closely associated with sociologist Wilfred
Trotter, who apparently did not intend it as a pejorative. For Trotter, the herd
'instinct' refers to human gregariousness, the need for group acceptance and the
pressures to conformity this produces.
18
T h ewithout
t e direction,
r m
wandering
confused, leaderless or misled, or simply a mob.
w Lippmann
a s invokes
a itl tospreface
o his critique of Western political theory's
v
a
r
i
o
u
s
l
y
practice of using organic metaphors to represent society as a body politic, which
u
e mind,d soul and purpose, and thereby renders the public vulimplies
ascommon
tnerable to propaganda
o
that evokes mythical entities such as "Society, the Nation,
m
e
a
the Community" and demands blind loyalty and p a t r i o t i s m .
organic
1n9
metaphors as not only inaccurate but also dangerous because they allow
L i p p mpursuing
a n n rtheir
e gown
a special
r d spurposes, to claim that they are acting in the
insiders,
interest of the whole 'body: Because these abstractions appeal to emotion and
repress critical thinking, they are the source of the herd's bewilderment and in
extreme cases, mob violence and susceptibility to totalitarianism,
Lippmann seeks to counter the collectivism of monistic organic metaphors
by replacing them with a pluralism that acknowledges the heterogeneity of the
Great Society. His alternative, "a complex of social relations;' closely resembles
what we currently call social:networks:20 That is, Lippmann seeks to free the individual from the pressures of mindless conformity.
Lippmann continued to maintain and develop the concept of insiders and
outsiders. His later use casts further light on his intent. In a talk given in 1959
at an event honoring his seventieth birthday, he claimed that we are all outsiders.
21 of public affairs, The dilemma is cosmic, not merely political. We are all
mand
N o
ignorant.
If we believe in democracy, then we must make the most of our limited
o n capacities and remain open to learning from our errors. This is that same
human
e
pragmatic
counsel of humility that he offered forty years earlier in Liberty and the
News,
not the hubris of an anti-democrat.
c
a
n
k
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Publics
Pluralism is Lippmannts (and Dewey's) way out of the dark corner that blocked
development of a satisfactory conclusion to Public Opinion. Lippmann deconstructed the myth of public opinion as a ruling force, reducing the citizen to a"deaf
spectator"—an outsider, a member of the audience—for the play of public affairs.
He established that there can be no coherent, continuous, rational public opinion. Nevertheless, citizens who have opinions about specific public affairs and seek
to exercise agency on behalf of their views are not without recourse within
Eippmann's rethinking of democracy. Lippmann defines alpublic opinions as a view
about "how others ought to behave:
122A A
c copinion
o r disiexpressed
n g
public
by a vote, a demonstration of praise or blame, a folt lowing
o
or a boycotting, But these manifestations are in themselves nothing. They
L icount
p only
p ifmtheyainfluence
n nthe :course of affairs, They influence it, however, only
if they influence an actor in the affair. And it is, I believe, precisely in this secondary,
indirect relationship between public opinion and public affairs that we have the clue
to the limits and possibilities of public opinion7
23

The agency of the citizen may be secondary, external, the work of an outsider, but
it is agency nonetheless.
The "spectator" is aroused by some issue that interests her and she acts. She
may organize or join an existing'public:Together members of that public may agitate on behalf of their opinion and persuade an "actor in the affair"—the alderman, the mayor, representative in congress, the president—to act on behalf of
their position."The action of a group as a group is the mobilization of the force
it possesses:
124 ItFisomerely
r
uals.
those persons who are interested in an affair and can affect it only
L supporting
i p p
by
or opposing actors:
m
a
n
n
125
I
t
s
h
o u l d andlonly;
,
deflating adverbs/merely'
he does indeed recognize that public opinion
, obe instrumental
h
w e v e inrremoving
,
can
actors (insiders) from the stage through the vote,
t h and
eeother forms of agitation.
recall
b
n ,Reaffirming
a
d"
d that
e public
d opinion is not a mystical, pantheistic force, Lippmann
T h he that the
tmaintains
a publict does not directly express its opinions, but rather it aligns
p
ue or against
d
s
i
itself
for
approposa1.
b
l
tally
e
in the
26 work
If w
e Great Society, he contends:
ia c cc e pi t
h
We must abandon the notion that the people govern. Instead we must adopt the
si theory that, by their occasional mobilizations as a majority, people support or
a
rs eoppose
a lthei individuals
s t i who
c actually govern. We must say that the popular will does
tn not
h odirect
e attinuously
o
r but that it intervenes occasionally."
yt 27.
.
o.
f
a
h
o
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Most of the time, the work of the world goes on "without conscious direction from
public opinion:
and
129as long as no one objects, citizens remain spectators, attending to their own
I n s i"Only
d e rwhen somebody objects does the public know there is a problem;
affairs.
when
nobody
any longer objects there is a solution:
s
129
d Unlike
o
traditional democratic theory, Lippmann refuses to impute wisdom
t theh majority,
a
to
to assume that public opinion expresses truth, beauty or even justtice. There are too many artificial censorships in the Great Society that would prow this
o even
r if it were, in theory, possible. While cautioning that public opinion
hibit
k
,
"does not reason, investigate, invent, persuade, bargain or settle: he does, howd acknowledge
e
ever,
that public opinion "in its highest ideal" can defend those who
a
l
are prepared to act on behalf of reason and against arbitrary assertions of will:
w
i
of public opinion at its best would not, let it be noted, be a continual
t The action
h
a crusade on behalf of reason. When power, however absolute and unaccountable,
n reigns without provoking a crisis, public opinion does not challenge it. Somebody
must challenge arbitrary power first. The public can only come to his assistance,"
d
r
e
s • Roe j o i n d e r : John Dewey's Publics
- - -l
v
John
Dewey
'
s
The
Public
and
Its
Problems
(1927)
was
inspired
by
The
Phantom
e
Public.
Current
interpretive practices in media and communication, history and
r
o
political
science
erroneously frame Deweys work as a critical reaction against
u
t
Lippmann's
i
n deconstruction of the classic democratic conception of the public.
Dewey
'
s
own
words refute this interpretation. He describes Phantom as "if possie
ble,peven more
pregnant" than Public Opinion, especially when it comes to "The
r
Public
o itself:
b
131
democracy
l
e
eMwr .edemocratic
temperate
:D "m
theory, and the presentation of methods by which a reasons
y
L ,i conception
p p
able
of democracy can be made to work, not absolutely, but at least bets
e
e
m
a
n
ter than democracy works under an exaggerated and undisciplined notion of the
ns ' sand its powers:
public
p e w ite tempers
eL i sD
142
y
bution
because
romantic notions of public participation: "To be workp
m
cs h aDewey
ra a cwrites,
t e "democracy demands allayed passions and clarified
able;'
ryn i zn e s
understanding:
Pia thehHconcept
n
133
e a orinsiders"
ing
as a realistic recognition of how things actually work
s
ta l os owe
m like it or not:
"whether
r e
134
Democracy,"
conveys
his understanding of the book as a plea for democratic reform.
dai e E
f ve e
nn
s t
tdsn hs e
o r i
tLar i i e
t pl ep
an gl
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Rather than challenging Lippmann's theory, then, Dewey supported it, and
sought to advance it in The Public and Its Problems (1927) by investigating how
publics are formed, what activates them, and how they might become more creative
forces in industrial democracies. Like so much of Dewey's prose, this small book
is hard going: abstract and unnecessarily difficult. Media and communication
scholars are rewarded by a few sterling passages that celebrate the promise of their
subject, but, like Dewey scholars, struggle with the rest, The best guide that I have
found is James Gouinlock's 'Introduction' to John Dewey: The Later Works 2,
1925-1927, which includes The Public and Its Problems.
35 L i k ethatLthei communication
p p m a n system
n , requires reform; that the public at large
maintained
Dapathetic
e
w
e
y because it does not know what is happening; and that
is
and bewildered
the myth of the omnicompetent citizen is evidence of the limits of Enlightenmentbased theories of reason and education. Like Lippmann, but even more strongly,
Dewey embraced the promise of the social sciences: placing heavy emphasis on the
word' social; and the capacity for reform, growth, experimentalism and renewal that
this qualifier implies. Dewey also agrees that experts should not govern. Their role
is to perfect methods of inquiry and to provide reliable (verifiable) information, so
that the fiction of the omnicompetent citizen would no longer be needed.
Dewey fully internalized his friend George Herbert Mead's concept of the
social self, while Lippmann still retained some Jamesian individualism,
Consequently Dewey is more optimistic about the possibility of changing human
'nature' than Lippmann, who remains chastened by Santayanals naturalism. What
young Lippmann may have hoped, Dewey firmly believed: that radical social
reform in education, inquiry and communication could produce renewal of
democracy. Given the structural limits that Lippmann had identified within the
system of mass communication, its artificial censorships, Dewey focused much
of his attention on a microanalysis of communication processes. He located
hope in face-to-face interaction as an incubator of creative publics. There is
nothing antithetical to Lippmann's concept of publics in this. When Lippmann's
publics organize demonstrations, strikes and boycotts, they engage in communication and often face-to-face interaction.
Much has been made of the concept of a "Great Community" in Dewey's
democratic theory. The term is attributed to him and sometimes posited as a hostile rejoinder to Lippmann's use of the term, the Great Society.
36 IofnthefGreat
a c tCommunity
,
t h dide not originate
c o with
n Dewey
cept
at all.
As we saw in Chapter Three, Graham Wallas, Lippmann's mentor, coined
both terms, and Dewey borrowed them from Lippmann.ThelGreat Community'
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was Wallas' attempt to humanize political theory, to replace abstractions like
'Economic Man' with oral forums for what he called Thought Organization. For
Wallas, these forums are designed to allow people to freely express their views in
rule-governed dialectics that encourage expansive forms of rationality that can
accommodate emotion. As Thought Organization developed, Wallas hoped the
specific constituents of the 'Great Community' or the 'Good Society' would
emerge. Like Lippmann, Wallas claimed that, in effect, political abstractions
actually disenfranchise those they claim to serve. Like Lippmann—indeed with
Lippmann —Wallas also sought to develop a more realistic theory of democracy
so that ordinary people could exercise what agency they actually have in the
Great Society. And, as we also saw in Chapter Three, Wallas heartily endorsed
and actively supported Lippmann's efforts,
There are affinities between Dewey and Wallas' ideas that even Dewey may
not have consciously recognized. Remember that Wallas' charisma was largely
interpersonal. He set students' minds on fire, including Lippmann's, but his written work, while full of insightful suggestions, lacks academic rigor. It is the work
of a political activist, not a philosopher or trained social scientist. Dewey reviewed
Wallas' book, The Art of Thought (1926); Gouinlock reports that Dewey came to
the work"with keen anticipation: but heleft with great disappointment:
137 I Dewey
n t hdescribes
e
review,
various ways of reading the book among them my own:
one finds "sufficient nuggets to be retained as treasure though without penetrating insights that cleave to the heart of the subject:
38a highly
as
H e successful
n o t teacher,
e s but does not find what Lippmann found in Wallas.
W
a
l
l
a
s
'
It is probable that Dewey's keen anticipation as well as what he indirectly absorbed
r Wallas'
e p thought
u t came
a t toihim
o secondhand,
n
of
from Lippmann rather than Wallas,
and enriched by Lippmann's own interpretations and amplifications,
Dewey endorsed Lippmann's "pruned and temperate democratic theory:
which explodes the romantic concept of a monistic Public Opinion as wishful
thinking, atphantom: Buttpublics' remain real, potentially vital, forces in Lippmann's
and Dewey's 'practical democracy:Some latter-day Dewey enthusiasts do, however,
re-romanticize publics and attribute their own pale gods to Dewey.

The Pale God of Classic Democratic Theory
Of the ideal of the omnicompetent sovereign citizen, Lippmann contends,"I think
it is a false ideal. I do not mean an undesirable ideal. I mean an unattainable ideal,
bad only in the sense that it is a bad idea for a fat man to try to be a ballet
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dancer:
1139
Santayana'
s firm rejection of metaphysics—asserts itself: 'An ideal should express
H
e
r
the true possibilities of its subject. When it does not it perverts the true possibilities."
e
0
L
i p
democracy.
In that sense, the metaphysical illusion, the mystique of sovereign pubF
a
p opinion,
mi l
lic
can actually be harmful to democracy.
u
ef
a rnLippmann
conceived of competence as existing in pockets in the Great
tSociety.
s o Analogous to the concept of communication among socialsets; described
r Public
ee Opinion, in Phantom, he argues that there are some overlaps in compein
a ll i
tences, but also extensive discontinuities. "Modern society is not visible to anyzi e
s nor intelligible continuously and as a whole. One section is visible to
body,
tm
another section, one series of acts is intelligible in this group and another to
h
—
that."
ia
41
man, philosopher, educator—can know "what is happening, why it is happening,
s
B u ought to happen: so, Lippmann asks, by what logic can we assume that comwhat
u
y n
tpounding our individual or group ignorance can produce enlightenment: can offer
a t
n
n continuous directing force in public affairs"?
"a
t a
o Lippmann's project, reducing democracy and public opinion to human
47
ih n
n
dimensions,
is best comprehended as part of the larger anti-metaphysical mission
a
e b
e pragmatism. Where the academic pragmatists, Peirce, James, Schiller, Dewey
of
ls e
o others sought to exorcise the monism of Hegelian metaphysics and affirm
and
i
f
human
agency, Lippmann sought to exorcise Jefferson's metaphysics—his 'pale
sd
u
god;
the
mystique of public opinion—and to rethink democracy as a human
e
o
s
enterprise.
In dealing these blows to metaphysics, pragmatism contributes to seca
f
—
ularization,
the disenchantment of the world, what Lippmann called the "acids
lJ
l i
of
la modernity1
b
43
e
that
m dissolve metaphysics and liberate humans from absolutes also leave them
e r
L
a
p m a a reliable moral compass. His next major book, A Preface to Morals
e i p without
adrift
a l
n
d
n
'
s
s
(1929)
would address that ambivalence directly.
,
m
s' Contrary
e t
to the metaphysical view of public opinion—that an enlightened
c
a
tHegelian
r p hgeneral will might mysteriously emerge from our collective ignorance—
o
o
a r
Lippmann
argues that mass opinion is actually created through the very human
n
cpolitical
d a art
p of using symbols toltassemble emotions after they have been detached
s
tifromutheirr ideas. Because feelings are much less specific than ideas, and yet more
e
e
sc s
poignant,
the leader is able to make a homogeneous will out of a heterogeneous
r
h
e
a
mass
of
desires."
v
i44
n
l This,
ing
a and a degradation of significance."44Before this mass of general opinions can
sL
ce i p p m
t
o
h
m n n
a
i
w
p l a i
ca
v
n
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result in an executive action, however, the choices must be narrowed to a few viable
alternatives by those who are directing the energy. Majority opinion then converges around one of these options. At this crucial point, there are opportunitie
s undemocratic interventions and manipulations. This is one of the reasons why
for
Lippmann always emphasized the importance of developing a viable theory of
democratic leadership (statesmanship).
Lippmann contrasts the reductive mechanics of this collective narrowing of
public options, which simplifies the complexities of the public affairs, to individual thinking about public affairs. An individual's public opinions and actions may
be very complex, nuanced and involve multiple sets of good reasons. For there to
be any convergence of great masses of people, however, individual views must be
reduced to a presumptive common denominator: "the more complex the collection of men the more ambiguous must be the unity and the simpler the common
ideas:
ity:
it becomes an abstraction, an artifact of the'political art' that produced it and
1146
techniques
T h
used to measure it. That is why some contemporary theorists, for
e
example
Pierre Bourdieu, push their claims even further than Lippmann, asserting
r ethat public opinion does not exist:
47
d uPublic Opinion and The Phantom Public are best understood as part of the
c t i pragmatic project to humanize thought: to recognize that it is both social
larger
v eprovisional. What pragmatic philosophy did to Hegeliam metaphysics,
and
p
Lippmann
does to politics. He recognizes that the 'painted screen' that the clasr theory of democracy puts between citizens and the modern environment
sic
o
promises
much more than democracy can deliver. He encourages a pragmatic
c
rethinking of democracy, which will allow citizens to realize the agency that
e actually do possess in the Great Society.
they
s
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CHAPTER 7

Public
Philosopher
Enduring Ideas

...summary of Lippmann is a little like describing the Grand Canyon as
amagnificent example of soil erosion.
—THEODOREPETERSON,"THEPRESSASASOCIAL INSTITUTION
n
i

Summary and interpretation cannot capture the richness of the original.
Moreover, my effort explores only one plateau of this Grand Canyon: little more
than a decade of young Lippmann's work, which bears directly on media and
communication theory.
Readers are urged to embrace the original and make it their own. This book
is best viewed as a'Prefacet to Lippmann. Following his lead in Preface to Politics
and Preface to Morals, I use this framing, as he did, to signal the launch of an intellectual journey, not arrival at a final destination. We are still in the early stages
of clearing away calcified layers of misunderstanding that adhere to Lippmann's
reputation in the field in order to begin to develop more faithful renderings of
his work. I have emphasized the value of the work because of it has been widely
misrepresented. Consistent with Lippmann's own methodological imperative,
however, this account needs to be tested, contested, corrected, refined, expanded
and retested by others.
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Grasping the gestalt of Lippmands vast interdisciplinary body of work is a
formidable task: it tends to occur incrementally as the multiple peaks and valleys
of his prose illuminate one another. The early work provides the scaffolding for
later work, but the later work also enhances understanding of the youthful
efforts. As Lippmann learns more and achieves greater clarity in his own thinking, he circles back to earlier themes and recasts them in new light. This is why
Benjamin F. Wright could plausibly claim to find five distinctive philosophies
within Lippmann's political thought between 1913 and 1955, while another
Lippmann scholar, D. Steven Blum, argues more persuasively that Lippmannis
work is consistently informed by his cosmopolitan humanism, which is positioned
in opposition to materialism and fundamentalism.
2
G than
i v esixty
n years,
t h involved
a t thehdouble-life
i s of journalist and public philosomore
cpher,awith
r occasional
e e forays
r
as shadow diplomat, it may be impossible for any sinsgle scholar
p ato ever
n fully
n navigate
e d the entire canyon.
As media and communication scholars, we can, however, recognize that
Lippmann was much more than a'newsman: that he thought deeply but wrote
in deceptively accessible prose, not to deceive but out of respect for the intelligence of the general reader, His prose-style was self-consciously democratic,
emulating William James' openness. As James Kloppenberg reminds us, however, Lippmann's "prose flowed so smoothly, and his arguments proceeded so
effortlessly" that the philosophical depths of his work are too easily overlooked.
3o be sure, surface readings of Lippmann can have value: journalism was
T
improved by those who interpreted Liberty and the News as simply a primer on
news reform. But scholarship requires more. We are obligated to linger in the
texts, to circle back and forth with Lippmann, indulging in the pleasures and vexations of intertextuality, reading some of what he read, and placing his work in
historical context: in short, to do the difficult hermeneutic work necessary to
probe the philosophic depths of the works of the author of the "founding book
in American media studies."
4 Lippmann was only in his mid-thirties when he completed The Phantom
Public. He continued to think and write about public issues into his last days in
a nursing home. In the limited space allotted to this conclusion, it is not possible to offer an inventory of the later work, Instead, this chapter provides a few brief
snapshots of Lippmann's subsequent thinking on some of the major topics
explored in this book followed by even briefer considerations of recent scholarship that illuminates or is illuminated by his ideas.
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Lippmann continued to search for more secure grounds for free expressio
n was
t h able
a n to identify in Liberty and the News, With the rise of totalitarianis
he
the
this quest became urgent. He rejected Voltaire's widely cited shibb
m 1930s,
in
o
leth—"I wholly disapprove of what you say, but will defend to the death your right
- say it"—as offering no real defense of liberty because most people will not actuto
ally defend to the death others' rights, let alone the rights of those who hold positions that they find repellent.
5 I n s for
t efree
a dspeech is that it is part of"a system for finding the truth" through
rationale
open
L i debate,
p p criticism
m a nand
n correction of error. He cautioned,"It may not produce
the
or theuwhole
a truth,
r g
e truth all the time, or often, or even in some cases ever, But
ifs the truth can be found, there is no other system that will normally and habitually
t findh so much
a truth."
t
6t T h i hjustification
s ,
e of free expression, He contends that this'system' ultimately
Jefferson's
h
e
m
o
s because in censoring their enemies, tyrants eventually
undermines dictators
nt o their
t e own
s positions
,
imperil
by shutting themselves off from access to truth.
ic ButosLippmann
m
p
held that free speech is not enough: "the necessity of listenS
o
c
r
a
tn important:
e
l
l
i
ing is what makes the right
e
s
,
g
he
17claims
R e that
j e cliberty
t i n does
g not exist when everyone is free to set up a soapbox or
C
i
c
e
hire
t ah halleto express their views to those who are willing to listen, Rather he mainom i , l of ispeech
fr a "freedom
a ris established to achieve its essential purpose [as envitains,
M
a
d
s oby the
a authors
p bof theo Firstx Amendment] only when different opinions are
sioned
i
o asamephall to
expounded
m
es in
t the
h theosame audiences
n
r The
, absence of the correcting force of public debate encourages the fatal
a
excesses of dictators. It is also, in Lippmann's view, what makes whispering camn
paigns and anonymous rumors so insidious in everyday life. Lippmann would
d
later (1955) argue that without debate, which commercial mass media cannot
effectively accommodate, "the unrestricted right to speak will unloose so many
propagandists, procurers and panderers upon the public" that in self-defense, people may call for censorship.
9
He maintains that "toleration of all opinions leads to intolerance" unless the
creative principle of free s p e e c h
—
claims
through dialectics, which are responsive to established rules of evidence.
tWithout
r u t h -debate,
s e e "unrestricted
k i n g — c outterance
n f r leads to the degradation of opinion:
Liberty
is only a reality when people are forced to listen, learn and revise their
1o n
tviews,
J) This is why in democracies, Opposition is not only to be tolerated, it is indiss
a
n
d
c
o
r
r
e
c
t
s
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pensable. If the search for truth is abandoned, Lippmann maintains
) e"r ids he em
p
s.o
" c r a c y
11
promise,
unless they feel that they can affect policy but that no one can wholly
"dominate
For
it, and unless by habit and necessity they have to give and taker
u
n
l
e
s
Lippmann concludes, 'freedom cannot be maintained:
s12 Internet utopians once saw the interactivity of the new medium as possessa
l potential
l
ing the
to create a forum in which everyone—or at least all interested
cinterlocutors—could
i t i
gather in the samelcyber-auditorium' for the kind of demozcratic
e debate
n
Lippmann envisioned. While the internet does provide unparalleled
sopportunities for connectivity, knowledge sharing and organizing, experiments
o
in community-based digital democracy, inspired by the theories of Jurgen
fHabermas and Benjamin Barber, have so far been disappointing. Once the nova
elty wears off, the participation rate drops because people find they do not have
s
t
the time or the continuous interest in all public affairs required to sustain these
a
t
initiatives—findings that confirm young Lippmann's argument."
e
According to Cass Sunstein, easy access to cyber-soapboxes greatly amplifies
a
the powers of anonymous misinformation campaigns, self-confirming information
r
seeking, partisan echo chambers, group polarization and resistance to comproe
fmise."oWith unrestricted access to free speech, propagandists, procurers and
rpanderers
c have, as Lippmann predicted, preyed upon the public, leading internet
eusers to seek political and technological means to defend themselves and their
dmachines against unwanted intrusions. And conducting anonymous whispering
bcampaigns has become a highly profitable business, routinely used by powerful speycial interests to discredit their opponents and to undermine rules of evidence when
cthoseirules produce truth claims that conflict with their agendas. Lippmann's
version of expression without correction is increasingly a reality in
rnightmare
c
Manjoo calls the "post-fact society" of the twenty-first century."
uwhat Farhad
m
s Int an attempt to counter this development, however, a group of internet scholaars arendrawing upon pragmatism and Lippmannts insistence on the corrective powcers ofetransparency and public debate to resist colonization of cyberspace by
tpropagandists, panderers and procurers. Inspired by Bruno Latour's actor-networkotheory and Lippmann's The Phantom Public, they have developed a tool for intercnet research that is used to map and interpret internet controversies like climate
ochange, human rights, and environmental issues. Richard Rogers created the
m
Lippmannian Device as a response to Lippmann's call for an objective test that cit-izens could use to cut through theiffog of propaganda; which accompanies heated
public controv'ersies.
16 R o g e r s '
L i p p m a
n n i a n
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roughly identify and source partisanship and single-issue commitments on the web.
If, as suggested earlier, Lippmann seemed to be craving computers before their time,
it is especially appropriate that his Phantom is enjoying a second life on the net.
The failure of classic liberal defenses of free expression in Western democracies during the early years of the new millennium has also inspired new attempts
to locate more secure groundings for liberty. John Durham Peters' Courting the
Abyss: Free Speech and the Liberal Tradition (2005) is among the more expansive
and compelling of these efforts. Although Peters reaches all of the way back to Paul
of Tarsus to mount his defense of free expression, his conclusion—that democracy
must allow expression of repellent speech but must also support vibrant critiques
of those expressions—is fully consonant with Lippmann's argument.I
2 According to Lippmann's criteria, America has the means to activate the creative principle of free expression, but it is perilously close to abandoning its end,
truth seeking. The authority of established methods for assessing truth claims,
peer-reviewed science and scholarship, are now at risk. Under attack from without when these practices conflict with powerful corporate or government agendas, the authority of knowledge is also being eroded by corruption and cynicism
within. Our troubled times are at least as troubled as Lippmann's and his interrogations remain relevant and insightful.

— - -— —

Social Epistemology

Lippmann never significantly altered the social epistemology developed in Public
Opinion. It served as a platform for much of his later work and is still very much
present in his last and, as we shall see below, most misunderstood book, The Public
Philosophy (1955). In that book, he makes his strongest brief for what pragmatists call intersubjectivity. Democracy, he argued, can only exist if people believe
in democratic principles that transcend individualism, materialism and special
interests. That is, to sustain democracy, people must believe that it is possible to
reason together in pursuit of the public interest. Lippmann recognizes that in a
pluralistic society, people will often disagree about specifics and contends there
must be wide latitude for debate about what constitutes the public interest in any
particular circumstance. But he maintains that people must believe in democratic dialectics. Acknowledging that voters should have their private interests represented in a democracy, Lippmann cautioned that these private interests should
not be confused with the public interest because the long-term public interest is
often at odds with the immediate private interests of current voters. For
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Lippmann, the public interest is "what men would choose if they saw clearly,
thought rationally, acted disinterestedly and benevolently."
this
18 isHane ideal,
r eand
c that
o gitsnapplication
i z e s in the real world requires balancing what
tis desirable
h
a witht what can actually be done.
The argument is complex, involving what today is referred to as thelprivatization of the public sphere: Lippmann traces the origins of a growing agnosticism
about democratic principles to a passage in Blackstone, about which the legal theorist was conflicted. Blackstone, the moralist, believed that the creator gave the
earth and all things as the general property of mankind, but Blackstone, the
codifier of laws, broke with this moral conviction and adopted a concept of private property astrsole despotic dominion" In Lippmann's view, this producedintolerable evils" including environmental devastation, the growth of monopolies and
exploitation of labor.
19 Lippmann contends that Blackstone's conception of property undermined the
long tradition of civility, upon which democracy depends. The damage was compounded by nineteenth-century individualism, which increasingly emphasized the
rights of property and set up what Lippmann regards as a false dichotomy
between individualism or collectivism, "Manchester or Marx: thereby precluding reasonable, truth seeking and honest discussions of the rights of the dispossessed. It created a state of "latent" class "war" in modern societies once the

Lippmann asserts, using a quote from Bertrand Russell to make his point, it
rejects"the concept of 'truth' as something dependent upon facts largely outside
of human control" It supports will over reason and unleashes theintoxication of

dispossessed achieved suffrage.
2 Blackstone the legal codifier, and argues that private property is a legal
not
° L i pconstruct
p m a and,
n nas such "must be kept in accord with the grand ends of a
(social)
scivil isociety"
d eif democracy
s
is to be fully realized in pluralistic, industrial societies.
w is not,
i of
t course,
h calling for the abolition of private property here, but for the
21
He
B
l aof democracy
c k s over
t plutocracy.
primacy
o This
n e'latent war' is, in his view, largely responsible for the widespread loss of
tfaith in democratic
h
e
principles.
He cites the then (1955) widely influential version
m
o
r
a
l
of existentialism, advocated by Jean Paul Sartre, as the intellectual apotheosis of
ithis modern
s
t agnosticism.
,
Because Sartre valorizes individualized meanings and
denies that there can be a public world that transcends individual subjectivity and
will, Lippmann maintains that Sartre's philosophy actively negates civility, returning humankind to Hobbes' 'state of war of one against all: 22 Lippmann invokes
sociologist Emile DurIcheina's concept oranomie," normlessness, to describe the
consequences of this nihilism.
Sartre's agnosticism not only makes community and a public philosophy
(intersubjectivity) impossible, it also produces a crisis in knowledge because, as
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power:
endorses
CS. Peirce's theory of the communicative and communitarian basis of
123
rational
C o n inquiry, truth seeking and knowledge construction.
t r aIn developing his argument for a renaissance of democratic principles, civilt and
h intersubjectivity, Lippmann not only anticipates postmodernism, as John
ity
i s Diggins claims, but also suggests a way out of the postmodern dilemma
Patrick
a recognizing
g
in
and affirming the communitarian character of truth. This is, of
n o the path followed by post-Rortyian pragmatists, including the cultural
course,
s t of
i media and communication theory. But Lippmann was there decades
wing
c i Rorty and his supporters.
before
s m
,
- D e m o c r a c y
L
i crises modern conditions pose to democracy and to the authority of knowlThe
p itself is the abiding theme of Lippmann's work. Lippmann scholar Larry L.
edge
p
Adams considers The Public Philosophy to be the culminating work in a trilogy
m
that included Public Opinion and a Preface to Morals, Of all Lippmann's major
a
books,
however, The Public Philosophy was the most out of tune with the inteln
lectual temper of its time and received the least favorable reception.
n
Few readers in 1955 were prepared to understand how Sartre's philosophy
,
could pose a threat to democracy. In the immediate postwar era, existentialism
t
appeared
to be the antithesis of totalitarianism. Although it gazed darkly into the
r
void, confronted absurdity and ennui, it also celebrated and romanticized indiu
vidual
freedom. And Sartre, who had been a German prisoner of war and a
e
member
of the resistance movement, was, along with Albert Camus, regarded as
t
an
intellectual
hero who represented the redemption of intellectual courage and
o
personal
freedom in post-Vichy France.
h
24
H
i
s tinterpretation
o r y
h of
a French
s , existentialism, and more specifically Sartre
Lippmann's
i
who
turned
a
blind
eye
to
Stalin's
atrocities.
hs o w e v e r ,
25
l p Lippmann's
a r g invocations
e l yof natural law and his apparent call to faith, which
vr interpreted
i n d literally
i cby his
a critics,
t
was
were even more perplexing in 1955. In the
e
d
wake
a of totalitarianism, Lippmann saw the void left by 'the death of God'—
Sartre's
g
'nothingness'—as the opening that totalitarians had exploited. The old
m that had animated Lippmann's early writings—traditional religions were
angst
a
t
i
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no longer persuasive, but people still needed something to believe in—had, in his
view, taken a sinister historical turn.
Citing Eric Fromm's Escape from Freedom, Lippmann maintained the absence
of a viable public philosophy in pluralistic societies has created a "profound disorientation "between peoples' consciousness anethe needs of their souls:'
They have become the 'lonely crowd' that Riesman has described. They are
Durkheids anomie mass. They are Toynbegs proletarians who are‘or but not tin'
the community they live in; for they have no 'stake' in the community beyond the
Fact of its physical existence.. .They are, as Karl Jaspers says, men dissolved into an
'anonymous mass' because they areiwithout an authentic world, without provenance
or roots, without, that is to say, belief and faith they can live by•n
26

In extremis, totalitarianism offers an escape for those unable to cope with this burden; the disorientation of modernity renders everyone more vulnerable to the'panderers, procurers and propagandists: It also makes the public more susceptible to
drumbeats of war because calls to patriotism, heroism and glory provide the transcendent meaning and bonds of solidarity that are largely absent from everyday life.
Without recommitment to transcendent democratic principles, Lippmann maintains
Western democracies will remain vulnerable to totalitarian counterrevolutions.
Lippmann points out that the founders of the American Republic had possessed
that transcendent democratic faith and secured it in natural rights theory, even
though some of them were not religious men. Natural rights theory formed the basis
of Roman law, the Magna Carta, the American Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Without faith in something beyond the private self, for example, it is impossible to
claim, "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, and
that they are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights:'
27 For Lippmann, natural rights referred to rights secured by values that transcend individual self-interest and warrant intersubjective recognition—what we
would call human rights today. Lippmann specifies three transcendent principles
of the Good Society: "the human person is inviolable;' "reason shall regulate
will," and "truth shall prevail over erron"
28 In 1955, the concept of natural rights had long been abandoned by secular
intellectuals, although it still had currency within Roman Catholic theology.
Humanism, not theology, secured Lippmands concept of natural rights, but The
Public Philosophy was received favorably by Catholic commentators. This further
alienated Lippmann's secular critics. To them, Lippmann seemed hopelessly out
of touch with the times. And he was.
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But the times would catch up with Lippmann. In 1971 John Rawls reopened
fundamental questions of moral and political philosophy with the publication of
The Theory ofjustice. The book was a game changer. Three decades later, Rawls'
generative thinking is still inspiring broad inquiries into the fundamental principles and the institutional arrangements of a well-ordered democracy, the nature
of community, liberty, citizenship, moral theory, ethics and justice—the kind of
questions that were considered passé in 1955.
I am not suggesting that Lippmann was a Rawlsian before Rawls. He was
not. But I am claiming that Lippmann raised questions that engage moral and
political philosophers today. Further, I am arguing that some philosophers who
work within the Rawlsian tradition, most notably Amartya Sen, embrace
assumptions and concepts remarkably similar to those that Lippmann was so
roundly criticized for using, including intersubjectivity, the need for transcendent democratic values and institutions, the necessity of public reasoning, natural rights, disinterestedness (Sents impartial stranger), objectivity as a position
that withstands public scrutiny, deliberation as a definitive ideal of democracy,
and rejection of what we call market fundamentalism (Blackstone's moral compromise). To be sure, there are many differences. Sen is more radical and inclusive than Lippmann, asserting that human rights are universals; that many of
the ideals attributed to the Western tradition, can be found in other cultural traditions; and in using his theory as a platform to justify interventions in human
rights crises.
29 for democracy but for the pursuit of justice in general," the most underdeonly
W h i laspect
e
veloped
of Sen's magisterial theory of social justice is his treatment of
S e n
media.
a
n to some intractable issues that a fully adequate theory of justice
30
theyc dok point
o i wp ultimately
l e
L
must
confront.
d mgLippmann's
e s
p
reflections on democracy—his contention that the framers of
tthenAmerican
a
n
Constitution intended that complete civil liberty ought to prevail
'h
s
within
industry, not just in the state; the distinction he drew between the civil
ie
n
t
and jacobian revolutionary traditions; his rejection of Bentham's concept °fiche
cpeople'
e
r r as thenaggregate of living persons" in favor of Burke's partnership not only
t
riof othose
who are l i v
i ac
g
.born"; and his critique of the 'evils' that followed from Blackstone's moral comtai nig ol b u t
promise—remain potent incitements to foundational debates about democrai sm
n
a
l s o
tic principles.31
p
o
o
" t h o s
t
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n
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h
c
e
h
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neering role in environmental communication although they do not link it to his
broader advocacy for conservation and public policies that place public health
before private interests.
35 Two other prominent media scholars, Michael Schudson and Robert W.

As America's most prominent journalist, Lippmann was routinely called upon to
comment on press issues. John Luskin's excellent book, Lippmann, Liberty, and
the Press (1972), provides a thorough chronicle of Lippmann's evolving views on
the press, broadly conceived, including radio and television. Luskin offers detailed
accounts of Lippmann's engagement with specific media and public affairs controversies from the beginning of his career through the publication of the
Pentagon Papers (which Lipprnann supported). My own agenda here is therefore
limited to reviewing some recent reassessments of Lippmann's work by media and
communication scholars,
Reappraising"A Test of the News; Hanno Hardt not only concludes that it
was a remarkably prescient work, methodologically and substantively, he heralds
Lipprnann as the unacknowledged founder of international communication
research2
2 scientists did, in fact, recognize Lippmann as the leading figure in international
cal
Inews
r o research,
ni
but by midcentury, when communication research was institutionc a l l in
y the
, universities, that recognition was neglected, forgotten or deliberatalized
a
edly ignored. Recovery of this early history of media and communication research,
sincluding Lippmanffs contributions, has recently become a fertile area of inquiry.
w
33 There is another chapter in the forgotten history of the field in which
e
Lippmann played a significant role: environmental communication, As an editor
h
of The World, he took on the issue of leaded gasoline in 1926, using data provided
a
by university scientists to support the argument. Lippmann's intervention was
veven more decisive in bringing national attention to the seriousness of the pube
lic health threat posed by radium exposure. At the urging of Alice Hamilton, a
s
Harvard public health expert, and Florence Kelley, of the Consumers League,
e
Lippmann took up the cause of theradium girls' in 1927. According to Hamilton,
e
seven women workers at U.S. Radium Corporation had died of radium exposure
n
and five others had developed symptoms.
,
34 T h e
w o m e n
iassistance in paying some of their medical expenses, but the company rejected
s o u g h t
ntheir claim. When the case went to court, U.S. Radium used delaying tactics,
t
h
e
tapparently in the hopes that the claimants would die before the case could be adjuc o m p a n y '
hdicated. Press coverage had sensationalized and trivialized the women's plight
s
ebefore Lippmann entered the controversy; his insistent advocacy proved crucial
in getting the company to settle the case. Environmental media scholars Mark
m
Neuzil,
i
d William Kovarik and Libby Lester have recognized Lippmann's pio1
9
2
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McChesney, have revisited young Lippmann's work recently. Both appear to agree
that
1
rather
than evaluative. Beyond that, however, Schudson and McChesney part
A
company in their assessments of specific works even though McChesney cites
Te
Schudson's
defense of Lippmann against "crude" antidemocratic charges as an
s t
apparent
justification for his own engagement with Lippmann's work.
" Publication of a new edition of Liberty and the News by Princeton University
36
i
Press
in 2007 was the occasion for Schudsonts intervention in the form of a book
s
review
in The Nation. While his introduction to the review is laudably expansive,
a interpretative framing of his reappraisal of Liberty is actually quite narrow on
the
w assumption thatlf there is a rationale for republishing Liberty and the News, it
the
o
surely
must be to give Lippmann's diagnosis and prescriptions a further airing7
r enough! This does, however, limit analysis primarily to the final chapter, which
Fair
37
t
focuses on press reforms, and subtlety de-historicizes the book by re-airing it in light
h
of our times instead of Lippmannts. Schudson seems to adopt the interpretation of
y
Liberty favored by journalism educators, which frames it as an argument for a pose
itivist conception of journalistic objectivity, rather than the work of a pragmatic
f
philosopher, keenly aware of the limits of objectivity. This approach renders the midf
dle chapter ofLiberty/What Modern Liberty Means," largely extraneous. From this
o
narrow
perch, Schudson finds Libertinffive contending that Lippmannuexpresses
r
astonishing
faith in the notion that if objective fact is protected and honestly comt
municated to the general public, democracy will work because decisions will be based
a
on
l public understandings anchored in fair media renderings of reality."38 This
would
be naive indeed, even in 1920. It is not, however, an interpretation shared by
t
Lippmann
scholars who view Liberty as the work of a deeply disillusioned young
h
man
sobered
by the meaninglessness and carnage of a propaganda-driven war and
o
unable
to find any reliable firmament for free expression,
u
g Schudson does, however, contrast his negative assessment of Liberty with
h Opinion, which he finds "still unsurpassed,"
Public
again
39S Sinc2010,
h u focusing
d s o nprimarily on Lippmann's concept of political observatories,
that has been widely adapted. Schudson finds the
r ce one
v of
i his
s press
i t ereforms
d
L h i laudable:
b e ''ther observatories
t y
result
are increasingly valuable partners for journalu
ists, and databases lay new foundations for narrative;
40d S c h u d s o n
h a s
s
n
o
t
o
n
l
y
o
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defended Lippmann against the charge of elitism, he has also consistently resisted
James W. Carey's framing of Lipprnann as a positivist-behaviorist straw man.
4 In young Lippmann, McChesney discovers a sympathetic intellectual ancesJtor/
1 media reform agendas. Describing Liberty and"A Test of the News" as 'largely
rary
unknown"—a
fair assessment of their status in media and communication schola
p
r
arship—McChesney
applaudstA Test" as"trailblazing research that anticipates by
o
decades
some of the best news media content analysis of recent times" and charsacterizes Liberty as "some of his [Lippmannld most astonishing prose and by any
p
reckoning an extraordinary work, with many dimensions of analysis:
e
42 Framing his reassessment more broadly than Schudson's, McChesney conctends
t that Lippmann saw "the rapid emergence of organized propaganda, or
iwhat
v would often be called public relations today" as the "primary though not
e
exclusive, factor explaining the threat to news and democracy:
s143 I n t h e s e
w o r k s can
, be regarded as the preeminent
McChesney asserts that Lippmanearguably
a
visionary who best imagined the role professional journalism would come to play
g
in saving journalism from the lack of credibility it suffered in the first two decades
e
of the twentieth century:
:
144Although McChesney's enthusiasm is expansive, he finds an analysis of class
w
habsent from these works: a fair charge, although a well-developed non-Marxian
o(Wallasian) class analysis is present in Lippmannts other writings of the era.
aMcChesney also questions whether"truly objective journalism can ever exist: As
we have seen, Lippmann, the pragmatist, knew that it could not in the absolutist
n
tsense that McChesney seems to be implying here. Rather, for Lippmann, objecitivity is achieved through verification, by meeting established (communitarian)
cstandards of reliability. That is, journalistic objectivity is socially constructed,
iwhich is why Lippmann repeatedly counselecrepistemological modesty" in makping truth claims.
much closer to Dan Schiller's historical account than to the positivistic interprea45
i p pthat
m have
a n been attached to it by journalism educators.
tL
tations
n
'
s
e46 While McChesney acknowledges that "we cannot use Lippmann's 1920
a p p tordetermine the exact solution of our current crisis: he adds neither
dplaybook
ao a c or hMadison can be used in that way either, but they "still have crucial
Jefferson
ntlessons for us about journalism and democracy, and so does Lippmann:
do
147His understanding of the role and importance of the press system and the news for
sj o u r
freedom and democracy is nothing short of sublime. His understanding of the puba l i
hn lic
and political nature of journalism and the crucial role for the public is a necesas t i c
b
j
ro
c
t
e
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sary rejoinder to the absurd and ahistorical market fundamentalism that has
derailed our discussion of the journalism crisis. His critique of a fatuous 'freedom'
to basically he with impunity in a fact-free world of spin and propaganda should
send shivers down our spines."

McChesney acknowledges that some, "perhaps much of the writing and concerns"
in Public Opinion and The Phantom Public are "brilliant: However, he contend
sthat journalism is justua supporting character within much of the plotline in both
books:' For this reason, he concludes that concerning journalism and news,"thes
books
do not age especially well."
e
44
These recent salutary interventions reopen the door to serious engagement
with Lippmann's work by critical media scholars, which Carey, Chomsky and
Ewen had, in recent decades, largely succeeded in closing. Those who enter will
be surprised by what they find.
Coda
Reading Lippmann's theoretical contributions through the narrow lens of modern political categories (radical, liberal, conservative) is a recipe for misreading.
He wrote for the millennium as well as the moment. His positions of the moment,
expressed in his columns, may be amenable to rough calibration along such lines,
with most of that work fitting uneasily into place near the liberal marker; however, his books defy such simplistic assessments. They roam freely across centuries
and cultures, conversing with Socrates, Buddha, Aquinas, Spinoza, James,
Santayana, Wallas, Jane Addams and legions of others. Some of his ideas may
have aged better than others, but all are serious attempts by a scholar in a troubled world to navigate the 'empire of reason' as a disinterested truth seeker.5(1
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